
The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Today
1 message

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Aug 11, 2015 at 10:15 AM
To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

Quiero ver si usted esta a Club Cantamar hoy.

Quiero ir a las 12:00.

Gracias,

Michael Wolf



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Mañana
1 message

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Aug 11, 2015 at 10:45 AM
To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

Voy a it por alla mañana por la mañana cuando hace menos calor.

Lo siento, solo ahora realize como mucho calor hay.  Hasta la mañana.

-Mike Wolf



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Pichilingue
4 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Fri, Nov 20, 2015 at 10:58 PM
To: seewolff42@hotmail.com

Eberhard,

Michael Wolf here, the guy with the handy jet-ski and other
ferro-cement boat, Disperser.

I wanted to ask a small favor:  Could you please ask the owner of the
house next to Cantamar Resort in Pichilingue, where the Steel 32 foot
unfinished boat is at, if she would be interested in renting the house
out to a young female employee of Cantamar Resort?

She is pregnant and the child's father has of course abdicated his
responsibility.  We helped her out with baby clothes and have found
her to be quite pleasant, honest, and deserving of a little bit of
help.  I personally feel she would be a good, responsible full time
tenant of the residence portion of the property and I do not believe
she would at all mind if someone were there on weekends or even full
time working on the boat - as long as reasonable hours were kept of
course (she works until 11pm here most nights.)

My suggestion is we get her and the homeowner together.  Damaris, the
young woman in question, speaks perfect English as she lived in the
USA for some years.  If a deal can be worked out to get her into the
residence for a rate she can afford, I think it would be helpful to
both parties.

Let me know your thoughts.  Damaris works most days here at Cantamar
Resort and likely answers the phone.  The number here is (612)



122-7010

I can be reached best via email.  I am of course here at Cantamar in the Marina.

Take care, and hope to see you out on the water one of these days.

Kind regards,

Michael Wolf

Eberhard Wolff <seewolff42@hotmail.com> Sat, Nov 21, 2015 at 9:46 AM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Good morning Michael,

I just talked to the lady who is the owner of the house and boat next to Cantamar. The boat is still on sale, and the house also. She will not rent the
house to anybody, she just wants to sell it when all the papers are regularized.
Sorry that I have no better news for your friend.
Eberhard Wolff
Enviado desde mi iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sat, Nov 21, 2015 at 3:18 PM
To: Eberhard Wolff <seewolff42@hotmail.com>

Thank you for trying.

Do keep in touch.  I don't mean to be a stranger, just not a fan of the gringo crowd.

-Mike
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Wed, Apr 26, 2017 at 1:57 PM
To: Eberhard Wolff <seewolff42@hotmail.com>

Hello?



I want to talk to the owner of the property again, Cantamar wants to buy it.

If they don't buy it, I want to make a boatyard in return for use of
the property and I will sell it for her.
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Key
24 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sun, Jul 31, 2016 at 4:13 PM
To: cull74@me.com

The key I have does not work.  I will try again, and otherwise get a key from the office and get it copied or fix this one if possible.

I can always open the door via the window, so its no big deal.

Mike Wolf
(612) 104-7635

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Sun, Jul 31, 2016 at 5:16 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

The one I gave profirio should work since I know I tried one that worked.
Also Mary has one

Sent from my iPhone
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sun, Jul 31, 2016 at 5:25 PM
To: cull74@me.com

Yeah, I used Perforio's key.  The one I have should work now, as it was only slightly misaligned.  I will test it and make a copy of Perforio's key if this
didn't fix it.

Other than not seeing her, everything is fine.  I gave her a can, made sure she has water, amd emptied the trash.

All is well.



Enjoy yourself.

-Mike
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Sun, Jul 31, 2016 at 6:08 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Thanks I'm at el morrow in sr watching soccer.

Sent from my iPhone
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sun, Jul 31, 2016 at 7:02 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Key is fixed.
Have fun!
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Sun, Jul 31, 2016 at 7:33 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

well i dont think fun is being had cause driving makes me just mourn my little nellie again
but nothing will ever cure that ! hopefully you can tell ne that jose luis is back at his job
monday afternoon?
im sure harriet will be ok !

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Aug 2, 2016 at 8:29 AM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>



Your cat has a new best friend.  I had to sneak out.  Very friendly.

All is well, still no word, was in town all day yesterday.

-Mike

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Tue, Aug 2, 2016 at 8:33 AM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

thats good she is being friendly! im about to leave elcentro. carlos emailed and he is finishing up at my house. he had been on a trip.

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Wed, Aug 3, 2016 at 10:36 AM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

I shook hands with Jose Luis on my way back from visiting the cat.

Question:  Is your television setup hooked up so that I could turn it
on?  I want to set it on a timer to give the cat some company in the
evening.  I find that having television, movies, or even music is a
decent substitute to the normal noises we make and provides some
comfort to pets.  I see your TV has a timer mode, but I couldn't get
any thing to turn on.
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Wed, Aug 3, 2016 at 10:43 AM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

thats good about jose luis!!, probably the result  of post nellie depression thinkng the worst of things?
turn on the the power behind the couch. one remote for tv one for sat reciever.
yeah the tv is usually on most of the day even when im out and about. you can leave it on or atch it if you want?
thanks!
my new puppy baxter is quite a little handful ! i hAd forgotten what puppieswerelike!



Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sat, Aug 6, 2016 at 11:10 AM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Everything is still fine here.  Keeping my eyes on a potential hurricane though: Earl is crossing southern Mexico, combining with a low, and heading this
direction, so far.

Take care.

Mike
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Sat, Aug 6, 2016 at 1:01 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

yeah i see that on the nhc 5 day model. i told carls to button up my house just in case.
say hi to harriet  and warn her that a severe puppy storm namd baxter is coming in a few weeks . so sharpen her claws!  
john
Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sun, Aug 7, 2016 at 10:30 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

I see your place is under hurricane warning.  I can't do anything myself, but if you need anything done at your house, let me know and I can find a way.

Aren't you glad you put up the cloth?
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Sun, Aug 7, 2016 at 10:35 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

thanks mike, im hoping they got the cloth up , ive emailed them. im sure my house will be ok. its concrete and even without the cloth the sliders will do



ok? nothing we can do ?
button up your boat and my condo and i hope the new docks make it ,!
john

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 10:00 AM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

In the words of Agent 86, missed it by that much...

Sorry, no testing hurricaine cloth today.
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 10:50 AM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Getting any rain at Cantamar?

Sent from my iPhone
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 11:17 AM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Nothing but a few drops.
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 11:44 AM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

How sad!

Sent from my iPhone



[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Aug 9, 2016 at 8:26 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

The storm was very small, and apparently did affect your place, though I do not know to what extent.  We got cool weather, a couple inches of rain,
maybe, and some wind, but not much.  Worst thing that happened was cows getting on campus and eating the nopales and shitting allover.   You'll
likely see a new night security guard smwhen you return...

All is well here.  I've been spending a little time here and there keeping her company, and she seems to be fine, other than obviosuly missing you.

I may be out of contact for a couple days, so if you need anything right away, call or text.

Have fun, see you when you get back.
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Tue, Aug 9, 2016 at 9:03 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

thanks mike, i hope i got at least some rain out at my place?
im working on packing my stuff and documenting it and am hoping i might be able 
to load up and ship early next week? 
baxter is getting bigger and clara only lifts her lip a little so things are progressing .
problem is im still depressed about my little nellie and will be so for ever ! so i got to deal with it!
thanks for watcjing harriet and i thank you for that!
anyway im hoping on returning maybe end of next week? tell lobo clara misss him and can wait to attack him!, 
john

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Aug 16, 2016 at 12:17 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>



Hey John,

I hope everything is going okay up there.  It certainly is here.
Henrietta is doing fine.  No disasters, and I may even have a running
driving truck in a day or two.

Be sure to let the office know when you're coming back so they can
make sure the place is clean.  They straightened, but Marie wants to
give it a good clean before you get back.

Hugs to Clara and Baxter.

-Mike
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Tue, Aug 16, 2016 at 12:28 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

thats good that things are ok! igot my paper work at the consulate done yesterday and now have to get my stuff to otay. i dont have any help during the
week to load so im going to do it next sunday and monday. so ill head back tuesday. so tell mary ill be heading back probably stop at the house for the
night and come to cantamar friday?
ive been taking baxter on some short walks in the nearby canyon and he is doing good but not so much in th e truck? ill have to crate him for the trip
down and hope he falls asleep? time has not cured my loss of nellie and probably never will ! but thats the way it is!
say hi to harriet. baxter beats up on my sisters cats and is going to get a shock when he meets harriet!
john

Sent from my iPad

[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Aug 16, 2016 at 12:35 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

I let Lupe wait outside the door when I was checking on Harriet last
evening.  I'll try to get her and Lupe some proximate time together so
Harriet can be prepared for what's coming (no, I won't let them be in
physical contact, I'm not big on cat scratches.)



As for Baxter in the truck, try taking him for very long walks and
playtime, really wear him out, then take him for a ride in the truck.
Go ahead with a crate, but put the crate up front with you if you can
or at least near you.  Take him for a ride to the beach or another
canyon or somewhere you knew he'll get out and play and wear himself
out.  Then, when he's tired, let him fall asleep in the truck, without
the cage if possible, and the drive home should help break his fear of
the truck, especially as it will have been after a fun day which
started with a drive in the first place.  Terror ->  Fun ->
Comfortable Ride = Safe, nothing to fear.

See you next Friday...ish.
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Tue, Aug 16, 2016 at 2:40 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

yeah i just ordered a soft crate and some doggy restraints. clara likes to jump from front to back in forth and its sometimes a distraction . baxter isnt
scared he just wants to climb up and sit on me and chew the wheel. all of above is not really safe on the camino transpenisular!
john

Sent from my iPad

[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

ladder
4 messages

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Fri, Sep 16, 2016 at 12:46 PM
To: Mike Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

mike i forgot that cantamars ladder is behind my boat. could you tell daniel?
ill be back next week to work on the boat.
john

Sent from my iPad

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Fri, Sep 16, 2016 at 1:26 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

I will try.  Been sick here, bedridden with fever since early yesterday.

Stay well, whatever virus this is, I hurt because.of it.   Oh, and stay out of the water here.for a while, the sewage transfer pump died and you know
Pedro....it has yet.to.be.replaced so they pump it into the marina instead.  Might be how I got sick.
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Fri, Sep 16, 2016 at 7:41 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

sorry your sick, ocean is  clean out this way, makng cabinets slowly and wont be back 
until tuesday, wed? do think they pump bad water to the beach but who knows about marina its a chemical dump anyway?

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sat, Sep 17, 2016 at 9:52 AM



To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

It looks like they're installing the pump today.  But, if not, avoid
the beach.  I smelled sewage the last time I was at the beach.  If you
do use the beach and they have been dumping sewage, make sure you use
the beach on an incoming tide.

See you here, let me know if you need help.

-Mike

PS:  Feeling better, but now the bronchitis threatens...
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

WyFy
3 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Thu, Oct 6, 2016 at 9:28 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

I am having problems connecting to my phone as a hotspot.

There may be a signal jammer active in the area.   I will try my laptop and see.  This happens with two different network devices!

I assume you are using internet directly.  If you connect through a hotspot and aren't having problems, let me know.

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Fri, Oct 7, 2016 at 7:27 AM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

im able to use my iphone as a personal hotspot for my ipad via bluetooth. wifi wont sign on on any device.

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Fri, Oct 7, 2016 at 8:29 AM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

I am on Cantamar Wifi, but its spotty and keeps disconnecting.  I think they need a new router.

I find it really odd that I lose conndction to my phone hotspot though...
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Diving
3 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Mon, Oct 31, 2016 at 3:01 PM
To: Adeline Ee <adeline1610@gmail.com>

Adeline,

I would like to suggest you contact Cantamar, the place I am at, which does diving.  They may be looking for another dive instructor or guide.  They
seem to go through them a lot.  Their website is clubcantamar.com.

See what they say, but keep in touch with me as I can certainly help you negotiate with them.

-Mike

Adeline Ee <adeline1610@gmail.com> Mon, Oct 31, 2016 at 3:27 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Hi Mike, thanks for the lead, but I think I am done teaching diving. The dive industry, like any other large scale business, is one that is designed to
exploit and use dive instructors, who do it for very little money and for the love of the job. They are severely overworked, work without proper permits,
risking deportation and fines, underpaid, risk their lives every day and operate with fairly high levels of stress, being responsible constantly for the lives
of others, for very little thanks. Most can't even cover living expenses. In Asia at least, this is the case. 

I did 8 years as a divemaster and 2 years as an instructor, and that was quite enough for me. Now I teach mainly to friends, family, and only upon
special request. Unless and until I find a dive centre that believes in the same things that I do. Cantamar with a high turnover rate doesn't sound like it.
Pardon me, I am very jaded by the dive industry.

[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Mon, Oct 31, 2016 at 5:04 PM



To: Adeline Ee <adeline1610@gmail.com>

Wow, and I thought it was just bad here...  Sounds like a bad idea.  Anyway, just thought you might be interested.

To be honest, I am surprised this place hasn't had an accident.  They can't keep boats running.
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Dhl
4 messages

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Fri, Dec 2, 2016 at 10:34 AM
To: Mike Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

I have a bunch of curtain stuff coming next week could you warn the office. I'll be back we'd,

Sent from my iPhone

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Fri, Dec 2, 2016 at 12:26 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Will do, also talk to me about the tranny when you are here.
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Fri, Dec 2, 2016 at 3:34 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

yeah ill be back for four or fives days looking for a china cabinet. got 3g on my patio a bit must be the weather?

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Fri, Dec 2, 2016 at 7:57 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Yeah, clouds reflect the signal very well.  Enjly it while it lasts

Try the segunda on Florjadores past the university. They get new seconds and high quality used furniture, and have a number of china cabinets.



I think I saw something on Craigslist.

Still no Wifi here.

Pedro bought a new shuttle, a Toyota.

Been cold here.
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Weekend at Cantamar
2 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Thu, Mar 30, 2017 at 7:03 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

University camping on the beach this weekend.

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Thu, Mar 30, 2017 at 7:10 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

i have a new number 6121411995   terry says my transnission is ready.
my palapa is almost done and im coming over to leave some contracts for my attorney to review. rob wan ts me to sign some water andccr stuff but i
need my lawyer  to review the,m
sounds like the same group from last year?  anyway i should be over friday afternoon
and leaving sat

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

On the Beach
6 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 9:37 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Please let me know if you download that film, I am VERY interested!

If you would like, we could download it for you, but I might need to leave a laptop there to do it.

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 9:41 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

ill try maanana?

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sat, Apr 8, 2017 at 6:58 AM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Please call me at 9:30 if you don't see me.  I had a rough night and need a nap.  I definitely want to go with you as I need some parts from Terry.

I think we downloaded On the Beach.  I will let you know.
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sat, Apr 8, 2017 at 1:59 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

IF you go to Aramburo, could you please grab me a pack of fresh tortillas (if there are any).  They are in a glass display case in the center of the store,
under a red and white checkered cloth.  Also, a smallish white onion, if you could.



If not, don't worry.

Hope all went well at the attorney.

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Sat, Apr 8, 2017 at 3:21 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

i just read this back at cantamar. i have an onion but no tortillas?

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sat, Apr 8, 2017 at 4:47 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

No woriies, munchies are gone.
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

boat
4 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sun, Apr 2, 2017 at 3:04 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Jorge says your turbo is bad and Im not sure what else.  His number is 612 147-0656.

Good luck.

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Sun, Apr 2, 2017 at 3:08 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

ill be back wed! or thursday? terry wants 1050 dollars for labor. i might have to go slow
on further repairs ? also my stupid dentist charged me 500 bucks in excess of the insurance payment! no more us dentist!

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Apr 4, 2017 at 6:54 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Your mechanic wants you to call him, he has been bugging everyone at Cantamar for your number.  I believe he wants money for parts, says your turbo
is bad I think.
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Tue, Apr 4, 2017 at 8:39 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

well im coming back tomrrow and jorge knows that , ive been around cantamar for many years and wont jump if jorge says jump! he probably needs
some cash for booze or drogas! see cantamar manana!



Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

On the Beach
6 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 9:37 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Please let me know if you download that film, I am VERY interested!

If you would like, we could download it for you, but I might need to leave a laptop there to do it.

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 9:41 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

ill try maanana?

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sat, Apr 8, 2017 at 6:58 AM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Please call me at 9:30 if you don't see me.  I had a rough night and need a nap.  I definitely want to go with you as I need some parts from Terry.

I think we downloaded On the Beach.  I will let you know.
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sat, Apr 8, 2017 at 1:59 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

IF you go to Aramburo, could you please grab me a pack of fresh tortillas (if there are any).  They are in a glass display case in the center of the store,
under a red and white checkered cloth.  Also, a smallish white onion, if you could.



If not, don't worry.

Hope all went well at the attorney.

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Sat, Apr 8, 2017 at 3:21 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

i just read this back at cantamar. i have an onion but no tortillas?

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sat, Apr 8, 2017 at 4:47 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

No woriies, munchies are gone.
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Property in Pichilingue and Hello!
1 message

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Apr 11, 2017 at 12:53 PM
To: Eberhard Wolff <seewolff42@hotmail.com>

Guten tag,

It's Mike, from the days of pulling your boat off the Mogote with my jetski.

I'm trying to get in touch with the owner of the property here.  I'm
working with Cantamar who are interested in the property.  The owner
is well financed and can likely pay cash (but please don't quote me,
I'm guess...)  He has money.

I'm involved in the project and will ensure the boat finds a good home
(I may finish her myself), but will also accept instruction if the
boat is to be sold separately.

I would like to help broker the deal, but my interests are not
financial.  I'm finishing my boat here, and helping Cantamar put
together facilities that will also benefit my efforts to finish my
boat.

Please have the owner contact me, or have her broker or agent contact
Cantamar directly.  The owner is Pedro.  I do not know his full name.

I hope you have been doing well.  I saw that you were selling (sold?)
your boat.  I wish I could have at least taken her out sailing.  I'm
quite interested in your modifications and in doing my own on my ship.



As for me, I have finally found permanent crew, a mahogeny schooner to
salvage for wood for my interior, and all the rest of the bits I need
to complete my ship.  Now I just need to make a shop and help build a
boatyard so I can get the work done and get on to the business of
escaping the madness these idiot politicians are turning our world
into.

If you are still around in La Paz, please feel free to stop by here in
Pichilingue to visit.  I'd be honored.

Kind regards,

Michael Wolf
M/S The Disperser



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Inquiry
1 message

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sat, May 20, 2017 at 2:52 PM
To: info@cascadeengine.com

I work with a diving resort here in Baja California who has just gone
through another outboard, a Yamaha 250hp gasoline.

I wanted to inquire to see if your company would be able to contact
this resort, Cantamar, and work with them on getting a diesel outboard
on the boat that needs a new motor.

Their website is clubcantamar.com.  The acting owner is Pedro, and
your contact would be Rodrigo in the front office or otherwise a cold
call to the main reservations office.  I can help from this end.  The
owner is upgrading the operation to decrease his downtime and seems
interested in maintenance contracts and reliability.  They have
numerous diesel boats using Cummins motors (not my first choice) and
has maintenance contracts with them.

I would be happy to assist you in this where possible.  I wouldn't
mind, but will not require a finders fee for a successful sale, but I
sure would be interested in anything laying around in your trash piles
that you want to toss my way.  My spanish is pretty good and I do have
something of a reputation with these folks.  Be aggressive with the
sales.  He's got the biggest resort down here, and it could lead to
other sales both here and elsewhere in the area, including Cabo,
Ensenada, and even the Yucatan region where his father works.

Regards,



Michael Wolf
Unofficial marina managing gringo of Cantamar



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Fuel Lines
10 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sat, Jun 17, 2017 at 12:23 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

The lines are 1/2 inch.  

On Saturday, June 17, 2017, John Cullen <cull74@me.com> wrote:
> could you check what size the fuel lines are? 5/16 pops in my heqd. i might buy some line up here?
>
> Sent from my iPad
> On Jun 16, 2017, at 7:51 PM, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Pretty sure its just lines.  Time for new ones, maybe a couple hundred bucks total.
>
> Don't worry, just have fun.
>
> On Friday, June 16, 2017, John Cullen <cull74@me.com> wrote:
>> i just hope its not a tank?  lines no problem? anyway ill be back in a few weeks amd as long as the boat floats its ok! thanks for watching things!
>>
>> Sent from my iPad
>> On Jun 16, 2017, at 7:17 PM, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> wrote:
>>d
>> no saw news yet.
>>
>> Hormones will slowly fade over several months.  During that time, you get to shape his behavior.  Be firm but gentle.  Iron fist, velvet glove kinda
thing.
>>
>> Usual drama here.  You missed a great wedding, music all night, lots of drunks.  Fun...
>>
>> I have to siphon about 3 gallons or more diesel from your bilges.   Bad leak, need new fuel lines I think.
>>



>> On Friday, June 16, 2017, John Cullen <cull74@me.com> wrote:
>>> ok baxter got cut wed , took him for a walk up the canyon road and between the lizards and a few leashed dogs just about pulled my shoulder out
of its socket! it was embarrasing not for the lizards but for the poor people walking their dogs !
>>> i guess it takes a few days for the hormones to fade? 
>>> no more shopping news for your saw stuff?
>>>
>>> Sent from my iPad
>>> On Jun 15, 2017, at 7:23 AM, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>
>>> Jose says no name, standard, number 23.  I will let you interpret that.
>>>
>>>
>>> On Wednesday, June 14, 2017, John Cullen <cull74@me.com> wrote:
>>>> yeah it might be a leak but the motor has a little tube that leaks diesil  when it runs? just keep the valve off at the racor filter? shouldnt be a big
deal . 
>>>>
>>>> Sent from my iPad
>>>> On Jun 14, 2017, at 6:47 PM, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>>
>>>> Boat has a fuel leak, at thw filter.  I am turning off the fuel, will buy a pack of absorbers to distribute in bilges, couple hundred pesos worth
probably.  Ran engine though.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> On Wednesday, June 14, 2017, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>>> I will try to ask Jose Luis.
>>>>>
>>>>> Tell Baxter they won't grow back no matter how hard he tries.
>>>>>
>>>>> Have fun.  Will start boat tonight.
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> On Wednesday, June 14, 2017, John Cullen <cull74@me.com> wrote:
>>>>>> no big deal but if you see jose luis checking the pumps mornings at a bout 8:30
>>>>>> or afternoons 4:30 ask him what name and number he wants one his dodgers jersey.
>>>>>> the default wil be 23 adrian gonsalez? or ketshaw?
>>>>>> baxter got cut today and im glad it was here cause he would have been in the sand and water in no time. he is supposed to where the plastic



collar for two weeks! what a joke ijt lasted ten minutes!
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Sent from my iPad

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Mon, Jun 19, 2017 at 9:12 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

have you heard anything from the guy in landers? im thinking of heading home sooner ?
ive got dr appt,s thursday and might head back soon after . rene can remove baxters stitches no problem? anyway they are redoing the electrical in my
sisters house and its a cluster fuck and im yearning to be home asap! ac and lights go off and its a heat wave here? clara wonders where her condo
with ac is.? no reason for me to sit around here another week. 

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Mon, Jun 19, 2017 at 9:36 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

I was waiting to see what else came up before you left, then I would
contact Landers to see if he still had it.  As long as you go by
Desert Hot Springs on a weekday, he could meet you.  You guys will
have to coordinate by phone, if he still has it, as I don't need the
whole thing and we could save a lot of space if he keeps the stand,
maybe the motor too.

I will contact him.  But please let me know if you would be by there
and if on a weekday so I can be sure you two can connect.

I could also remove Baxter's sutures, but probably having Rene do it
would be easier for all.

Let me know your plans.  I'll then get in touch with Landers and get
you two in touch if its still available.

-Mike
[Quoted text hidden]



Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Jun 20, 2017 at 2:43 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

And the attachment:
[Quoted text hidden]

ShopsmithLanders.jpg
79K

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Tue, Jun 20, 2017 at 3:12 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

well the plan is for me to head out friday the 29th. im going to try to hold to that plan. i got the ac ,tv, and computer going again but they are rewiring the
house and its a pain. i try to get out during the day but its hot out and i cant leave the dogs for long?
also f telcel quit and im having trouble recharging on their shitty website!!
i might look at a t-mobile plan that works well in mx?
if you want to contact the guy and see what time on the 29th works for him . im flexible as long as i can get to elcentro by evening? right now its 120
there so i hope it cools a bit in a week or two? is it getting hot in cantamar?

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

> <ShopsmithLanders.jpg>

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Jun 20, 2017 at 3:19 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

What is your number and I will recharge your phone this evening.  And let me know how much, otherwise I will assume $500 pesos.

I will go back to keeping an eye out for a shopsmith and otherwise get in touch with Landers next week.



Hot here, but not that hot.  Wow.

-Mike
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Tue, Jun 20, 2017 at 3:23 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

6121411995 . im developing a true hatred of telcel!!!!

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Tue, Jun 20, 2017 at 3:35 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

hold off on the phone? im checking  on a t- mobile deal 50 a month pay as you go 10 g
unlimited calling . i hear it works good in mexico like att?  i actually need my ipad recharged. its number is 612 201 4405
500 for 4g.

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Jun 20, 2017 at 4:38 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

I will put $500 on 612-201-4405.
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Tue, Jun 20, 2017 at 4:51 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

thanks  my ipad is roaming on t- mobile here? we will see how long it lasts? 

Sent from my iPad



[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Shopsmith
3 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Jun 20, 2017 at 2:42 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

John,

As of now, Tuesday afternoon, I have not found a better deal on a
Shopsmith than the one in Landers.  I wanted to see if you could go
ahead and contact this guy, see if you can meet him in Desert Hot
Springs, and coordinate picking up the Shopsmith.

Here is a link to the ad:

https://palmsprings.craigslist.org/tls/6168153876.html

Here is the email address to reply to:

sjqdd-6168153876@sale.craigslist.org

I have attached a copy of the photograph from the ad.  I do not
necessarily need all of the parts, but will take them if you have
room.  If you do run out of room, please leave the stands (2 of them)
first.  If you still do not have room, leave the motor assembly.  I
need everything else.  If room is still a premium, I do have the
support tubes/pipes, but mine are not in as good shape as his.  I
suspect they won't take up much room, but if he cannot take the unit
completely apart, the stand and motor assembly with legs can be left
behind as long as I get EVERYTHING else.  I am most interested in all
of the parts and tools, the bandsaw, and the planer, in that order, as
I do not have a complete Shopsmith myself.  If you have room, I will



take the whole thing, motor and all, as it would be nice to have a
spare.

He will need to completely disassemble the shopsmith so it can fit in
your camper.  I suspect he will only be able to meet with you in the
morning or afternoon.  Hopefully you can work something out.  With a
1/2 inch wrench, you can disassemble the entire thing to pieces and
that should get it to fit in your camper.  Don't try to put it in
assembled.  If you need instructions, let me know and I will either
find some online, or take photographs and show you myself.

Take a copy of the ad (save it on your phone or computer if you can't
print it) just in case you get asked about importing it.  If you do,
the value is $300 based on what you pay, so pay the IVA if you need to
and I will pay you back.

Everything is going well here.  Julie left Saturday after I welded her
anti-sway struts back together.  Supposedly, Pedro didn't pay her.  I
don't know.  Anyway, she's gone, as is Zo.

The water pump for the marina area is shot, ruined when it was run dry
by the big boat filling its tank.  I'm on house water using my pump
and have had to recondition my ailing batteries, which just needed
distilled water.  Things are a bit of a mess here with regards to
water, but when you need it, it should be available off my boat as
usual.

I will be removing the diesel from your bilges, hopefully today.  I'll
then put bilge pads around your bilge pumps to keep diesel/oil from
being pumped out again.  I'll also start the engine and make sure all
water is bilged out that I don't get when I remove the diesel.

Everything else is going well.  Plenty of food and whatnot for
Harriet, who is doing fine and getting along better with Lupe thanks
to the few times we've brought her over.



Let me know what's going on, when you're headed back, etc.

-Mike

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Tue, Jun 20, 2017 at 3:21 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

im looking at new 1/2 inch fuel lines. do you think 25 feet is enough? there is a roll on amazon for fairly cheap?
sad about Julie. i saw her face book page and there was some discussion about depression . i think she is chemically off balance and will have trouble
at what ever situation she gets in ? oh well not our problem anymore since she wont be back!
i hope zoe looks after her?
also if you make a deal with that guy i might be able to come another day since i need
to get away and maybe drive up to big bear for the day?

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Jun 20, 2017 at 10:00 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

25 feet of fuel line should do you, just be sure it's high quality.

Regarding the Shopsmith, just let me know your plans and I'll get in
touch with the guy ahead of your trip to Big Bear.

Have fun up there.
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

On the way
3 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 3:35 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Hey,

I am guessing you are on your way back.

IF you have a chance, and see a hardware store on your way down at a
convenient place, could I ask you to grab as many 1/2in or 3/4in
galvanized floor flanges (picture attached) as you can, up to 12.
They are quite handy and impossible to find down here, but not
something I will die without, so its no big deal if you don't get
them.

If you come down through San Diego by chance, please let me know.  I
expect you'll come through Mexicali as usual though.

By the way, its much cooler down here.  It was hot the past couple
days, but only got up to 96.

images.jpeg
2K

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 6:21 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>



yeah im at the motel 6 / hilton in elecentro now. only 107 , clara and baxter dont want long walks in the parking lot! im heading out in the morning going
to try the east crossing? since lots of construction at west? if i pass a store ill get you some? galvanized? should be back sat afternoon? baxter opened
up a pack of your boxers before i got home from the store but i rescued them!  they dont like my new pet barrier
but at least i can change lanes without baxter on my lap!

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

> <images.jpeg>

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 9:02 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

See you Saturday.  Its a lot cooler here.

Oh, remind me to tell you about how I might be brokering the sale of Cantamar....when you get here.

NOT sent from an Apple product
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Call Cantamar
6 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Wed, Aug 30, 2017 at 1:12 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

As soon as you can, not an emergency

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Wed, Aug 30, 2017 at 5:12 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Your number not working I'm at wal
Mary and will be back in 1/2?hour

Sent from my iPhone
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Wed, Aug 30, 2017 at 6:37 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Make sure I have your number.

Make sure Cantamar does too.  
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Wed, Aug 30, 2017 at 8:48 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Make sure I have your number.

Make sure Cantamar does too.  



On Wednesday, August 30, 2017, John Cullen <cMull74@me.com> wrote:
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Wed, Aug 30, 2017 at 8:50 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

my number is 6268997627 , whats is yours?

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Thu, Aug 31, 2017 at 3:56 AM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

(612) 158-0011 and Zach's is (612) 127-4386
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Favor - Update
3 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Mon, Oct 2, 2017 at 3:32 PM
To: Siddharta Velazquez Hernandez <sid_kekai@hotmail.com>

Sid,

I apologize for the confusion today.  I went to pay the taxes and had
to go to the state office myself and found out I need to talk to API
now.

I need to meet with the director of API to figure out what we need to
do.  I'd like to meet with him with you, and as such, would like to
see if you can make an appointment to see him that is convenient for
you.  I have no schedule so any time you set will work for me.

If you can do this, please let me know.  I do not know who to ask for,
other than the director of API.

When you are at Cantamar next, let's talk.

Thank you,

Mike

Siddharta Velazquez Hernandez <sid_kekai@hotmail.com> Tue, Oct 3, 2017 at 7:31 AM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Morning Mike!



Do you have the contact for API director?

So I can make the appointment today

Sidd.

Descarga Outlook para iOS

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, October 2, 2017 3:32:49 PM
To: Siddharta Velazquez Hernandez
Subject: Favor - Update

[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Oct 3, 2017 at 8:26 AM
To: Siddharta Velazquez Hernandez <sid_kekai@hotmail.com>

Actually, in thinking and reviewing everything that happened
yesterday, I decided that it would be better to first talk to the
lawyer I spoke with.  His name is Lic. Jose Edmundo Rangel Vazquez.
He's not listed on the website under the directory, and I don't have a
direct number for him.  I think if you call the main number and ask
for him they will be able to find him.  My spanish isn't quite good
enough to do that even.

The main number is (612) 123 6500.  He's in the Commercial Port
office.  Let's make an appointment to see him at your convenience.

Thank you.  I will hopefully talk to you soon.

-Mike

On 10/3/17, Siddharta Velazquez Hernandez <sid_kekai@hotmail.com> wrote:
> Morning Mike!
>



> Do you have the contact for API director?
>
> So I can make the appointment today
>
> Sidd.
>
> Descarga Outlook para iOS<https://aka.ms/o0ukef>
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Favor
1 message

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Mon, Oct 2, 2017 at 1:46 PM
To: Siddharta Velazquez Hernandez <sid_kekai@hotmail.com>

Sid, update from earlier.  We need to speak to the director of API, and would like your help.  Lets coordinate and make an appointment, or I can give
you the information and have you make the appointment.  I am in La Paz, will be back at Cantamar the afternoon.

Sorry for the confusion, this is a complex matter.

Mike

On Monday, October 2, 2017, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> wrote:
> Sorry, forgot to mention the office is Patrimonial Inmoblario.
>
> On Monday, October 2, 2017, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> wrote:
>> Sid,
>>
>> Can you go with me today to the state office across from the
>> government palace on Isabela Catolica at whatever time is convenient
>> for you?  I want to confirm the information I initially received so I
>> can know where to go next.  If you would like to go on your own, that
>> would be okay too as all we want to do is confirm that we can do this
>> and find out if we can get their blessing, approval, and possibly
>> legal support.  I also want to find out if there is someone else we
>> should talk to about this.
>>
>> It's also okay for you to go on your own because frankly, this is new
>> territory for me.  I don't know if I can trust just any lawyer and
>> thus don't want to just talk to the one I'm using now (Jose Gaytan)
>> and I also wanted to ask if the state could recommend a lawyer.
>>



>> We are getting ready and will be heading in soon.  We're going to go
>> ahead and pay the taxes and buy locks to start changing them out.  We
>> want to be sure no one gets this from under us.
>>
>> Let me know if you would like to go with us or on your own, and if
>> with us, what time would be most convenient for you today.
>>
>> Thanks a great deal for your help.
>>
>>
>> -Mike and Zach
>>
>>
>>
>> On Saturday, September 30, 2017, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> wrote:
>>> Keys and radio are on the floor of the plane next to the seat, radio was turned off.
>>>
>>> On Saturday, September 30, 2017, Siddharta Velazquez Hernandez <sid_kekai@hotmail.com> wrote:
>>>> Cheers!
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> Descarga Outlook para iOS
>>



Mon, Oct 16, 2017 10:19 AM

Re: Cantamar

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: licfranciscobeltran@hotmail.com

Sr.

Disculpa, olvidé a incluyer la propuesta que doné al estado.

Lo escribiste por beneficio del estado.  Es más o menos que quiero hacer.

Quiero hablar con Fernando y Pedro sobre como yo puedo ayudarlos.  No quiero ganar dinero porque necesito dinero solo para completar m velero.  Para completar mi
velero en esta propiedad, necesito construyer facilidades para levantar mi velero, que tiene 20 metros, y 40mil kg.  Puedo construyer las facilidades para leventar mi
velero, y también para levantar barcos de Cantamar para repararlos y mantanerlos, y también para marina seca.  Puedo construyer marina seca, y operarlo también.

En primero, necesitamos ver por titulo.  Despues lo tiene por favor digame.

Gracias por su tiempo,

Sat, 14 Oct 2017 -5:04:01 -0600 from Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>:

Sr.

El nombre del hombre con quien hablé de propriedad es Ing. Jorge Ayala León, Director de Patrimoni Inmobilario por Estado Baja California Sur.  Numero de
teléfono de el es (612) 19 7 82 42.

Si necesita algo más, sólo digame por este correo electronico, que prefero.

Gracias,

--
Michael Wolf



--
Michael Wolf

ProposalPichilingue.pdf



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

furnature
8 messages

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 6:17 PM
To: Mike Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

checked out the furniture and im going to get it. looks like metal frames and in good shape , dont like the color , tables or lamps and ugly red rug but
better than the crap in my condo! i told her id be there thursday morning 10 - 10:30 on my way back from aguja? so i could use some help and your van
if your around otherwise there are some workman there and i can make a couple trips in my truck? its at the condos behind abaroa topete and encinas
a gated place. kind of a gringo enclave. also her husband is looking for a hoby cat and i mentioned the one at cantamar . just as soon have pedro sell it
to make more space out there?

Sent from my iPad

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 11:15 AM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

Lots of drama here, call me tonight.
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 5:32 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

whats the drama ? phone is having trouble with antenna ?

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 6:02 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>



This is something told in person...

Need help with furniture?  When?
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 8:43 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

We will come over in a few minutes.
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2017 at 8:44 PM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Phone not working going to be behind aboroa at ten or sO no big deal cause i can do itmyself.

Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 18, 2017, at 6:02 PM, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> wrote:

This is something told in person...

Need help with furniture?  When?ng 
[Quoted text hidden]

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 7:30 AM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

inTernet is flaky here. ill be The ladies condo at 10 am if you can help? otherwise no big deal!

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Thu, Oct 19, 2017 at 8:16 AM



To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>

If we can get in we will come help.

What cross streets?  
[Quoted text hidden]



Wed, Oct 18, 2017 7:37 PM

Proposal

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com <pedro@clubcantamar.com>

Pedro,

As promised, here is a copy of the proposal I wrote to the state regarding the property next door.  I found out Fernando is the owner after I submitted this proposal to the
state, who had requested it in my efforts to find the owner.

Regards,

Michael Wolf

ProposalPichilingue.pdf



Wed, Oct 18, 2017 6:49 PM

Update

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

First, I forgot that I have your email address.  I don't like to disturb you as you are quite busy, but the situation must be addressed.

Briefly, what happened is that Mr. Wolff, who thinks he owns the property next door and which Fernando instead owns according to the state, got information from a
company I contacted about equipment I found next door, equipment that could be used for pulling boats out of the water.  Without knowing whether or not we would have
access to that equipment, I made inquiries about its use for purposes of planning if we did have access.  That company wrongfully gave my information to Wolff, whom I
assume is registered with the company as owner.  He made assumptions based on his mistaken assumption of property ownership (he owned the concession, not the
property) and accused me of trying to sell what I was merely making inquiries about.  He did so via men with guns shooting unsafely next door.  I was understandably
upset, especially after denouncing these guys to the marines and finding them at my boat after Orlando brought them out.

I have since filed a report with the Ministerio Publico, as Wolff threatened me, attempted to blackmail me, and has since harassed and intimidated me.  I understand he
contacted you as well, and I assume he made similar empty threats.

My intention was never to involve Cantamar.  I was actually looking for the true owner so I could propose improving the property as a functional boatyard to the owner's
advantage in return for my ability to simply use the property (more about this later.)  I did find the owner, and that is you, not this guy who threatened me (and I assume
you.)

I will handle this matter.  I'm sure that there will be issues when this guy finds out you own what he believes to be his land.  I can help deal with that when it comes if
necessary.  For now, we need to wait for the title from the state.

If you have any concerns or questions, please tell me via email or in person (phone doesn't work for me as I can't hear well enough.)  Again, my concern is to keep
Cantamar out of my personal matters.  I am only working to benefit my needs, which happen to benefit yours as well.

I also wanted to reiterate my offer to help with the fuel situation.  I am sitting in my boat breathing in diesel fumes because people are too lazy to use a procedure which
would prevent spillage, and because no one here understands how serious fuel spills are (I got laughed out of the office for mentioning it!).  If you were in the USA, you
would be fined $50,000 as an individual, and I believe millions as a business, in US dollars!  I understand they are cracking down on such things here too now.  Simply
filling your boats could cost you your business I assume.  And based on that assumption, I want to help in any way I can.  I am very sensitive to these matters because of
my experiences in the USA, and am quite capable of coming up with a solution.  I simply need your approval and to be given the support I need to ensure this is properly
implemented, which I would do in consideration of the people involved second only to safety and ensuring the profitability of Cantamar.



I'd also like to acquaint you briefly with my intention and situation, as I believe in doing so you can understand how I can help you out around here, significantly.

My intent here is simply to finish my ship so I can live a self-sufficient life outside society.  I do not seek profit or enrichment.  But, I do realize that I have a home here at
Cantamar that would be a much better place to live if I can both continue to live there, and do so with a staff that appreciates my presence and an owner who is making
money.

My efforts with the property next door were so that I could finish my boat, but since I can't afford to buy or probably even rent the property, my intent was to improve it to
benefit the owner while I completed my ship, creating a working boatyard in the process.  I was going to offer that to Wolff if he were the owner, and I will offer it to you as
well, but more specifically I would also like to offer to create and run your dry marina, if you would entertain the idea that is.  Even if I didn't create and run the dry marina
for you, I would like to set the property up next door so that it can be used for the dry marina instead of all the work to create a travel-lift setup so you didn't have to change
the concession or go through another permit process.

We can talk about the details at your convenience (I am nearly always at my boat when I'm not in La Paz, or looking for you) and I encourage you to read the proposal I
wrote to the state.  I will send a copy separately.

When you have time, I'd also like to talk to you about helping run this place.  I don't want the job myself, but I see how things are, and how they could be better, and I feel
compelled to offer what I can to help.  I do have a bit of advice which I hope you are open to, and that is for you to hire someone to run the place while you go off and enjoy
your life, make sales in faraway and exotic places, and otherwise just be a business owner who enjoys his wealth.  I'd love to see you running around enjoying yourself, but
I understand your perspective as wanting to be sure things are done right.  If you would like, I would be quite happy to help find and even help train whomever would run
things for you.

This is just a suggestion mind you, and I can better explain myself in person.  But the point here is to make sure you are aware of my position, that I want to help because it
helps me where I cannot otherwise help myself.  I don't have the money to buy property to do what I need, so I have to help others any way I can to get what I need.  I
hope you understand.  I'm banking on the idea that if I were helping you get richer you'd appreciate it.  I just need to be sure you know I can help.

Again, please let me know if you have any concerns.  And when you have some time, let's talk.

Kind regards,

Michael Wolf



Wed, Oct 25, 2017 12:10 PM

Questions

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

I wanted to ask if it were possible for us to rent the condo out back by the shop (the one under Fernando's office) and the caged area of the shop where all the shelves
are.  We can offer to do all of the cleaning and repairs as necessary to make them both useful.  The condo will be storage and temporary living quarters while we work on
the living areas of the boat.  The caged area of the shop would be set up as storage and for my woodworking and metalworking tools.  Once I have that set up I will be able
to do work around here as well.

We are happy to pay, but also want to offer to trade as well.  I'm highly skilled and have extensive experience and know I could be helpful.  If you read that proposal I sent,
it does include my CV/Resume to give you some idea of my skills and experience.

If you have any projects that need done, such as installing the water maker, let me know and I'll let you know how I can help.  And, I can fix just about anything...but I also
know my limits.

Regards,

Mike and Zach



Wed, Oct 25, 2017 4:00 PM

<No theme>

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Forgot to mention, we can pay for six months in advance.

Let me know if you need anything.



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

boat
1 message

John Cullen <cull74@me.com> Thu, Nov 9, 2017 at 8:12 PM
To: Mike Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

my boat should be fine . before i left i checked the bilges and there was no leaks ?
there is always some water in the bilge cause after runnng at sea  the flechas leak
a bit . before i left
i ran the bilge for a minute and only a little diesel film came out and then water. ive seen no diesel leaks but a little comes out the breather hose on top
the motor when it runs. 
i notified cantamar so they could check too ? 
thanks for your advice?

Sent from my iPad



Tue, Nov 14, 2017 11:11 AM

Favor

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

I need another copy of your credentials for the proof of residence letter.  I mistakenly gave the only copy I received to Migración.  I have the letter but not a copy of your
credentials.  I need it as soon as possible.

Thank you,

Mike Wolf



Wed, Nov 15, 2017 11:29 AM

Comprabante domocilio

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

I need a letter which has the same signature as the credentials for proof of residency.  The signature on the letter does not match the one on the credentials I received this
morning.



Thu, Nov 16, 2017 12:31 PM

Re[2]: Incident Report - Superficial Damage

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>

Pedro,

In case you were not aware, we are watching Kona for Tim and Joan.

-Mike

Thursday, November 16, 2017 10:18 AM -07:00 from Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>:

Thank you Mike, i was briefed about this earlier today, i will see how to repair the superficial damage of the sailboat.

Pedro



Thu, Nov 16, 2017 11:18 AM

Re: Incident Report - Superficial Damage

From: Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>

To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

Thank you Mike, i was briefed about this earlier today, i will see how to repair the superficial damage of the sailboat.

Pedro

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: jueves, 16 de noviembre de 2017 10:31 a.m.
Para: Tim OToole <yacht.kona@gmail.com>
CC: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>
Asunto: Incident Report - Superficial Damage

Tim,

I regret to be the bearer of bad news.  Just now, at nearly exactly 9am local time, Seawind II, Cantamar's dive boat, piloted by one of the pilots of the Tecolote pangas,
struck Kona hard after the pilot erroneously hit the throttle forward instead of reverse.  Zach and I happened to be in the pilothouse at the time and saw the incident unfold. 
Witnesses were also present aboard Sea Escape and the Cabo Adventures tours boats.  The strike involved the aft corner of Seawind II and some 50% of the length of
Kona centered on her center (approximately equal length damage fore and aft of center.)  The interior and exterior have been inspected and nothing beyond superficial
damage is evident inside or out.

The damage appears to be strictly superficial with a few square centimeters of gelcoat damage and a few deeper scratches.  I am not familiar enough with the material or
your boat's structure to ascertain beyond a visual exterior and interior inspection if there was anything more than superficial damage to both the gelcoat and fiberglass.  My
apologies, but I am not familiar with fiberglass material sufficiently to make more than casual observations.

I have included photographs which document the damage generally for now, but will be taking more detailed photographs later.

Please advise how we may further assist in this matter.  Please also consider this message as my unofficial report of the incident.  I have not documented it further except
with photographs to this point.

Please do not worry about the safety or integrity of Kona.  She is scratched, but completely safe.

Regards,



Michael Wolf

PS:  For the closeup photographs, zoom in on the center to see the damage.

PPS:  Patrick is across the bay today.



Thu, Nov 16, 2017 10:31 AM

Incident Report - Superficial Damage

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: Tim OToole <yacht.kona@gmail.com>

Cc: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Tim,

I regret to be the bearer of bad news.  Just now, at nearly exactly 9am local time, Seawind II, Cantamar's dive boat, piloted by one of the pilots of the Tecolote pangas,
struck Kona hard after the pilot erroneously hit the throttle forward instead of reverse.  Zach and I happened to be in the pilothouse at the time and saw the incident unfold. 
Witnesses were also present aboard Sea Escape and the Cabo Adventures tours boats.  The strike involved the aft corner of Seawind II and some 50% of the length of
Kona centered on her center (approximately equal length damage fore and aft of center.)  The interior and exterior have been inspected and nothing beyond superficial
damage is evident inside or out.

The damage appears to be strictly superficial with a few square centimeters of gelcoat damage and a few deeper scratches.  I am not familiar enough with the material or
your boat's structure to ascertain beyond a visual exterior and interior inspection if there was anything more than superficial damage to both the gelcoat and fiberglass.  My
apologies, but I am not familiar with fiberglass material sufficiently to make more than casual observations.

I have included photographs which document the damage generally for now, but will be taking more detailed photographs later.

Please advise how we may further assist in this matter.  Please also consider this message as my unofficial report of the incident.  I have not documented it further except
with photographs to this point.

Please do not worry about the safety or integrity of Kona.  She is scratched, but completely safe.

Regards,

Michael Wolf

PS:  For the closeup photographs, zoom in on the center to see the damage.

PPS:  Patrick is across the bay today.
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Fri, Nov 17, 2017 6:06 PM

Helping Out

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

I apologize.  I am quite intelligent and experienced, and have been trying to help out around here where it appeared needed to me.  I can see my help is not welcome or
wanted.  I apologize then for overstepping my bounds.  I suffer from a mild form of dementia (what old people get when they start forgetting everything) and I simply don't
know how to deal with the problems I've seen around here.  I felt that offering to help would be more productive than complaining.  I would be grateful for your input on how
I can be a better client and especially how I can address matters which concern me directly and so I am not seen as a serial complainer or something.  In the meantime, I
will do my best to suppress my instincts to just lend a hand, which has obviously been misread as meddling on my part.

Regards,

Michael Wolf



Sat, Nov 18, 2017 11:49 AM

Electrical

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

I need to point out some major problems with the electrical on the docks.  Some of these problems are obvious, but I was not aware of others, including a significant fault
that could have caused a fatality!  I have attempted to convey these and other concerns to staff unsuccessfully.  Going forward, I will convey my concerns directly to you
and bypass the staff as they have not adequately or accurately conveyed my previous concerns.

On the branch of electrical I am connected to, the circuit breaker for which is closer to the marina (the line for the liveaboards), the white wire is not connected to shore but
is however connected to and serving as ground for the receptacle with meter, and your staff have connected grounds to it assuming it was an actual ground.  My electrical
is connected to it, and not having ground means my boat's skeg, rudder shaft, engine, and generator are all corroding because there is no way to return stray current to
ground, as is required of all marina electrical systems.  I was told yesterday by Rodrigo and several other staff that your system does not have and they insisted does not
need ground.  This is false.  Ground is necessary for 220V systems, Neutral is optional.  Ground is required on all electrical systems, and is especially important on marina
electrical systems due to the severe damage that can be inflicted on ship's hulls by stray current that would otherwise be taken care of by a proper ground, as has been the
case with my ship which, despite being cement, does have steel components.

Two or three days ago, Jay, on the Freedom50 in the next slip, was electrocuted, his ship's electrical system severely damaged (he lost all batteries, inverter, and I don't
know what else) because of this miswiring, as his neutral and ground were tied to this unconnected ground wire on the same receptacle I use.  This meant that his ground
and neutral went through my ship, specifically through my galvanic isolator, which I will need to check for damage.  Being improperly grounded and going through my ship's
electrical means that every time I used my AC, it was causing back-current through Jay's boat.  I noticed that something was wrong because I could hear the isolator
transformer buzzing in synch with the air compressor that was being used on Jay's boat (the use of which also damaged his electrical system due to the miswiring.)  I
disconnected the electrical service because of the safety issues and the damage it was causing to mine and Jay's boats.

Also, the hot lead for Jay's boat is tied to my hot line, meaning we share a circuit breaker.  These must be isolated.  If another branch needs to be added, it should be
added to another circuit breaker, not the same one.  Also, welders should not be connected to these lines without separate circuit breakers for the same reason, which was
done by the liveaboards this summer.  My equipment on my ship has not been damaged because I have a very expensive computer backup power system which isolates
all of my sensitive equipment.  However; that equipment itself is vulnerable but so far appears undamaged.

I was wrongfully told by your staff yesterday that a ground is not required on a 220V electrical system.  I was also told not to touch the electrical panels.  Given the
situation, I respectfully request that you correct this matter and inform the staff that if I see an issue which is a matter of safety or causing damage to my ship, that I will
correct it immediately if necessary and possible.  A ground is most certainly necessary for the marina.  For now, the white wire should be connected to a physical ground
on shore.  These and all other connections should be soldered, not just taped (for now, soldering is not acceptable in a proper system).

For you and your staff's benefit, I have provided links to guides and regulations regarding electrical to docks.  The first one is quite long and tedious.  The second is
excellent overall, but is in English.  There is a surveyor in town who can assist as well, Marina Beey.  Cecil Lange, the founder, is an expert in marine electrical damage to



boats.  I have a copy of his paper on the subject if you are interested for the liveaboards.

US Army Corps of Engineers Dock Electrical Systems:
http://www.swl.usace.army.mil/Portals/50/docs/beaverlake/Dock%20Electric%20Systems.pdf

English Marina Electrical Guide:
http://www.pcmarinesurveys.com/Marina%20Electrical%20Safety.pdf

Mexico electrical regulations (Article 555 covers marinas)
www.cimej.org/pdf/06_NOM-001-SEDE-2012.pdf



Thu, Nov 30, 2017 11:04 PM

Re: rats

From: Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>

To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

Thanks for the info, i will talk to maintenance guys tomorrow morning..

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: jueves, 30 de noviembre de 2017 01:15 p.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>
Asunto: rats

Just wanted to advise I have noticed rats on my ship and suddenly in both my vehicles, Cabo Adventures has rats too.  Only suggestion I have is that trash is left on
campus overnight probably feeds the rats, especially the trash outside the marina gate where Dany Tours dumps a lot of food which remains all night.

Staff said they would dump trash at night, which lasted two days.

We will get rat traps for ourselves, its no big deal.  I just thought you should know about the rats. 

Thanks,

Mike



Sun, Dec 17, 2017 8:07 PM

Re: Re[2]: staff

From: Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>

To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

If anyone of my staff is disrespectful to you please be sure to let me know and i will talk to them,

Thanks

Pedro

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: sábado, 16 de diciembre de 2017 08:58 p.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>
Asunto: Re[2]: staff

I understand the gravity, but from my perspective it is merely normal childish behavior and the damage was so incidental especially as the antenna was already bent.  I
don't know for certain it was staff, and merely assume so based on no one else having shown reason to do so except some of the staff for how they have behaved toward
us. 

It all stems from these same rumors which I am hoping to have help putting to rest.  That I have the difficulties I do socially due to brain damage years ago doesn't help, but
also means I understand the basis of much of it.  It has just gotten beyond what I can handle with everythig else going on.  I just need you to pass along to the staff that
rumors should not be the basis for treating customers as we have been, especially as we had thought ourselves more like friends or even family.  I will point out that this is
almost entirely the marina staff that have been openly malicious towards us, and that it has been minor though it has been pretty constant.

I am not overly concerned as it is not that serious.  I think once you understand the situation and how it has affected us when all we were doing was trying to do things
right, that a very gross misunderstanding has cost us all a lot that it shouldn't have had to.

Don't worry too much beyond a simple request to the staff to be a little more respectful towards us.  We genuinely want to be useful, but if we can't, we want to at least stay
as out of the way as possible.  And we certainly don't want to cause you any stress.

Thank you for your time and attention.

Mike Wolf



Sunday, December 17, 2017 4:25 AM +03:00 from Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>:

Dear Mike, you are doing a serious accusation to my staff, i am not sure who or for what reason they would vandalize/ harass you and your belongings, if you know
who is doing this let me know and i will talk to him.

Pedro

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: sábado, 16 de diciembre de 2017 04:59 p.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>
Asunto: staff

Pedro,

Could you please ask your staff to stop vandalizing my vehicles and harassing us.  The antenna was broken off my Pathfinder.  I assume it was staff given no one
else has been around and especially as your staff have been harassing and mistreating us.  I don't care as I don't use the radio, but I am trying to sell the vehicle.

In point of fact, my lawyer has been trying to contact you to arrange a meeting to ensure you understand that you were lied to by Karsten Honack, who is a criminal
we have filed charges against.

As you are not available, I may go ahead and draft an email detailing events and providing factual evidence which demonstrates what happened and which
contradicts what you apparently heard.  We are not your enemy, and that we have been treated as such is grossly unfair to all as we are capable of and willing to
help you around here. Karsten Honack is trying to cover up the fact that he has no legal right to the property next door, which one of your own staff confirmed for us
after he spoke with the state's lawyers.  Our lawyer is working on our denuncia against him.  If you would like to contact him, our lawyer is Godofredo,  122-4710.

On that note, there is still a dock floating free in the marina.  Also, given we were never thanked for our efforts to save and prevent damage to boats in the recent
storm and that some of our rope we used to tie up improperly secured boats is missing, we will no longer act to protect anyone else's boats except Kona which we
are paid to watch.  We tied up a Dany Tours panga which was on the rocks, the Cabo Adventures catamaran which was damaging the docks, and Carousel.  Next
time, we just watch.  Please understand how difficult it is for me to sit by and watch damage knowing full well I could easily stop it but for the fact that people won't
learn anything and steal my expensive rope instead of showing due appreciation.

I hope you are enjoying yourself.  If I can be of help, please let me know.

Regards,

Michael Wolf

PS:  There are still diesel spills nearly every day in case you were not aware.  We want to clean our hull, but I can't be in the water with diesel.





Thu, Dec 28, 2017 11:57 AM

Re[2]: ground

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Thats great.  Let me know, I would be happy to install it and have suitable heavy wire for it.

Enjoy your travels.

Thursday, December 28, 2017 8:53 PM +03:00 from Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>:

I already told Rodrigo to ask them not to weld anymore, however a zinc plate is a good idea also and i should have some available at maintenance, i will talk to juan
carlos about it..

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: jueves, 28 de diciembre de 2017 11:37 a.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>
Asunto: ground

Pedro,

Can we hook up a zinc to ground the marina?  Dany tours is welding on the docks and frying everything out here because there still is no ground.  Just connecting a
large zinc to the unconnected ground wire in the dock box will correct the problem.

I have attached a photo showing the hydrogen gas boiling off the zinc attached to my engine while a grinder was running.

If you provide a zinc I can connect it.  If you wish to confirm this will work, you can call Victor Franchini at 612 859 9317.

Thank you.

Mike



Thu, Dec 28, 2017 11:40 AM

Photo

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

IMG_20171228_103255.jpg





Mon, Jan 1, 2018 10:37 AM

Diesel

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Just noticed a very large diesel slick.  Its realy bad, goes out beyond my bow.

I thought you would like to know.

IMG_20180101_093346.jpg



Wed, Jan 10, 2018 3:29 PM

Re: Favor

From: Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>

To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

We told them already, thank you for letting me know..

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: miércoles, 10 de enero de 2018 07:22 a.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>
Asunto: Favor

Perdo,

The trash outside the marina has not been emptied for several days again and trash has been placed in piles next to the bins.  This has led to another outbreak of rats. 
The trash left in piles was left there by Dany Tours.

I'd like to suggest that the trash cans outside the marina be moved to a different location, and that Dany Tours be required to take their trash with them or to the trailer out
back.  Perhaps even a policy change can be made which stipulates that all food trash be taken directly to the trailer, something I already do and find easy enough.

The rats started to appear when Dany Tours started using those trash bins.  They finish their tours late in the evening, after dark, and their trash is almost entirely food
trash/beer cans.  If their trash is taken to the trailer or away by them, we will not have rats anymore.

And by the way, If you need a reason to cancel Dany Tours contract or otherwise need it, let me know and I'll start collecting photographic/video evidence of their abuse of
your hospitality.  I'm more than happy to be your eyes and ears around here.

Thank you.

-Mike Wolf





Thu, Jan 25, 2018 9:32 AM

New captain?

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

I thought you might like to know, this is the condition I found Seawind II in this morning.  I don't recognize the captain and believe he is new.  I don't know if Seawind came
untied because it was tied incorrectly or because it is nylon rope.

Let me know if I can do anything.  I'd be happy to explain and demonstrate a better method of tying to cleats if you need.

-Mike
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Tue, Feb 6, 2018 3:59 AM

Re: New Boat Draft

From: Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>

To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

Hi, i dont think we will put the new boat in the marina, we initiated already the legal process for the government to allow us to dredge the marina, however it could take
months or up to a year and lots of money before they give us the green light….

Thank you for your concern…

Pedro

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: lunes, 5 de febrero de 2018 05:13 p.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>
Asunto: New Boat Draft

Pedro,

I noticed Pacific Monarch was about 25cm out of the water last low tide.  If your new ship draws the same or more as Pacific Monarch, you may need to dredge.   I thought
you should consider the possibility now to avoid any surprises in March.

Mike



Mon, Feb 19, 2018 1:12 PM

Re: FYI

From: Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>

To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

Thank you Mike, we did not notice there is a spill of oil perhaps that is it, we will have a mechanic go tomorrow to check on it…

Thanks

Pedro 

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: lunes, 19 de febrero de 2018 01:39 a.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>
Asunto: FYI

Siempre Si has diesel in the bilges.  Saw it just now.



Fri, Feb 23, 2018 11:06 AM

Dany Tours Gas Spill

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

I just watched Dany Tours transfer gasoline from one container to another on the docks, and watched them spill about 4-6 liters.  When I first noticed the transfer in
process, I went immediately to the office and told the man working the desk about it, who politely thanked me and did nothing more.  I then walked out, saw them spill the
gasoline, but was unable to photograph it at the time.

The process they did had fuel spilling on the dock throughout the transfer, enough to enter the water.  At the end, since the container being filled was too small, there was a
big spill at the end.

After taking the photograh, I told the guys to do the transfer on land, not on the dock.

As an aside, I apologize if I sound off.  I'm quite ill at the moment.

20180223_095418.jpg



Tue, Mar 6, 2018 3:07 PM

Cantamar Services

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro:

I need to do extensive work on my ship in order to complete it for world cruising. I estimate the work I need to do will take two full years. To do this work, I need to live off of
my ship for some time, possibly as long as a year or even the full two years. I will also need space for working with metal, wood, and cement. I also need space to store a
large inventory of salvaged boat parts.

I am not wealthy and cannot afford to rent all of the space I need from you at your regular rates, and as I have to do the work myself, I cannot use other facilities here in La
Paz. There are ways I can accomplish what I need by bringing another vessel here and renting another slip, but I believe my skills and tools and need for facilities can
benefit you far more than anything I would pay.  If my services can benefit Cantamar, I would like to offer them.

From my time here at Cantamar, I can see that my skills, experience, and tools would be very beneficial. I have listed my skills, experience, and tools at the end of this
message to give you an idea of what I can provide. As such, I would suggest an ideal situation for me which I believe would also be the most beneficial to you.  This is a
suggestion only and only for what I believe would be ideal.  As I don't know everything going on, I cannot know if this would work ideally for you.  Please bear in mind that I
am only proposing what I believe to be ideal for both of us.

I would thus like to offer to provide my services in return for access to facilities here at Cantamar. I would like to propose that I use Condo 8, the Aguilar condo, with the
idea in mind that I will improve it while living in it to include getting the hot tub working, installing a decorative (likely tempered glass) safety railing on the rooftop area with
the hot tub, installing high-end decorative LED tri-color lighting, installing a home theater system (I have always had the best home theater systems, design and build them
myself), modern appliances, and anything else that would be wanted for the condo. If using that condo is out of the question, I need something quiet and with a kitchen or
in which I can make a kitchen at a minimum. If the old divemaster condo under Fernando's office is available and I can put in a kitchen, that would work as well, as would
just the rooftop room above Condo 8 if we put in kitchen facilities. A large living space would be better for me as I have commercial sewing machines and do need to do
extensive sewing of sails, upholstery, and shade cloth, and of course any sewing for Cantamar.

I would also like use of the shop, including both caged areas, which I will further secure (i.e. build real walls) to ensure no unauthorized access. I require the storage area
as I have a very large inventory of salvaged boat parts from which I will draw parts I need to complete my ship. I will leave my inventory behind when I leave, which



includes a great many and very valuable parts you could use for your boats and ships. I will also set up my metal and wood shops and I will leave my large tools behind,
including my table saw, radial arm saw, lathe, cutoff saw, etc. - all quite valuable tools which will be setup and I can also train people in their use. I can also secure
Cantamar's tools and supervise the shop and ensure it is always in suitable condition for use by the expedition captains and crew. In return for use of the shop, I will also
ensure that the facilities are maintained properly by supervising the maintenance. If given the authority, I can ensure that the facilities are maintained properly and that all
repairs and improvements are done properly. I will also volunteer to install the electrical and water systems in the marina, and I can also install the watermaker you
purchased.

Beyond these things, I am also capable of making ferro-cement docks for the marina, either using the molds you have now, modified versions (with channels for electrical
and water pipes), or a completely new design. I would also be quite happy to manage the marina and supervise its maintenance as well.  I can also install solar and water
anywhere or even everywhere on the facilities if you like, starting with the Aguilar condo.

I would also be happy to lend my expertise in maintenance of the Cantamar dive boats and expedition ships. I could also consider seeking my certification as a guide for
the islands and whale sharks, and will consider going through dive certification if you need my services. I foresee having Cantamar provide the training and in return I
provide my services sufficient to repay for the training.  I am not interested in guiding except to fill in where necessary.  I would not do so for profit.

Of course, if my ideal situation above isn't going to work, I am interested in alternatives you may provide. On my end, my minimum would be to simply rent another slip for
another ship, move onto it, and do all the work I need while living on the other ship. I could afford another slip, maintain the small bodega I have on shore, and do the work
I need without interfering with or helping Cantamar's operations whatsoever. My preference is to help out as I can definitely provide a great deal of help around here, if you
would like it.

So you are aware, I am a temporary resident. I am happy to apply for a work permit if you would like to formally employ me. I am legal, my ship is legal. Zach, my crew
(and caregiver) is currently on a tourist visa. Zach can apply for a work permit as well if that would benefit Cantamar.

And that is our whole point here: we do not want to be a burden, and would prefer to be a benefit to Cantamar. If we provide important and vital services to Cantamar, we
will be well received and liked by the important people here, and we will have an easy time of completing our ship. I am not personally interested in profit, but neither am I
interested in being taken advantage of. I have skills, tools, resources that can be taken advantage of and which I offer for that express purpose. Helping you make more
money or save the money you otherwise waste on unnecessary repairs that could be avoided with better maintenance is the best thing I think I can offer here. And all I
seek in return is the chance to finish my ship. Nothing more.  In fact, I could offer a great deal of advice on how you could make more profit with the facilities here, if you
would like.  The more money I help you make, the happier you will be with me and thus things would be better for me to be able to complete my ship.

Please take your time and think about this. If you have any questions, please email me or send them via Whatsapp (612 158 0011) or here. I would like to get together to
talk with you about this some time, but only when you are available. I am nearly universally available unless I happen to go out of town to scout out other locations where I
can complete my ship, so please feel free to set a time and date and we can meet.



Regards,

Michael Wolf

PS:  My skills, experience, and tools include working with wood, metal, cement, plumbing, electrical 12VDC, 120VAC, 208VAC, programming, electrical engineering
(including circuit design), off-grid power systems (solar, wind, etc.), hybrid propulsion, diesel engines, gasoline engines, welding, soldering, masonry, gardening.  I have
metal working tools including a wire feed welder suitable for steel up to 1/4" (6mm), galvanized, and possibly thin stainless (I need gas and wire); an oxygen/acetylene
welding setup including cutter, metal bandsaw, grinders, drill press; wood working tools including a plywood table saw, standard table saw, two lathes, boring drill, routers,
and radial arm saw.  I am going to acquire an edge planer, 12" planer, and suitable bandsaw.  I have the full complement of tools for working cement by hand.  I have all
the hand and power tools I need for all the work I need to do on my ship.

One of my most important skills is my ability to find what I need, for as little money as possible.  I usually acquire tools and resources for about 10% of the retail cost for
equivalent new items, OR LESS!  You need tools or equipment, I can probably get it and very cheaply.  I also seek out the highest quality items.

My greatest asset is my intelligence.  I can solve nearly any problem, fix anything, learn anything.  I did suffer brain damage, but that only affected my ability to interact with
people socially, which is why I have Zach with me.



Sun, Mar 11, 2018 8:36 AM

FYI

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Just wanted to advise that diesel is the water around the entire marina this morning.



Thu, Mar 8, 2018 1:10 PM

Follow up

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

In thinking about things, I have a clearer idea of what I think would work best: setting up the shop first.

My most immediate need is for storage and shop space.  I can't start working on my ship until I have the facilities to do so, but can work on some of the ship while I still live
on it.  I can find accommodations later, right now I need shop space.

My idea then is to set up the shop.  I'd like to secure the shop and upgrade the infrastructure at my expense.  I would like to enclose both caged areas with walls after I
reinforce the supports for the loft areas above the cages, which I would also like to enclose (and install ventilation.)  I can then stock the cage with tools I have acquired
along with my parts inventory, most of which I can offer to you as I have enough tools on my ship (including roll-away tool boxes.)  I will give you a working, functional,
organized, safe, secure shop that will be kept clean and functional, and I will leave it to you, stocked with many of the tools I bring, when I am done with my ship in a year
or two.

This will allow me to store my inventory and set up my tools and begin doing work.  I would like to see the shop secured by computer controlled fingerprint readers (on new
doors I will make and install), which I would program for access based on who gets access, and when they can have access.  All access will be monitored and stored for
reference if something comes up missing or there are other problems.  I will allow use of most of the tools I set up, but only to those who are competent to use them.  My
more important tools can be available if I operate them only, such as my welder, and I am more than willing to use them around here.

I will provide all materials including the computer and fingerprint access system and do all of the work to improve the shop (if there are guys available to help, that would be
quite useful).  In return, I would want full access to and control of that part of the shop (not where Fiberglass is done, I am allergic and will have to seal the two parts off
from each other, which should be done for everyone's safety anyway).  I only do high quality work, and I am extremely good at finding high quality resources for very cheap
prices, so I don't mind paying for the materials too.  I do not need the entire shop and will leave plenty of work space for the liveaboards, and in fact will provide MORE
space and organized storage, as well as more tools for their use.  The liveaboards are your most important maintenance need, and I respect and understand that.

After I complete the work in the shop, you can examine it, and see if you would then like me to work on condo 8, the marina, and elsewhere around Cantamar.  In the
meantime, I will look for an alternative to the other ship I already have access to, a 50 foot cement sailboat, as an alternative to living ashore.

I also want to add to what I can offer around here:  I can be your eyes and ears, and I can also do so in an official capacity in some formal or informal position here (Shop
Foreman, Maintenance Supervisor, Facilities Manager, etc.)  As I said, I need to keep the important people happy here: you.  I am confident I could contribute a lot and in
fact, if it came down to it, I believe I could run the whole facility for you, assuming I had the staff behind me, though that is not my desire.  I'd prefer to be involved in as little
as possible so I can concentrate on my ship, and feel that working in the shop and on occasional facilities maintenance, while concentrating on helping with the
liveaboards, is the best thing for both of us.  But please tell me where you think I can be most helpful.



I would like to start as soon as possible.  I imagine we should get together first.  I can wait for when you are available.

Regards,

Mike Wolf



Fri, Mar 23, 2018 8:45 PM

Dany Tours

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

Not only is Dany Tours still transferring gasoline on the docks and spilling it, but they are insulting me in the process.

If you like, I can file a denuncia with Profepa.  Otherwise, I do not want to see them do it again or I will document it and denounce them.  I have to live here and deal with
polluted water.  I am getting tired of having to wait months for clean enough water to maintain my hull.

You need to be sure everyone takes better precautions with fueling.  This means fixing the fuel fillers, telling everyone including your staff to pay attention to fueling to
avoid spills, and use bilge pads to absorb diesel in the bilges instead of letting it pump out.

I have to live here and have no interest in seeing your business hurt, so I have no reason to involve anyone else, but I do not believe I need to tolerate the shit from Dany
Tours, Cabo Adventures, or the Pirates.  I don't pay them, I pay you.  And you would be wise to ensure they don't jeopardize your business.  Because you let them get
away with so much and because your staff don't care about this place, the tour operators are all spilling fuel and otherwise putting your marina at serious risk of being
closed as a source of pollution.

I have previously offered my assistance.  It is now clear to me you do not want it  given your failure to respond to my request for accomodations and offer to help you
around here.  And seeing how things are run around here, I will only offer to help with the shop and marina as I will not work with your dive staff unless they are told I am to
be respected and listened to.  They abuse your equipment and I will not work with people who will damage equipment I will maintain.

If I can help, please just ask. But please do not let these damn tour operators jeopardize your marina because if you lose your permits, I lose my home, and I cannot leave
anytime soon because of the damage done to my boat when Jose Luis didn't recomnect the ground to the marina and fried all my seacocks, starter, cooling system, and
transmission.

If you still buy the bullshit peddled by Karsren Honack, you need to understand the situation.  I have tried previously to have my lawyer talk to you, but am prepared to do
so myself, and show you evidence that Karsten Honack is a criminal who is defrauding everyone and trying to steal that property which was never legally even his fathers
in the first place.  Otherwise, please consider my offer.

Let me know how I can help.

Mike





Fri, Mar 30, 2018 5:45 PM

Electrical System Damages

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

My propulsion engine is severely oxidized including internally.  It is entirely because there was no ground in the marina.  The engine will need extensive work and can no
longer be run.  This is probably why your proppellers had to be replaced also.

I think at this point you need to consider providing me with shop space.  I cannot leave here, and my engine must now be rebuilt or replaced.  It is a new Detroit Diesel with
only 300 hours.  I will do the work, but you will need to compensate me for the work I have to do and parts I might need (Mac Shroyer of Marina de La Paz has an extra
motor that would work.)  I don't need money and in fact would rather have you provide me with shop space or something so I can do the work I need.

We do need to talk.  Tell me when you will be available and we will sit down and discus this.

I had an electrician out here when things were still hooked up wrong, and he will confirm that lack of ground caused the damage.  But what upset me the most was you
staff yelling at me telling me I was wrong and that the electrical was fine, then changing it, fixing what I told them was wrong two weeks later. Your staff are not anywhere
near as qualified in any maintenance as I am and I do not appreciate their behavior.   That you believe them and otherwise do not trust my skills and abilities is frankly your
loss.  You don't seem to see how bad your staff are as you are not around to witnes their incompetence, laziness, and abuse of your equipment every day as I am.

I have previously offered and will again to be your eyes and ears, to make sure that your staff do not cost you money that you shouldn't have to spend fixing their
misktakes.

Lets work this out.  Im sure we can make it beneficial to us all.

Mike Wolf



Mon, Apr 2, 2018 11:29 AM

Re[4]: If you need help...

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Okay, no problem.  Let me know if we can help.

Monday, April 2, 2018 7:43 PM +03:00 from Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>:

Please do not call intermarine or anybody else about Cassiopeia i am taking care of that.

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: lunes, 2 de abril de 2018 10:33 a.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>
Asunto: Re[2]: If you need help...

I need to go to town for food.  We will be back around 1:30 or so.  If you want to meet sooner, please let me know.  My whatsapp and phone number is
612-158-00-11.

Also, I am going to ask Intermarine if there is anything I can do to solve getting Caaseopia here.

Saturday, March 31, 2018 7:56 PM +03:00 from Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>:

Mike, i would like talking to you on Monday ok?

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: viernes, 30 de marzo de 2018 08:50 p.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>



Asunto: If you need help...

I see you are having issues with boats running.  If I can help, just ask.



Mon, Apr 2, 2018 1:19 PM

We are Back

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

We are back at Cantamar.

Monday, April 2, 2018 7:43 PM +03:00 from Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>:

Please do not call intermarine or anybody else about Cassiopeia i am taking care of that.

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: lunes, 2 de abril de 2018 10:33 a.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>
Asunto: Re[2]: If you need help...

I need to go to town for food.  We will be back around 1:30 or so.  If you want to meet sooner, please let me know.  My whatsapp and phone number is
612-158-00-11.

Also, I am going to ask Intermarine if there is anything I can do to solve getting Caaseopia here.

Saturday, March 31, 2018 7:56 PM +03:00 from Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>:

Mike, i would like talking to you on Monday ok?

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: viernes, 30 de marzo de 2018 08:50 p.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>



Asunto: If you need help...

I see you are having issues with boats running.  If I can help, just ask.



Thu, Apr 26, 2018 4:29 PM

BAUER K-20 Dive Compressors

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

I found this ad on Craigslist for 2 Bauer K-20 fire department SCUBA compressors that I thought you might be interested in:  https://bajasur.craigslist.com.mx/spo/d/bauer-
20-four-stage-air/6572547231.html

Bauer K-20-D scubba air compressors, four stage Duetz diesel power, Have two one has 11 hours S/N 1644 the other has 17 hours S/N 14094. they were back up for a
fire department , Mfg Date 9/1990. Price $10.000 each or $18,000 for both. New one,s are over 100K.

I also found an ad for a dive boat a couple weeks ago and sent it along to Rodrigo.  Here's the link if you didn't get it.  The boat is in Ventura.  It's about a 9-person
live-aboard from what I can tell.  https://bajasur.craigslist.com.mx/boa/d/boat/6553869219.html

I hope things go well and that we'll see you soon.

-Mike



Thu, May 3, 2018 2:28 AM

S.S.

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

FYI, the fueling of Southern Sport has left a significant amount of diesel in the water.  I have never seen a spill this bad here - visible slicks of obvious oil.  It is quite visible
across the entire marina four hours after fueling, and the tide starts coming back in in only two hours.  I expect the spill will be very visible in the morning.



Wed, May 23, 2018 1:42 PM

Compresor

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Found this ad at Marina deLaPaz

IMG_20180523_133930.jpg



Wed, Jun 6, 2018 3:33 PM

Casseopeia Anchor

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

I have a Bruce style anchor sutiable for Casseopeia if you would like.  It is a 50kg anchor, suitable for boats up to 40m.  I also have a 100lb US Navy Danforth style.

I do not need them, they are yours if you can use them.

Let me know.

-Mike Wolf



Thu, Jun 7, 2018 5:58 PM

Re: Accommodations

From: Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>

To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

I will try to be at Cantamar around 1 pm tomorrow, if i am not there feel free to call my at my cell phone from the front desk..

Thanks

Pedro

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: jueves, 7 de junio de 2018 04:00 p.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>
Asunto: Accommodations

Pedro,

I would like to talk to you directly about my needs for a condo and space out back to work on my ship, as Rodrigo has not been conveying my needs to you as he
promised.

Please advise of a time we can meet for about 15 minutes to discuss these matters.

Thank you,

Mike Wolf



Tue, Jul 10, 2018 5:29 PM

Meet

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

I need about 15-20 minutes of your time at the shop here.  Let me know what day you will be around and I will be sure I am here all day.



Fri, Jul 13, 2018 3:45 PM

question

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

I forgot to ask about putting my ship on the lot out back (where the truck your father wrecked is now).  I want to hire a crane to haul my ship out for a few months to do the
bottom and repair the damage from when the marina had no ground.

I guess I should ask the guy who leased it?

Let me know.  



Wed, Jul 18, 2018 9:45 AM

Cantamar

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: teeroy15@gmail.com

Troy,

Pedro gave me your email address as the point of contact for the lot he leased.

I would like to offer to pay you for use of a corner of the lot for a few months if you do not have immediate plans for its use otherwise.

I'd like to do some work on my boat including the bottom.  I can get by with as little as a month, but if you have no plans, I'd be happy to pay for up to 6 months, perhaps
longer.

Let me know your thoughts.  I can offer $100US/month, paid in full in advance if you have a date you need the lot clear by, otherwise I can pay for as many months as
possible and keep paying monthly if you have additional start delays.

Thank you for your time.

--
Michael Wolf



Thu, Jul 19, 2018 10:27 AM

Re: Re[4]: Cantamar

From: Troy Feinberg <teeroy15@gmail.com>

To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

Michael
Once my money comes we get the permits on track which as you know will take a moment
How big is your boat?
Troy 

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 19, 2018, at 10:02 AM, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru> wrote:

Troy,

I had assumed you were still waiting for permits which never happen on schedule, but that you have them says you are ready to go, so I don't see how this can work out.

Good luck with your project.

Thu, 19 Jul 2018 -3:01:21 -0600 from Troy Feinberg <teeroy15@gmail.com>:

Hello again
Yeah we have already dealt with profepa and correct you are with permits etc..
Our situation is this,
We are waiting for the backing to get wired down here  and once it hits we will build.
I will take your proposition into consideration.
I would be doing this as a “favor” and therefore I will ask how big your boat is?
I know about the travel lift they can’t use and I believe it’s a 200 ton.
I’ve thought about that direction as well thanks for that comment but from what I believe is they are trying to get it workable.
Although in life everything is negotiable!
We are also putting into the plans for a 3 level dry dock storage similar to San José although I would be interested in hearing your thoughts and plans if they are



open as you say?
I’m open to letting you do the work on your boat since you live out there and know Pedro.

Thanks 
Troy



Tue, Jul 17, 2018 6:48 PM

Re: Re[2]: question

From: Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>

To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

teeroy15@gmail.com

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: martes, 17 de julio de 2018 09:32 a.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>
Asunto: Re[2]: question

How do I contact Troy?

Sat, 14 Jul 2018 -2:23:02 -0600 from Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>:

Yes, you have to ask Troy who currently rents that área…

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: viernes, 13 de julio de 2018 03:45 p.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>
Asunto: question

I forgot to ask about putting my ship on the lot out back (where the truck your father wrecked is now).  I want to hire a crane to haul my ship out for a few months to
do the bottom and repair the damage from when the marina had no ground.

I guess I should ask the guy who leased it?



Let me know.  



Wed, Jul 18, 2018 6:22 PM

Proposal

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

We would like to use the old divemaster condo below Fernando's office.  It's more suitable and means Condo 2 is available to rent.  We will prepare and organize storage
for the contents, install a full kitchen, and purchase a refrigerator (high quality, I like ice/water in the door) and may leave our propane fridge behind when we leave.  I would
like to start the work on the condo immediately and before we move in so you can see the work before you decide.  When I'm done, the condo will be suitable for three
divemasters/couples including shared kitchen space.

I propose we pay $10,000 pesos per month for everything to cover costs, and we will also help out with projects around Cantamar.  This also considers the work I need to
do to my ship to repair the damage from when there was no ground in the marina, which I don't need to be compensated for as long as I have the opportunity to do the
work.

We spoke with staff and found there are quite a few projects we can be helpful with.  I'm putting together the facilities to fabricate with steel and to do extensive wood work
both structural as well as finish/cabinetry which will be at your disposal as well (though I would need to train anyone who uses my equipment.)  My microwire and
arc-welders, with me operating them, are also at your disposal.  I can also loan out tools as needed, and will provision Lucio with a full basic set of tools.

As to the generator situation, I've already started looking into it and it doesn't look that good.  The rotor cannot be rebuilt and they do not make replacements.  I'll try to find
a used one but honestly it would be a miracle.  In the meantime, I have contacted a company in Tijuana which has another generator, same make and model but 230kW
instead of your 200, but they have not responded to my inquiries yet.  I may have Rodrigo or Lucio contact them.  They are asking $20,000US for the generator.

Let me know what you think or if you have any questions.

--
Michael Wolf

PS:  If you really like our work and want to put the divemasters into the condo immediately, we would happily take Condo 2 (and fix it up as well...)



Mon, Jul 23, 2018 7:37 PM

Realidad, Sueño

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

I would like to offer to cut up the boats for you, if possible.  I have a chainsaw (two actually) that I already tested on glassed plywood that can do the job.

Let me know.  I can start with Sueño, cut it up, and load it onto your heavy duty trailer and even haul it away if you like - assuming the dump will take it.

-Mike



Wed, Aug 1, 2018 11:21 AM

Casseopiea Windlass

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

We are cleaning up the shop again and I would like to know what to do with the windlass from Caaseopiea.  I can see if it can be repaired, or disassemble and scrap it.



Wed, Aug 8, 2018 10:39 PM

Re: Proposal

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

In light of the many inconveniences we are suffering including lost time and far too many nights in a marina full of diesel fumes, we are changing our proposal to now be in
condo 2 instead of 119, the condo below Fernando's office, in order to get into a condo as soon as possible.

Please remember, I cannot leave due to the damage to my boat from lack of electrical ground in the marina, and I cannot repair that damage while I am living on the boat. 
I am quite anxious to get started working and also would like to get this chelation therapy started so I can get back in better health.

I understand you are quite busy.  Please consider my proposal at your earliest convenience.  And please note that if you got to know me, you would not hesitate to trust me
to supervise fueling to ensure no diesel is ever spilled again.  Don't overlook my generosity nor especially my skills, but please don't take me for granted.  I don't run on
diesel.

Cordially,

Mike

Thu, 19 Jul 2018 -6:22:08 -0600 from Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>:

Pedro,

We would like to use the old divemaster condo below Fernando's office.  It's more suitable and means Condo 2 is available to rent.  We will prepare and organize
storage for the contents, install a full kitchen, and purchase a refrigerator (high quality, I like ice/water in the door) and may leave our propane fridge behind when we
leave.  I would like to start the work on the condo immediately and before we move in so you can see the work before you decide.  When I'm done, the condo will be
suitable for three divemasters/couples including shared kitchen space.

I propose we pay $10,000 pesos per month for everything to cover costs, and we will also help out with projects around Cantamar.  This also considers the work I
need to do to my ship to repair the damage from when there was no ground in the marina, which I don't need to be compensated for as long as I have the opportunity
to do the work.

We spoke with staff and found there are quite a few projects we can be helpful with.  I'm putting together the facilities to fabricate with steel and to do extensive wood
work both structural as well as finish/cabinetry which will be at your disposal as well (though I would need to train anyone who uses my equipment.)  My microwire
and arc-welders, with me operating them, are also at your disposal.  I can also loan out tools as needed, and will provision Lucio with a full basic set of tools.



As to the generator situation, I've already started looking into it and it doesn't look that good.  The rotor cannot be rebuilt and they do not make replacements.  I'll try
to find a used one but honestly it would be a miracle.  In the meantime, I have contacted a company in Tijuana which has another generator, same make and model
but 230kW instead of your 200, but they have not responded to my inquiries yet.  I may have Rodrigo or Lucio contact them.  They are asking $20,000US for the
generator.

Let me know what you think or if you have any questions.

--
Michael Wolf

PS:  If you really like our work and want to put the divemasters into the condo immediately, we would happily take Condo 2 (and fix it up as well...)

--
Michael Wolf



Sat, Aug 18, 2018 6:52 PM

Re:

From: Pedro Aguilar <pedro@clubcantamar.com>

To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

I have read your email carefully, i want you to fix things with the pirates fleet and to stop acting on my behalf. The marina might have some bad things and that is way we
charge such a cheap rate. Once i rebuilt the marina both rates and service level will go up as they should be. 

The rates for the condos are at the front desk, i can do the weekly rate for you which is 5 nights paid/ 2 free, that is the best i can do for you.

Thanks for the understanding and i look forward to your reply.

Pedro Aguilar

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Responder a: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Fecha: viernes, 17 de agosto de 2018 04:30 p.m.
Para: Pedro <pedro@clubcantamar.com>

Pedro,

I have a caregiver primarily because I am unable to interact well socially because of a faulty memory which translates to an inability to organize my thoughts in
spontaneous situations.  Do not ask nor expect me to speak to you without him in the future.  Now that I have had a moment to collect my thoughts, I would like to respond
and make a few points.  We will fix things with the Pirates as you have asked, but I have a few points to make that you need to hear first.

First, all the times you were told to kick me out were by people who were offended when I was actually acting on your behalf.  And I don't make accusations without having
evidence.  I offered you the case number for the case against Honack regarding the property next door (he will likely be the one going to jail), I probably have photographs
of the diesel in John's bilge, and I certainly have plenty of video and photographs of the Pirates doing many things that as far as I know could jeopardize your business
(and thus my place to stay).  Part of why things are so bad lately is because I'm bored with nothing to do until I hear back from you.  But, I'm also not the one who is drunk
every morning and every evening trying to impress gringos, and you're not around to see what the Pirates do to your marina.  I won't say anything anymore, but I will
document the worst offenses if for no other reason than to cover myself.  Also, none of this would be happening if I were in a condo.  I have had nothing to do but swelter
and deal with rude Pirates shaking up the marina while I have been waiting to hear back from you.

Please also be aware of my perspective here Pedro.  I live here.  I pay to live here in the marina.  And I have to deal with construction noise, painting, fumes, dust from
API, rotting fisheads in the marina, broken docks, bad electricity,and the requisite daily diesel spill and occasional gas spills.  But trying to work, eat a meal, or enjoy a
shower while my boat is rocking from wakes from boats that pay to stay in your marina is the most obvious affront to my ability to enjoy myself here.  There are rules in the



marina, and all I have asked is that they are respected by all.  I have every right to complain and my complaints deserve attention, not dismissal or this.  I complain to your
staff about the Pirates making wakes in the marina but they do nothing, which leaves me with no recourse but to do something myself.  And when I do, I get accused and
threatened with being kicked out because you believe rumors.  You say they are your friends, but I would never let my friends treat me the way the Pirates treat you.

The fault here lies with staff and management, not a client trying to enjoy what he is paying for (I'm not really enjoying waiting to hear back so I can repair damage done by
the facility I pay to live in by the way.)  And it's all down to how you "manage" this place.  You trust people around here, who have no motivation to be honest, to do things
for you, or to keep you informed.  That's why you lose so much money and have so much stolen and why so many things break.  You trust the wrong people, and you trust
them with too much.  You really need a manager, someone who is actually here to see what is going on and who has your interests in mind because he is paid well enough
to look out for them and won't have a job if he doesn't do well enough.  I had previously told you I was looking out for your interests and didn't care what staff thought of
me.  I realize that with your management style, this is a bad policy on my part.  Making sure people around here like me seems far more important than looking out for your
interests.

Also, please be aware that if you kick me out, you will be doing so based on rumor, whereas I have evidence to the contrary.  If you are that serious, then look at my
evidence.  I am having Zach gather together a sample of videos and photographs and we will send them to you soon.  Also it would be nice to hear you ask me about
accusations instead of just believing what you are told about me.  I live here, I can't hide, so it makes no sense for me to do anything like what I am accused of doing.  If
the Pirates want to accuse me, ask them for evidence.  There are cameras here, and Rodrigo himself suggested that the Pirates are welcome to look at the footage.

What you are telling here me is that I should not look out for your interests, at least, not in the only way I can.  I have difficulties socially because I am incapable of lying,
and going up to someone who is deliberately rude and causing damage to their host's facilities just isn't easy for me, which is why I complained to staff so that they would
deal with it so I didn't have to try.  So, I will apologize to the Pirates (or rather have Zach do it on my behalf) and I will not say anything to them anymore.  You won't hear
anything more about me, at least, if I am able to get my work done on my ship.   I realize that you don't want my help.  And I don't expect staff will address my complaints
so I just won't make them anymore.

And this is important that you understand Pedro:  I cannot leave here until I can make those repairs and I cannot make those repairs while I am living on the boat.  I am
asking for you to provide me with resources you have available but do not utilize in order that I might make those repairs myself and at my expense, damage your staff
caused and which you are responsible for.  If you cannot provide those things, then I will have no choice but to seek legal advice to find out what my options are, as I am in
a very bad situation here with a boat which no longer functions because of this place, and no where else I can do the work.

I would appreciate being able to move into Condo 2 as soon as possible.  If you would prefer (as would I, I don't want to deal with John) I can still set 119 up but you have
to let me organize the things in it into the office upstairs and the loft in the shop, and I have to start that work as soon as possible.  I've already said I will do the work on the
Condo before moving in so you can see the work I do for yourself.  Obviously bringing in another boat to live is no longer a viable alternative.  You aren't using Condo 119,
and when I'm done with it, you will have a condo you can rent out or otherwise provide to divemasters or whomever.  I will be in the condo and shop away from everything
and everyone where I can concentrate on my work so I can leave this place as soon as possible.  Sorry to say Pedro, but I have not been enjoying my time here.  I have
wanted to leave for some time now.

I have a great deal of insight into how you could make a lot more money (or rather, lose a lot less) and have a lot fewer headaches with this place, if you are interested and
can stop believing rumors and actually get to know me for yourself.  It is very frustrating that you treat someone who is trying to help you the way you do.  But it's your loss
if you want to believe rumor and not see for yourself, and all I want is to finish my ship.  If you want my help, you can ask me for it.  But otherwise please at least let me fix
the damage done to my ship so I can leave as soon as possible.

--
Michael Wolf





Wed, Sep 5, 2018 8:11 PM

Pedro

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: licoveg@hotmail.com

Escuchamos ahora que Pedro dice a la oficina no aceptan nuestro pago para la marina.

Es una prioridad por nosotros.

Por favor confirme que recibi este correo (y si recibi la otra con informacion cobre Lic. Beltran.)

Gracias,

--
Michael Wolf



Sat, Sep 22, 2018 5:20 PM

Explicación

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: licoveg@hotmail.com, caboneft@hotmail.com

Lic:

Este es un explicacion de que necesito con Pedro.  Por favor leerlo y enviarme correo electronico si tienes preguntas.  Lo explique la mas mejor que puedo, pero este es
mi problema por mis discapacidades - no puedo explicarme bien, especialmente con gentes que hace asumptiones y no hace preguntas.

Disculple mi espanol.  Esperanzo que esta suficiente.

Que necesito es para Godofredo a explicar a Pedro que yo contraté un abogado para hacer lo que yo no puedo: cual es a explicarme a otras gentes.

Que especifico que yo necesito para Godofredo a explicar es este:

Mi nave recibio daño por la marina cuando Juan Carlos (un empleado) conecté el corriente de la marina sin tierra física. Este causé todo corriente en el mismo circuito a
que estaba conectado a usar mi nave para tierra física, cual incluye solamente el barco de Jay. Este signifiqué que mi nave sirvió para tierra para el barco de Jay y que
hice daño de oxidación a mi motor de propulsión, motor de generador, y las válvulas de bronce para poner agua dentro de la lancha. Este también destruye mi aislador
galvánico. Sr. Victor Franchini viste como estaba la corriente en la marina conectado, el daño a mi nave, y confirme que la corriente no estaba por la ley ni próximo y que
una tierra física construye de una pieza de zinc muy grande abajo de la marina estaba la mejor idea para preparar una tierra física.

No puedo reparar mi nave cuando vivo en lo, especialmente porque de mis discapacidades, cual necesitá que tengo ambiente en cual a trabajar, cual no puede pasar
cuando soy intentando a vivir y trabajar en mi nave (acceso al cuarto de motor es en el cuarto primero adonde vivemos y seria necesario para remover todo y dejar el
cuarto de motores abierto, cual prevenir actividades normales de viviendo y entonces no es posible para hacer trabajo cuando vivemos abordo. También, que las válvulas
son malos se hace peligroso porque podemos hundir cuando haciendo reparaciones que es muy peligroso.)

Pregunté a Pedro para uso de facilidades de Cantamar que el no use para que pueda hacer las reparaciones a mi nave. Pregunté para uso de taller y en cambio, hago



(hice) mejoras significantes cual permite la taller a funcionar actualmente adonde no funciona antes. Expendimos $11.000MXN y también trabaje para tres semanas de
labor trabajando en la taller, solamente para no tener la habilidad a usarlo porque Pedro no remové las cosas que prometé que remové para que podemos usar la taller
completamente. Entonces, hacemos trabajo a preparar un taller para Cantamar que nosotros no podemos usar por la razón que lo nos pregunté.

Pregunté también para uso de condominio que no tiene uso ahora y también oferté a pagar, en todo, $10.000MXN por cada mes por uso de todos facilidades, para
compensar para nuestro uso de corriente y otros recursos de Cantamar. También oferté nosotros para cual quiere de los dos a limpiar y construir cocina para el
condominio para los “divemasters”, o a comprar una refrigerador nuevo con agua y hielo (de valor de $15.000MXN) para el condominio que es solamente rentada muy
poco tiempo.

No me gusta Cantamar y no quiero vivir aquí, pero no puedo salir hasta hago las reparaciones y no puedo iniciarlos hasta vivo en tierra próximo a mi nave.

Propusimos a Pedro que usamos facilidades de Cantamar, facilidades no usado por Cantamar de otra manera, para que puedo hacer las reparaciones a mi nave y salir
de Cantamar. Este incluye un condominio y taller y también la muelle y bodega para que pagamos ahora. Cuando las reparaciones son completado, EN NO MÁS QUE
TRÉS MESES, saldremos de Cantamar.

El solo otras opciones de que puedo pensar para resolver esta problema son de los dos: para Pedro a pagar para el daño a mi nave, cual estimo seria como
$300.000MXN; o para Pedro a pagar para renta de un taller de Marina Sinclair para tres meses a Marina Sinclar, incluye fuera y regresa al mar, y posible pagando para
cuarto para nosotros a vivir cuando hacemos el trabajo, y para remolcar mi nave ahi.

Si puedes explicarlo, pienso que resolviere todas problemas con Pedro.

Gracias.

--
Michael Wolf



Sat, Sep 22, 2018 12:32 PM

Cantamar

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: licoveg@hotmail.com

Solo ahora, un empleado de Cantamar me dije que yo necesito mover mi velero fuera de la marina.  Yo respondi que no puedo porque el daño a mi barco por la marina
que necesito reperar antes puedo salir.

Tambien, esta semana, nos prevena Cantamar de uso de internet por que nos pagé por la mes contigo.

Soy muy anxiosa ahora y quiero apoya.  So se que hacer.

Por favor hablar con Beltran o Pedro muy pronto.

--
Michael Wolf



Sun, Sep 23, 2018 9:44 AM

Cantamar

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: licoveg@hotmail.com

Quiero documentar que pasa con Pedro ayer.  Pedro viene a nuestro nave a las 12 horas más o menos.  Zach habló con Pedro.  Pedro preguntó a nosotros cuando
vamos a salir, pero no escuchó cuando dijo Zach que no podemos hasta hacemos reparaciones a nuestro nave, cual que no podemos hacer hasta vivemos afuera de
nuestro nave.  Pedro no escuchó y dijo que va a fuerarnos de la marina, y "probablamente de la pais también."  El dijo que no quiere caso legal antes, después Zach dijo
que tenemos abogado, cual Zach dijo a Pedro "no es para tu."

También, tengo una pregunta:  Es posible que Lic. Godofredo puede escribir a John, el gringo que me hablé malo a Pedro, para preguntarlo a dicir la verdad a Pedro. 
Puedo traductarlo entonces español seria bien.  Solo quiero darlo una nota para dicirlo que el necesita dicir la verdad a Pedro sobre nosotros.

Nos vemos a las 6 en la tarde mañana, lunes.

Gracias,

--
Michael Wolf



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Important
1 message

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Mon, Sep 24, 2018 at 12:01 PM
To: John Cullen <cull74@me.com>, John Cullen <jccull835@yahoo.com>

John:

Pedro is trying to kick me out and says you told him to do so.  This
seems to coincide with rumors I have heard which suggest that you have
been saying bad things about me to employees here.

Please fix this.  Your actions are having grave consequences to me.
But I am not in a situation where I can tolerate being mistreated.  I
am disabled, extremely vulnerable, but have means of supporting and
protecting myself and will use what is available to me as necessary to
protect myself, and having a stable place to live is vital to me right
now.

I don't know why you felt you needed to say what you did, but you know
it wasn't right.  I busted my ass to help you fix your boat, going way
beyond any reasonable efforts and even saved you, by your own words,
some $10,000 on rebuilding your then-frozen motor, not to mention my
then coming down with symptoms of allergies for two weeks because I
didn't know your floors were glassed.

I can not allow myself to be treated this way by Pedro.  I have an
attorney representing me in the matter and I am aware of all of my
legal options, and my main goal is to try to get the attorney to
explain what Pedro won't listen to from me.  Having you talk to Pedro
will likely solve everything given he said that you are the reason he
feels as he does about me.  Please ask an attorney if you aren't aware
of the legal consequences of making false statements in Mexico.



In the future, if you have any problems with me, deal with me
directly.  Rumors are not tolerated nearly as well in Mexico as they
are in California.  And here in Mexico, people deal with each other
face to face, not behind each others' backs as I know you are
accustomed to in your career as a teacher.  I can accept criticism,
and I can be objective in dealing with my faults.  But you have to
come to me in an honest effort to seek a solution.  What you have done
is created problems for me, for Pedro, and for yourself.  Now you have
an opportunity to solve things for all of us.  Imagine a future where
you look forward to seeing me on your walks, instead of having to
avoid me.  I'd prefer that too John.

Make it happen.

Thank you,

Michael Wolf



Wed, Sep 26, 2018 9:47 AM

Cantamar

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: jedro@hotmail.com

Jay,

Pedro came to me a couple of weeks ago and told me the Baja Pirates said I had vandalized their boats, shit on their bench, stolen gas, put water in their gas, and other
things which of course are false accusations.  Pedro demanded I apologize, would not listen to me in any way, and told me if I did not apologize to the Pirates I would have
to leave.  I of course did not apologize, but have stopped saying anything to the Pirates when they disturb the marina. 

We later went to pay, about a week later, and were told Pedro told the office not to take our money.  We paid our attorney $15,000MXN retainer to handle the matter,
specifically by paying the rent to the courts so that Pedro cannot claim we have not paid rent.

Pedro came to my ship this past Saturday and demanded to know when we were planning to leave.  He would not listen as he has not listened at all when we try to tell him
my ship is disabled and we cannot leave until we do the repairs, which cannot be done while we live on the ship, and which we have asked Pedro to merely allow us to use
otherwise unused Cantamar facilities (an unused condo, plus the shop we already prepared*)

We have asked my attorney to talk to Pedro.  This was supposed to have happened yesterday.  Our attorney is not reliable or trustworthy and we are looking for another.

If Pedro will not relent, I have a plan to remedy the situation, but it will be an end-game scenario for Pedro, as I will air my grievances publicly, and contact conservation
organizations to seek help in advocating to get this place shut down.  I am hopeful that it will not come to this, but I have to protect myself and will do so at Pedro's expense
as I do not deserve to be sacrificed so that Pedro can continue to run his business as he does, treating Cantamar as no more than a boatyard for his untaxed liveaboard
dive business.

I should note that I pay $2,200MXN per month for this slip.  I assume that Pedro is upset that I am paying so little and "complaining so much," but as I explained to Neftalin,
who is helping us in this matter, we tolerate a lot and do not complain anywhere near as much as we should.  Indeed, if we did complain, we could be a great deal more
trouble than Pedro claims we are, which is why he said he wants us to leave his marina.  By the way, we have it in writing from Pedro that he charges so little because of
the condition of the marina and that when it is repaired and upgraded, the rates will go up.

Legally speaking, Pedro cannot have us removed.  We have lived here for three years and in Mexico that gives us squatter's rights, as long as we are fulfilling our
obligations as established when I came here originally.  I am not concerned about this from a legal standpoint, but I am concerned because Pedro is already violating the
law, having threatened us with deportation, and cutting off our internet, which we have paid for even if Pedro has not accepted the payment.

Pedro also insists that he is not responsible for the damage to my ship.  This is in part because you never informed him of the damage to your ship and his liability for it. 
Pedro stated explicitly that he does not believe my ship was damaged because, as he said, it was the only ship damaged.  Yours was the only ship plugged into the same
circuit, and you lost your inverter, charger, and batteries if I recall correctly.



Pedro's issues with me are precisely why this place is so poorly run.  Pedro manages the place by phone, email, and Whatsapp and trusts whomever is on the other end
telling him what is going on.  These people know this, and accuse others of their faults in order to keep from looking bad to Pedro, or worse, they will accuse me of
something to make themselves look better.  Pedro will believe them no matter what, and he won't even look at the evidence provided by his own security cameras, and
refuses to see the photographs I have taken of the Pirates tearing up the marina in one way or another.  Pedro seems to believe I have no right to enjoy this place, and
ignores the fact that I contribute significantly and act as night security as well as managing the marina (which I don't do anymore because Pedro said he doesn't want my
help.)

As I said, if Pedro does not back down and at least leave us alone until we can safely leave on our own in December, we will take legal action and simultaneously I will
probably start writing reviews online and posting photographs of the many, many times diesel has been spilled in the marina, as well as the other problems around he we
have documented.  I will also contact environmental organizations to begin a campaign to pressure the Mexican government to investigate this place for its pollution and
other violations which harm the very ecosystem Pedro capitalizes on and subsequently pays no taxes to use.  I will also look into what other legal action I can take.

I do not know where to go if things get bad here, but we will probably go to anchor and park our vehicles in storage until we can get repaired enough to make it out of La
Paz.  We are still trying to get the place next door - speaking of which, Stephanie has not been at all helpful, she does not believe the facts about the property and took us
to a lawyer who, without any facts, attempted to tell us what is going on and which contradicted our documented facts about the property.

Anyway, that's about it.  Your boat is okay and we keep an eye on it and will continue to do so.  As I said, Pedro cannot legally force us to leave the marina and we will stay
until December.  Our only request of Pedro is for use of a condo for no more than three months so we can repair the damages his marina did to our ship and I have offered
to pay $10.000MXN per month to cover our use of resources of Cantamar while we do the repairs.  Quite fair of me I think.

I hope your trip is going well.  I recommend you consider looking into relocating your boat.  Pedro's neglect of this place is increasing and his cash flow seems to be
slowing.  Given that an employee who complained about not receiving social security fell and was taken to hospital in an ambulance also on Saturday, Pedro is stressed
financially and otherwise and with the new government coming in, the pressures on him may cause problems.  I don't trust this place.  But know this, if something happens,
I need a place to stay and will take care of this place in order to maintain my place to live.

Sorry for rambling...brain damage sucks after all.

Let me know what questions you have if any.



(*prepared but cannot use.  Pedro will not finish removing large items which prevent us from fully using the shop.)

--
Michael Wolf



Thu, Sep 27, 2018 1:56 PM

Cantamar

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: licoveg@hotmail.com

Que pasó con Pedro?

Necesitas mantener contacto con nosotros sobre nuestros casos.  Por favor diganos que pasa cuando se pasa.

Gracias,

--
Michael Wolf



Thu, Sep 27, 2018 2:13 PM

Attorney

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Cc: licoveg@hotmail.com

Pedro,

I hired an attorney after I was threatened by Karsten Honack who also made false statements to you.  He is now being paid to handle these matters because my disabilities
seem to prevent me from explaining things to you in a way you can understand.

Please contact him.  Lic. Contreras Verdugo Godofredo, (612) 122-4710.  He is trying to come see you. I will let him handle all communication for me from now on. To
reiterate, I paid this lawyer to explain things because he is handling the criminal prosecution of Honack for threatening me and can explain why Honack made false
statements about me to you.  He is aware of my disabilities and how they affect my ability to explain myself.
--
Michael Wolf



Wed, Oct 3, 2018 12:16 PM

Pago sin Trabajo

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: licoveg@hotmail.com

No me gusta que yo pagé mucho dinero, y no recibo nada que dice que trabajo que hace.

Ahora, nosotros vamos a Ministerio Publico para ver si podemos pagar la renta aqui.  Eso es una problema.  Yo te pagé.  Pero de todo de $40.000MXN que yo pagé, solo
que tengo a verificar que tu hice, es dos escritos sobre pago de la renta aqui.  Tambien, si hice que dice yo que necesita hacer en primero, cuando page $10.000 para
caso legal contra Kastor Industrial: habla con Beltran; no necesite pagar $25.000 más a tu para esas problemas con Pedro.

Ahora, voy a hablar con abogados y otras por Ministerio Publico, y buscar por otro abogado.

Quiero la regresa de mi dinero si no vas a hacer el trabajo por que yo pago.  Page $40.000, pero pienso que recibi servicio para solamente $5.000.

Pero, si puedes fuerar Robert Stephens de Mexico, o si puedes fuerar Karsten Honack, con el dinero que nosotros te page ahora, podemos pagarte más para fuerar la
otra o para conseguir para nosotros uso de la propiedad aqui en pichilingue.

Por ahora, busco otro abogado.

--
Michael Wolf



Tue, Oct 9, 2018 9:46 AM

Copia Digital de Escrito

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: licoveg@hotmail.com

Hola,

Hay dos copias, una aquí, otra para descargar.

Si hay preguntas, por favor digame.

Gracias

Yo quiero delinear y resumir mis necesarios legales para clasificación y para prevenir algo más malentendido o confusión. Yo tengo un necesario primero para que yo
gastaría cuales de mis recursos financieros limitados, y eso es para completar mi nave. Para hacerlo, yo necesito tener recursos y un ambiente adonde yo puedo hacer el
trabajo por mismo. Yo tengo el mayor partido del equipo y herramientas que yo necesito para hacer el trabajo, y también algunas de las partes que necesito pare mi nave.

Ahora, hay algunas impedimentos a mi habilidad de completar el trabajo en mi nave, y yo he alquilado Lic. Godofredo para contender con esos impedimentos así yo
puedo hacer la única cosa porque yo soy aquí en México: a completar el trabajo en mi nave pues lo puede ser seguro para viajar en el océano abierto. Eso requiere
trabajo extenso dentro de mi nave, también otro trabajo normal. También incluye reparando del daño grave cause por Cantamar cual inmoviliza mi nave.

Impedimentos:

Hay muchas impedimentos mayor al realización de mi objetivo del trabajo en mi nave. Uno es de tener los recursos. Me robé mis recursos financieros en los estados
unidos de América y no puedo recubrirlos. Tengo algo dinero, pero solo suficiente para comprar la partes nuevas que yo necesito y necesito recuperar de otros barcos la
más de que yo necesito.

El segundo impedimento mayor es de tener un ambiente para hacer el trabajo. No más puedo hacer el trabajo aquí a Cantamar porque de como me esta tratando Pedro.
No puedo conseguir el uso de la propiedad próxima a Cantamar dicho cual seria perfecto para hacer el trabajo en mi nave. No puedo rentar un taller a Marina Sinclair



porque ellos no quiere rentar a mi porque yo quiero hacer trabajo en mi nave y no quiero pagar otras para hacerlo para mi. También, no puedo ir a Guaymas adonde tiene
ambiente y facilidades cual sirve para mi, porque mi nave tiene daño cause por Cantamar. Entonces, yo no tengo ambiente adonde yo puedo hacer el trabajo en mi nave.

Yo he alquilado Lic. Godofredo para ayudar de remover esos impedimentos y para realizar mi objetivo de completando mi nave. Yo he alquilado Lic Godofredo para
contender con Robert Stephens en la asunción que lo preparará de su expulsión de México o en lugar me de posesión de sus propiedades y cosas. Yo he alquilado Lic
Godofredo para contender con Karsten Honack/Kastor Industrial porque Karsten Honack no escucha a mi sobre mi desairo para usar y mejorar la propiedad, y porque el
arruinó mi reputación con Cantamar después el hizo acusaciones falsos. Yo he alquilado Lic Godofredo para contender con Cantamar así puedo continuar a vivir ahí
mientras esperando situación, y con esperanzo que Pedro me permite uso de un condominio para reparar el daño cause por Cantamar así puedo, al menos, mover mi
nave al otro ambiente.

Por cada caso especifico:

Robert Stephens:

Este hombre tiene negocio ilegal de recuperando de barcos cual saca todos recursos cuales si no seria disponible a mi. El me prometió todo que necesito para completar
mi nave. Al mínimo, quiero posesión de sus escondite des partes recuperadas de barcos, cuales el tiene en su barco, y en una propiedad compró por prestanombre cual
es actualmente de Sr. Victor Franchini.

Ahora, creo que el puede ser expulsado de México porque el alquila gentes para proteger su negocio ilegal. Robert Stephens tiene más que 15 años en México con visas
turistas y no tiene permiso a ser en México legal, no para trabajar en México. También el maneja vehículos sin documentación, o con documentación para otras gentes, el
TIP para Kelly Cher se obtuvo por fraude, y abandona lanchas en la bahía La Paz, uno de que es en el Mogote ahora (el Capitanía del Puerto lo sabe, pero solo eso, no
todos los diez mas o menos.) Robert tiene casi 80 años y su salud se falta ahora.

Lo que esperanzo es para posesión de todos las cosas y propiedades de Robert aquí en La Paz. Pienso que eso puede pasar por el caso criminal, o posible por una
reclama por un caso civil.

Puedo pagar $1000USD para ver Robert Stephens fuera del paso, y puedo pagar más si tengo su posesiones. A demás de partes recuperados de barcos, Robert tiene
vehículos, barcos, y un terreno por prestanombre. Solo tengo interés en barcos y puedo dar a Godofredo el terreno y los vehículos de la más valor.



Cantamar:

Pedro es un mal empresario que me esta causando gran daño por me prevenido de haciendo el trabajo que necesito para completar mi nave porque no tengo el acceso al
condominio que me hizo creer que habría cuando yo comencé trabajo en un taller para que yo tendré permiso para usar. Yo gasté $11.000MXN y muchas semanas de
labor para mejorar el taller de Cantamar pues seria funcionando. Ahora, no puedo usarlo.

Las problemas que tengo con Cantamar so porque Pedro cree rumores y no verifica nada por el mismo, cual es exactamente porque el no puede suficientemente manejar
Cantamar y entonces porque Cantamar tiene muchas problemas que yo necesité solver porque nadie otra aquí lo haría. Esta malo que Pedro quiere expulsarme porque
el cree rumores y acusaciones sobre me sin verificación ni platicando conmigo acerca de los, y también no me da evidencia.

Si yo tengo tres meses uso de un condominio, puedo reparar el daño hacía por Cantamar y tener la habilidad a mover mi nave a Guyamas o otro ambiente para completar
el trabajo. Pero si puedo tener seis meses uso de un condominio, puedo completar la más del trabajo, posible bastante para salir de México. Ahora, pagué $15.000MXN a
Godofredo y creo que es razonable que esperar resolución del caso sin mas pago.

Un otro beneficio de tener uso de condominio es que yo puedo participar en terapia para remover el plomo de mi cuerpo y cerebro, cual continuar de degradar mi salud.
Mi nave no tiene facilidades suficiente para cuidar mis necesarios de salud mientras esta terapia.

Kastor Industrial/Karsten Honack

Quiero uso de esta propiedad, pero mientras, este hombre dañe mi nombre con Predro y dañe mi habilidad de hacer el trabajo que necesito hacer aquí a Cantamar.

Quiero ver el caso legal contra a el ha proseguido tan agresivamente como posible, lo quiero ver expulsado de México. También quiero ver si es posible a denunciarlo por
fraude para intentando de rentar o vender una propiedad para que el no tiene derecho de vender o rentar. Creo que este prension puede ser suficiente para permitirme
uso de la propiedad, pero no se.

Quiero uso de la propiedad. Mi uso de la propiedad es el situación más ideal para la propiedad y todos partidos interesado. Ahora, el terreno se pierde valor cada día. Mi



uso de el terreno seria la sea más eficiente y más rápido para restituir el terreno a condición trabajando y estableciendo una empresa funcionando en la forma de un
astillero. Esta mi propuesta que yo uso el terreno, repararlo y mejorarlo, hago un astillero funcionando y en cambio, tengo no más que cinco años de uso del terreno para
completar mi nave y hacer todo del lucro que puedo en el tiempo que yo tengo con el terreno. Después cinco años, la empresa ser vendido o la empresa puede comprar o
rentar el terreno del dueño verdad con derechos legales.

Si puedo tener uso de la propiedad come se propuesto aquí, en cual no necesito pagar nada y tengo uso del terreno hasta cinco años, pago a Godofredo $5,000USD. Si
es posible a dar titulo a la empresa, dio a Godofredo una parte. Si recibo titulo a la propiedad y la empresa, dio una parte de los dos a Godofredo.

--
Michael Wolf

NecesariosYCasosDOCx.docx



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Dive Center in Mexico Pollution Sea of Cortez
2 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sun, Oct 14, 2018 at 12:35 PM
To: Patricia.Wuest@bonniercorp.com

Patricia,

I am trying to find some outside assistance to pressure the government
of Baja California Sur to clamp down on or shut down a dive center
that pollutes the hell out of the Sea of Cortez, even as they are
doing nearly all of their of business off the books, meaning no safety
oversight and no taxes paid.

The place is Cantamar, which runs "Sea Escape," "Southern Sport" and
now "Casseopiea" which was taken out on a dive before it was even
trialed after being purchased and brought from Egypt.  This facility
is dangerous, and a disservice to divers.  They are notorious for
having dirty air and it's because the owner does not care about
anything but money in his pocket.  He cheaps out on everything.

I have a small collection of photographs and videos documenting the
pollution and other problems with this place which I can mail to you
on DVD if you would like.  But only if your magazine is interested in
helping in some way.

Please advise.

Thank you,

Michael Wolf



Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Mon, Oct 15, 2018 at 8:49 AM
To: Patricia.Wuest@bonniercorp.com

Patricia,

I received a response from Peter Symes, and replied, twice after an
incident occurred here.  Strangely, my emails were all deleted, and I
did not do so, nor is there any trace of them.  I would like to be
sure Mr. Symes got my messages and can contact me.

Please have Mr. Symes contact me via disperser.wolf@mail.ru and if
possible, call me at (612) 158-0011.  I suspect that the facilities I
am staying are are monitoring my internet use and have deleted those
messages somehow.  I don't know exactly what is going on but
considering the gravity of events I am concerned for my safety.

Thank you.

Michael Wolf
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Nevermind, all is well
2 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Mon, Oct 15, 2018 at 8:51 AM
To: Patricia.Wuest@bonniercorp.com

Patricia,

Please nevermind...I found the messages, they were in Spam and Google
did not search Spam for the information.  I'm a little panicky here
because of an incident yesterday I don't even know if I can talk
about.

On 10/15/18, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> wrote:
> Patricia,
>
> I received a response from Peter Symes, and replied, twice after an
> incident occurred here.  Strangely, my emails were all deleted, and I
> did not do so, nor is there any trace of them.  I would like to be
> sure Mr. Symes got my messages and can contact me.
>
> Please have Mr. Symes contact me via disperser.wolf@mail.ru and if
> possible, call me at (612) 158-0011.  I suspect that the facilities I
> am staying are are monitoring my internet use and have deleted those
> messages somehow.  I don't know exactly what is going on but
> considering the gravity of events I am concerned for my safety.
>
> Thank you.
>
> Michael Wolf
>



>
> On 10/14/18, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> wrote:
>> Patricia,
>>
>> I am trying to find some outside assistance to pressure the government
>> of Baja California Sur to clamp down on or shut down a dive center
>> that pollutes the hell out of the Sea of Cortez, even as they are
>> doing nearly all of their of business off the books, meaning no safety
>> oversight and no taxes paid.
>>
>> The place is Cantamar, which runs "Sea Escape," "Southern Sport" and
>> now "Casseopiea" which was taken out on a dive before it was even
>> trialed after being purchased and brought from Egypt.  This facility
>> is dangerous, and a disservice to divers.  They are notorious for
>> having dirty air and it's because the owner does not care about
>> anything but money in his pocket.  He cheaps out on everything.
>>
>> I have a small collection of photographs and videos documenting the
>> pollution and other problems with this place which I can mail to you
>> on DVD if you would like.  But only if your magazine is interested in
>> helping in some way.
>>
>> Please advise.
>>
>> Thank you,
>>
>>
>> Michael Wolf
>>
>

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Oct 16, 2018 at 5:32 PM
To: Patricia.Wuest@bonniercorp.com

Patricia,

I of course got the initial email from Peter Symes, but he has not



responded to my responses.  I suspect that since his message to me was
in my Spam folder, and because I have had problems with Gmail
censoring me, that my emails to him are in his Spam folder as well.

If you communicate with him, please advise that I have responded and
to check his Spam folder for my messages.

Thank you for your time, and I hope that something can be done about
this place, especially since a divemaster had his leg mangled and
nearly cut off by an outboard on Sunday, which I happened to watch
happen and probably saved the guy's life.

Regards,

Michael Wolf
[Quoted text hidden]



Wed, Oct 24, 2018 1:39 PM

Trespass

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

Your staff must have my permission before boarding my vessel for any reason.  I was on campus, and saw maintenance before they started work, yet no permission was
sought before boarding my vessel.  This is unacceptable.  Please advise your staff accordingly.  I will grant permission and assist where I can, but I will not tolerate
trespassing on my vessel period.

--
Michael Wolf



Wed, Oct 24, 2018 1:42 PM

Fwd: Trespass

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: licoveg@hotmail.com

Copia de correo envie yo a Pedro solo ahora, despies viste mentamiento de Cantamar en mi velero sin permiso.

Tambien, voya dar un DVD con videos y fotos de Baja Pirates a Pedro hoy a mostrar las problemas que cause los Baja Pirates.

Gracias

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
To: pedro@clubcantamar.com
Date: Wednesday, October 24, 2018 10:39 PM +03:00
Subject: Trespass

Pedro,

Your staff must have my permission before boarding my vessel for any reason.  I was on campus, and saw maintenance before they started work, yet no permission was
sought before boarding my vessel.  This is unacceptable.  Please advise your staff accordingly.  I will grant permission and assist where I can, but I will not tolerate
trespassing on my vessel period.

--
Michael Wolf

--
Michael Wolf



Mon, Oct 29, 2018 10:47 AM

Re[2]: Cita y Copias

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: godofredo contreras <licoveg@hotmail.com>

Gracias para la repuesta.  Entendimos que el Licensado no tiene tiempo para platicar, solo quieremos dejar datas y platicar cuando el tiene tiempo.

Nos vemos mañana.

Monday, October 29, 2018 9:27 AM -07:00 from godofredo contreras <licoveg@hotmail.com>:

Puede venir cuando guste a dejar copias, información, fotos, etc, lo que usted quiera, pero se le comentó la última vez que

vino que el Licenciado estaría muy ocupado por audiencias y preparación de testigos, así que programarle una cita en

este momento para platicar y conocer de sus inquietudes resulta complicado. A la brevedad posible el Licenciado se

estaría comunicando con el Señor Neftalí para agendar una cita conforme a su horario laboral disponible.

Tenga buen día.

DESPACHO JURÍDICO
LIC. GODOFREDO CONTRERAS VERDUGO
5 DE MAYO ESQ. FÉLIX ORTEGA
LA PAZ B.C.S.
TEL. 12 2 47 10

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Enviado: lunes, 29 de octubre de 2018 04:16 p. m.
Para: licoveg@hotmail.com
Asunto: Cita y Copias



Vinimos por la oficina en viernes para dar data y copias pero no se vimos nada.  Regresaremos por la oficina mañana por la mañana para dar copias y data.  Si
quieres platicar antes, por favor digame o hace cita por Neftalin.

También, quiero comenzar trabajo en mi nave pronto.  Necesito uso de la propiedad en Pichilingue, o uso de un condominio aquí a Cantamar.  Mi paciencia con
Pedro no dura mucho más tiempo.  También, Pedro tiene muchas problemas aquí - problemas con dinero, con motor fuera robado por empleado, con nave que
aparece que no sirve, con empleado lastimado gravemente por motor fuera.  El es en una situación muy fragile, pienso.  Quiero aprovechar la situación si puedo.

Gracias,

--
Michael Wolf

--
Michael Wolf



Mon, Oct 29, 2018 10:16 AM

Cita y Copias

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: licoveg@hotmail.com

Vinimos por la oficina en viernes para dar data y copias pero no se vimos nada.  Regresaremos por la oficina mañana por la mañana para dar copias y data.  Si quieres
platicar antes, por favor digame o hace cita por Neftalin.

También, quiero comenzar trabajo en mi nave pronto.  Necesito uso de la propiedad en Pichilingue, o uso de un condominio aquí a Cantamar.  Mi paciencia con Pedro no
dura mucho más tiempo.  También, Pedro tiene muchas problemas aquí - problemas con dinero, con motor fuera robado por empleado, con nave que aparece que no
sirve, con empleado lastimado gravemente por motor fuera.  El es en una situación muy fragile, pienso.  Quiero aprovechar la situación si puedo.

Gracias,

--
Michael Wolf



Mon, Oct 29, 2018 10:27 AM

RE: Cita y Copias

From: godofredo contreras <licoveg@hotmail.com>

To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

Puede venir cuando guste a dejar copias, información, fotos, etc, lo que usted quiera, pero se le comentó la última vez que vino

que el Licenciado estaría muy ocupado por audiencias y preparación de testigos, así que programarle una cita en este

momento para platicar y conocer de sus inquietudes resulta complicado. A la brevedad posible el Licenciado se estaría

comunicando con el Señor Neftalí para agendar una cita conforme a su horario laboral disponible.

Tenga buen día.

DESPACHO JURÍDICO
LIC. GODOFREDO CONTRERAS VERDUGO
5 DE MAYO ESQ. FÉLIX ORTEGA
LA PAZ B.C.S.
TEL. 12 2 47 10

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Enviado: lunes, 29 de octubre de 2018 04:16 p. m.
Para: licoveg@hotmail.com
Asunto: Cita y Copias

Vinimos por la oficina en viernes para dar data y copias pero no se vimos nada.  Regresaremos por la oficina mañana por la mañana para dar copias y data.  Si quieres
platicar antes, por favor digame o hace cita por Neftalin.

También, quiero comenzar trabajo en mi nave pronto.  Necesito uso de la propiedad en Pichilingue, o uso de un condominio aquí a Cantamar.  Mi paciencia con Pedro no
dura mucho más tiempo.  También, Pedro tiene muchas problemas aquí - problemas con dinero, con motor fuera robado por empleado, con nave que aparece que no
sirve, con empleado lastimado gravemente por motor fuera.  El es en una situación muy fragile, pienso.  Quiero aprovechar la situación si puedo.

Gracias,



--
Michael Wolf



Wed, Oct 31, 2018 3:17 PM

Re[2]: Cita y Copias

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: licoveg@hotmail.com

Hola,

No vamos a trabajar con Neftalin por ahora.  Si quiere hacer cita, por favor lo hace por correo electronico o telefono a mi o Zach.

Gracias,

Michael y Zach.

Monday, October 29, 2018 7:27 PM +03:00 from godofredo contreras <licoveg@hotmail.com>:

Puede venir cuando guste a dejar copias, información, fotos, etc, lo que usted quiera, pero se le comentó la última vez que

vino que el Licenciado estaría muy ocupado por audiencias y preparación de testigos, así que programarle una cita en

este momento para platicar y conocer de sus inquietudes resulta complicado. A la brevedad posible el Licenciado se

estaría comunicando con el Señor Neftalí para agendar una cita conforme a su horario laboral disponible.

Tenga buen día.

DESPACHO JURÍDICO
LIC. GODOFREDO CONTRERAS VERDUGO
5 DE MAYO ESQ. FÉLIX ORTEGA
LA PAZ B.C.S.
TEL. 12 2 47 10

De: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>
Enviado: lunes, 29 de octubre de 2018 04:16 p. m.
Para: licoveg@hotmail.com
Asunto: Cita y Copias



Vinimos por la oficina en viernes para dar data y copias pero no se vimos nada.  Regresaremos por la oficina mañana por la mañana para dar copias y data.  Si
quieres platicar antes, por favor digame o hace cita por Neftalin.

También, quiero comenzar trabajo en mi nave pronto.  Necesito uso de la propiedad en Pichilingue, o uso de un condominio aquí a Cantamar.  Mi paciencia con
Pedro no dura mucho más tiempo.  También, Pedro tiene muchas problemas aquí - problemas con dinero, con motor fuera robado por empleado, con nave que
aparece que no sirve, con empleado lastimado gravemente por motor fuera.  El es en una situación muy fragile, pienso.  Quiero aprovechar la situación si puedo.

Gracias,

--
Michael Wolf

--
Michael Wolf



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

More Thoughts
8 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Wed, Oct 24, 2018 at 12:59 PM
To: X-Ray Magazine Office - Peter Symes <office@xray-mag.com>

Peter,

I had some more thoughts on the matter of Mexico's diving and
environment issues and the facility I am at which I wanted to share
with you.

My primary observation about this place is that it includes a
significant amount of wasted potential.  The government is keen to
develop tourism here, as it is their primary source of income.  I had
been from the ultra rich who came here to use it as a playground, but
the environmental regulations kicked many of them out and the area is
now struggling to replace the missing income.

What I see with the facility I am at, and the area here in general, is
a complete lack of knowledge of the potential of this place for
tourism.  This is some of the greatest diving in the world, some of
the best sailing in the world, some of the best scenery and wildlife
in the world, and some of the best outdoor activities.  And it's all
in one place.  And right where I am is the center of it all.  Yet,
this dump that pollutes and wastes doesn't even utilize 1/10th its
capacity for providing tourism.

So, perhaps having someone come here and look at the wasted potential,
perhaps someone with an investor in tow who can see the development
from that angle, can provide a better eye on things here than strictly
looking at lax regulation and enforcement of regulations that no one



even cares about.

Oh yeah, I should relate something that I saw that is probably quite
important:  the other day there was a significant emergency, a
pesticide container was opened and/or spilled and the entire area was
closed off.  If not for the wind, they would have evacuated us.  The
command center for the containment and decontamination was set up on
the opposite side of the fence of an oil disposal center - which had
oil and fuel and filters obviously leaking into the ground all around
it and on it - an obvious issue with pollution.  I made sure to spend
as much time there, even going so far as to open containers and show
my reaction to the harsh odors within.  Yet, out of all those people
tending to a chemical leak and cleanup, not a single one did anything
more than just look at me.  These people DO NOT CARE.  If I were to
try to do something about this myself, it would be more likely I would
be taken care of than the problems I report.

Thus, hitting them where it really truly hurts, the wallet, is the
ONLY way to motivate these people.  So, showing them what the
potential for tourism and income from tourism is compared to what they
are doing now is, in my opinion, the ideal way to address this issue.

That's all for now.

Regards,

Mike Wolf

X-Ray Magazine Office - Peter Symes <office@xray-mag.com> Fri, Oct 26, 2018 at 6:14 AM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Thank you

Just real brief, as I am on my way to the airport and trade show over the weekend, I have taken note that next time any of my associates travel through
the area that we should look into this matter,  Exactly when that would be I can't say at present but our photo journalists get about on various



assignments

Best regards

Peter S.

-----------------

Peter Symes
Editor-in-Chief & Publisher
X-Ray International Dive Magazine
www.xray-mag.com

Established 2003 | The first digital diving magazine

- Best ranked scuba publication in the world on Alexa.com, since 2009
- Winner of the MTA Press Awards, 2011
- DIWA Award Winner, 2016
- EUROTEK.2016 Media Award nominee

Main Office: AquaScope Media, Ahornsgade 6, 2200 Copenhagen, Denmark
Phones: Skype: xray-mag. Direct: (+45) 3696 5744 or US (+1) 925 246 5744

[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Fri, Oct 26, 2018 at 8:34 AM
To: X-Ray Magazine Office - Peter Symes <office@xray-mag.com>

Thanks for the note.

If it's a dive show, the owner of this place is the one who goes to
all the shows.  If I can find out if he is at a show, I will let you
know.

Enjoy yourself.

By the way, I am taking a DVD showing multiple instances of illegal
fishing to the navy today.  We'll see how that goes.



-Mike

On 10/26/18, X-Ray Magazine Office - Peter Symes <office@xray-mag.com> wrote:
> Thank you
>
> Just real brief, as I am on my way to the airport and trade show over
> the weekend, I have taken note that next time any of my associates
> travel through the area that we should look into this matter,  Exactly
> when that would be I can't say at present but our photo journalists get
> about on various assignments
>
> Best regards
>
> Peter S.
>
> -----------------
>
> Peter Symes
> Editor-in-Chief & Publisher
> X-Ray International Dive Magazine
> www.xray-mag.com
>
> /Established 2003 | The first digital diving magazine
>
> - Best ranked scuba publication in the world on Alexa.com, since 2009
> - Winner of the MTA Press Awards, 2011
> - DIWA Award Winner, 2016
> - EUROTEK.2016 Media Award nominee/
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Fri, Oct 26, 2018 at 12:20 PM
To: X-Ray Magazine Office - Peter Symes <office@xray-mag.com>

By the way, if anyone does come here, there are many employees who
will be quite revealing about what goes on here, all of whom are on
the evening shift (4pm to usually 9:30pm - no one is usually here



after that time.)  The best are Orlando and Porfirio.
[Quoted text hidden]

X-Ray Mag Office <office@xray-mag.com> Sun, Oct 28, 2018 at 5:11 AM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Greetings from the Diveshow In Birmingham, UK. The only Mexican operator I have seen here is from Yucatán

Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sun, Oct 28, 2018 at 6:28 AM
To: X-Ray Mag Office <office@xray-mag.com>

Yeah, that's Fernando, his father, operating Krakken.

I do have an update:

Two days ago, we saw police here.  I've only seen them here three
times in three years and I called them one of those times.  Only when
we got back from town did we hear that a dinghy was stolen, supposedly
from right next to my boat, and the brand new Yamaha 4stroke
commercial 60hp high thrust motor removed and the dinghy ditched.  The
owner had just bought four of these.  I later heard that the captain
the the new liveaboard got in a fight with the owner and was fired.  I
do believe there was a connection because I would not put it past the
owner to not pay the guy, especially as I then heard that the
propellers on Cassiopeia had been destroyed in the canal, certainly
with the captain who was fired at the helm.

So, I expect that the former captain stole the dinghy, likely in
coordination with other employees.

Things are probably going to fall apart here on their own.  But, I am
concerned that it will happen due to a catastrophe.  These people
believe in luck and superstition regarding boats to some extent.



Another boat, a very large panga, has been nothing but problems,
starting out with hitting a whale shark, then constantly breaking down
(another like it was just purchased).  Cassiopeia was said to be bad
luck too.  And if the crew of a ship believe it is cursed, things can
happen simply because of the mindset in times of snap decisions.  So I
have a genuine concern about the safety of that vessel.  Alas, there
is nothing I can do but stand by and wait for the consequences.

Given Mexican laws, I think I'll probably be living in a deserted
marina and resort pretty soon.  Maybe then you'll be writing a story
about my working with the government to restore the business and do it
right.  We'll see huh?

In the meantime, talk to Fernando.  He's a genius from what I've seen
of his work around here.  Too bad his son isn't anything like him.

Have fun over there.
[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Thu, Nov 8, 2018 at 10:05 AM
To: X-Ray Mag Office <office@xray-mag.com>

Can I get an address I can mail you a DVD or SD Card with all the
photographs and videos I have of the problems here?  I'd like someone
to have a copy just in case something should happen to me.

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Fri, Nov 9, 2018 at 1:26 AM
To: X-Ray Mag Office <office@xray-mag.com>

Peter:

I wrote this draft review for TripAdvisor.com mostly as an exercise
and for some stress relief, but also as one possible avenue to get
what I really need, namely the opportunity to work on my ship.

Take a look at it and see what you think, from the perspective of the



article idea I mentioned promoting the splitting off of the business.
The thought I had which made this draft of review seem like something
I could actually post, if it were coordinated with contact with the
owner to suggest an article promoting the splitting of the business.
I don't know it it would work, and right now my instincts seem to
favor letting the place fall apart on its own, but I can't be sure I'm
not just overly afraid to confront this guy to get him to give me use
of what he doesn't even use himself so I can fix my ship.  I think
that because I think that he is more widely believed to be a poor
manager than I am what he accuses me of.  People around there know
better than to believe him.  But, he makes a lot of money, there is a
lot at stake, and I can't trust that I'm not paranoid for a reason I
can't understand.  So, I leave this as a draft, and consider it as a
bit of a chance to have relieved some stress.  In the meantime, it
seems like waiting around for this place to get shut down isn't a bad
choice for now.

I hope all is well.  No worries on the delay in responding if you
don't mind the messages in the interim.

-Mike

Cantamar is run so poorly that a long-term marina tenant is suffering
as a result despite doing nothing wrong.  I highly recommend avoiding
Cantamar due to the many problems created because it is not at all
well managed.  Cantamar is unsafe – an accident waiting to happen.
How they are treating me goes far to explain how and why Cantamar is
not suitable for providing any services whatsoever:

I came to Cantamar marina with my ship three years ago and was quoted
a rate which I have paid faithfully since, often several months at a
time in advance.  Given that the rate seemed low to me, I believed it
necessary to avail myself to the facilities to provide what I could,
where I could.  I have installed water on the docks, helped manage the
marina, saved several of Cantamar's boats from imminent doom thanks to
hurricanes and lazy staff, and otherwise assisted with making sure
things don't fall apart here.  The arrangement worked well for the



most part until a German national, in an apparent effort to protect
his fraudulent claim to federal property next door which I was
interested in leasing, made false statements to the owner which
disparaged me, and which the owner believed without question.

At around the same time, I discovered significant damage to my ship
and contacted a local electrician and boat surveyor to inspect the
damage and confirm the source.  Cantamar's electricians failed to
reconnect physical ground to the leg of electrical circuit my ship is
connected to, and all stray current went through my boat, which was
significant considering other faults with neutral and hot circuits in
the marina, which is not wired in a legal or safe manner.  My galvanic
isolator was burned up and my engine, sea cocks, rudder shaft,
propeller shaft, propeller, and armature of my ferro-cement ship all
suffered damage which has rendered my ship inoperable.

I asked Cantamar for access to otherwise unused facilities in order
that I might enact repairs to my ship.  I was granted permission to
use a shop which I had to improve and buy materials for in order to
use, including cleaning, organizing, constructing walls, properly
rewiring electrical outlets and lighting, and installing security all
of which created a useful shop from what had previously been a place
where only trash had accumulated.  When it came time to give me use of
a condominium, required as I cannot do the repairs to my ship while I
am trying to live on it, things changed, and I was met with
significant delays in responding to my inquiries.  I spent several
weeks and hundreds of dollars to improve a shop I cannot use, not only
because I cannot work on my ship, but because massive obstructions in
the shop which were not removed as promised by Pedro.  Cantamar
benefits from my work which was supposed to allow me to repair the
damage done by Cantamar.

After the passage of several MONTHS, I was told by the owner/operator,
Pedro, that I had to apologize to the Baja Pirates fishing fleet, a
tenant of the marina, for things I supposedly did to them, or I would
be kicked out of the marina.  I have done nothing to the Baja Pirates
except to complain to them when they break marina rules and disturb me
in my ship (a very heavy vessel which does not move except when there



is sufficient wake to damage the fragile homemade fiberglass docks of
the marina.)  And I only complained to the Baja Pirates because my
complaints to Cantamar staff were always unanswered.

The owner is being extremely unreasonable and has even gone so far as
to threaten me, via my live-in caregiver, to have me deported.  I have
been told I am trouble by an owner who previously told me that
everyone in Mexico does business the way he does: under the table, and
lacking any consideration for the law or even the environment he
offers tours to see.  In truth, if I were truly “trouble” as the owner
suggests, he would probably no longer be in business, but he would
certainly have fewer floating boats and a lot less money for all I
have helped with around here.

I will summarize my review of Cantamar thusly:  this place should not
be in operation.  It effectively serves as a boatyard for the three
large liveaboard dive excursion boats which service areas outside Baja
California Sur.  There is almost no oversight of the resort and marina
and as a result, the facilities continue to degrade and incidents
occur with increasing frequency and severity, such as a recent
incident in which a divemaster was gravely injured when he fell out of
a dinghy he was not sufficiently experienced with nor at all trained
to use – he didn't even have the dead-man switch attached to his
person!  Most disturbing to me of this incident, besides being 100%
preventable, is that despite occurring at a dive facility, there were
simply not sufficient first-aid resources or training to handle the
situation.  I had to apply a proper tourniquet, provide a trauma
dressing, and provide a blanket to prevent deep shock during the 30
minutes it took for an ambulance to drive from La Paz to Cantamar  I
very likely saved this person's life because this facility simply is
not prepared for accidents which are becoming more and more likely as
things get worse here, especially considering Pedro recently purchased
a headache known as Casseopeia which has taken even more of his time
and money to deal with.

I firmly believe in the potential of Cantamar to provide tourist
services, though I do question whether or not this place is suitable
as a resort to host tourists for extended stays due to the pollution



of the adjacent commercial port including rich exhaust from diesel
generators and massive amounts of dust.  But until management is
changed, Cantamar is not capable of providing safe, reliable services
for diving or tourists.

While all I care about is getting my ship repaired, I am sufficiently
familiar with this facility, how it runs, and how it doesn't run
properly that I can opine that the best way to improve Cantamar is for
Pedro to leave with his three dive boats and let Cantamar to be run by
someone can properly attend to the facilities and ensure that things
run well.  Pedro has simply taken on too much and needs to let go of
the resort and concentrate on what he knows best; diving; and let
someone else run Cantamar.

Bottom line:  Avoid Cantamar until they change management.  If they
can treat someone whose boat they damage as they have treated me, how
would they treat someone who suffered physical injuries as a result of
the same faulty management?  I don't believe Cantamar is worth the
money, or the risk.

As for me, as soon as I find a place to fix my ship, I am leaving.  If
I can find a way to leave sooner, I will.  I do not like this place, I
am not enjoying having my lungs filled with soot and dust and diesel
exhaust, I do not enjoy that I cannot even clean my boat because the
water is unsafe, I am still traumatized because I witnessed the
divemaster's accident firsthand, and I especially do not enjoy a
facility believing such outrageously false accusations as this place
has about me, nor how the owner and some of its employees treat me
despite all I have done to help around here.

I highly recommend that you avoid Cantamar.
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Final Thought
5 messages

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Fri, Nov 16, 2018 at 9:05 AM
To: X-Ray Mag Office <office@xray-mag.com>

Peter:

I have a much greater understanding of the situation now.  I
understand Xray has already promoted this owner through a franchise
and all that implies.

I have prepared a draft development proposal which I think has a much
better chance of success as it can given to the tourism board and
investors who can apply pressure I cannot: financial pressure.

I have attached a copy of that proposal for your benefit.

Thank you for your time and patience.

Regards,

Michael Wolf

On 11/9/18, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> wrote:
> Peter:
>
> I wrote this draft review for TripAdvisor.com mostly as an exercise
> and for some stress relief, but also as one possible avenue to get
> what I really need, namely the opportunity to work on my ship.
>
> Take a look at it and see what you think, from the perspective of the
> article idea I mentioned promoting the splitting off of the business.



> The thought I had which made this draft of review seem like something
> I could actually post, if it were coordinated with contact with the
> owner to suggest an article promoting the splitting of the business.
> I don't know it it would work, and right now my instincts seem to
> favor letting the place fall apart on its own, but I can't be sure I'm
> not just overly afraid to confront this guy to get him to give me use
> of what he doesn't even use himself so I can fix my ship.  I think
> that because I think that he is more widely believed to be a poor
> manager than I am what he accuses me of.  People around there know
> better than to believe him.  But, he makes a lot of money, there is a
> lot at stake, and I can't trust that I'm not paranoid for a reason I
> can't understand.  So, I leave this as a draft, and consider it as a
> bit of a chance to have relieved some stress.  In the meantime, it
> seems like waiting around for this place to get shut down isn't a bad
> choice for now.
>
> I hope all is well.  No worries on the delay in responding if you
> don't mind the messages in the interim.
>
> -Mike
>
>
> Cantamar is run so poorly that a long-term marina tenant is suffering
> as a result despite doing nothing wrong.  I highly recommend avoiding
> Cantamar due to the many problems created because it is not at all
> well managed.  Cantamar is unsafe – an accident waiting to happen.
> How they are treating me goes far to explain how and why Cantamar is
> not suitable for providing any services whatsoever:
>
> I came to Cantamar marina with my ship three years ago and was quoted
> a rate which I have paid faithfully since, often several months at a
> time in advance.  Given that the rate seemed low to me, I believed it
> necessary to avail myself to the facilities to provide what I could,
> where I could.  I have installed water on the docks, helped manage the
> marina, saved several of Cantamar's boats from imminent doom thanks to
> hurricanes and lazy staff, and otherwise assisted with making sure
> things don't fall apart here.  The arrangement worked well for the
> most part until a German national, in an apparent effort to protect



> his fraudulent claim to federal property next door which I was
> interested in leasing, made false statements to the owner which
> disparaged me, and which the owner believed without question.
>
> At around the same time, I discovered significant damage to my ship
> and contacted a local electrician and boat surveyor to inspect the
> damage and confirm the source.  Cantamar's electricians failed to
> reconnect physical ground to the leg of electrical circuit my ship is
> connected to, and all stray current went through my boat, which was
> significant considering other faults with neutral and hot circuits in
> the marina, which is not wired in a legal or safe manner.  My galvanic
> isolator was burned up and my engine, sea cocks, rudder shaft,
> propeller shaft, propeller, and armature of my ferro-cement ship all
> suffered damage which has rendered my ship inoperable.
>
> I asked Cantamar for access to otherwise unused facilities in order
> that I might enact repairs to my ship.  I was granted permission to
> use a shop which I had to improve and buy materials for in order to
> use, including cleaning, organizing, constructing walls, properly
> rewiring electrical outlets and lighting, and installing security all
> of which created a useful shop from what had previously been a place
> where only trash had accumulated.  When it came time to give me use of
> a condominium, required as I cannot do the repairs to my ship while I
> am trying to live on it, things changed, and I was met with
> significant delays in responding to my inquiries.  I spent several
> weeks and hundreds of dollars to improve a shop I cannot use, not only
> because I cannot work on my ship, but because massive obstructions in
> the shop which were not removed as promised by Pedro.  Cantamar
> benefits from my work which was supposed to allow me to repair the
> damage done by Cantamar.
>
> After the passage of several MONTHS, I was told by the owner/operator,
> Pedro, that I had to apologize to the Baja Pirates fishing fleet, a
> tenant of the marina, for things I supposedly did to them, or I would
> be kicked out of the marina.  I have done nothing to the Baja Pirates
> except to complain to them when they break marina rules and disturb me
> in my ship (a very heavy vessel which does not move except when there
> is sufficient wake to damage the fragile homemade fiberglass docks of



> the marina.)  And I only complained to the Baja Pirates because my
> complaints to Cantamar staff were always unanswered.
>
> The owner is being extremely unreasonable and has even gone so far as
> to threaten me, via my live-in caregiver, to have me deported.  I have
> been told I am trouble by an owner who previously told me that
> everyone in Mexico does business the way he does: under the table, and
> lacking any consideration for the law or even the environment he
> offers tours to see.  In truth, if I were truly “trouble” as the owner
> suggests, he would probably no longer be in business, but he would
> certainly have fewer floating boats and a lot less money for all I
> have helped with around here.
>
> I will summarize my review of Cantamar thusly:  this place should not
> be in operation.  It effectively serves as a boatyard for the three
> large liveaboard dive excursion boats which service areas outside Baja
> California Sur.  There is almost no oversight of the resort and marina
> and as a result, the facilities continue to degrade and incidents
> occur with increasing frequency and severity, such as a recent
> incident in which a divemaster was gravely injured when he fell out of
> a dinghy he was not sufficiently experienced with nor at all trained
> to use – he didn't even have the dead-man switch attached to his
> person!  Most disturbing to me of this incident, besides being 100%
> preventable, is that despite occurring at a dive facility, there were
> simply not sufficient first-aid resources or training to handle the
> situation.  I had to apply a proper tourniquet, provide a trauma
> dressing, and provide a blanket to prevent deep shock during the 30
> minutes it took for an ambulance to drive from La Paz to Cantamar  I
> very likely saved this person's life because this facility simply is
> not prepared for accidents which are becoming more and more likely as
> things get worse here, especially considering Pedro recently purchased
> a headache known as Casseopeia which has taken even more of his time
> and money to deal with.
>
> I firmly believe in the potential of Cantamar to provide tourist
> services, though I do question whether or not this place is suitable
> as a resort to host tourists for extended stays due to the pollution
> of the adjacent commercial port including rich exhaust from diesel



> generators and massive amounts of dust.  But until management is
> changed, Cantamar is not capable of providing safe, reliable services
> for diving or tourists.
>
> While all I care about is getting my ship repaired, I am sufficiently
> familiar with this facility, how it runs, and how it doesn't run
> properly that I can opine that the best way to improve Cantamar is for
> Pedro to leave with his three dive boats and let Cantamar to be run by
> someone can properly attend to the facilities and ensure that things
> run well.  Pedro has simply taken on too much and needs to let go of
> the resort and concentrate on what he knows best; diving; and let
> someone else run Cantamar.
>
> Bottom line:  Avoid Cantamar until they change management.  If they
> can treat someone whose boat they damage as they have treated me, how
> would they treat someone who suffered physical injuries as a result of
> the same faulty management?  I don't believe Cantamar is worth the
> money, or the risk.
>
> As for me, as soon as I find a place to fix my ship, I am leaving.  If
> I can find a way to leave sooner, I will.  I do not like this place, I
> am not enjoying having my lungs filled with soot and dust and diesel
> exhaust, I do not enjoy that I cannot even clean my boat because the
> water is unsafe, I am still traumatized because I witnessed the
> divemaster's accident firsthand, and I especially do not enjoy a
> facility believing such outrageously false accusations as this place
> has about me, nor how the owner and some of its employees treat me
> despite all I have done to help around here.
>
> I highly recommend that you avoid Cantamar.
>
> On 11/8/18, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> wrote:
>> Can I get an address I can mail you a DVD or SD Card with all the
>> photographs and videos I have of the problems here?  I'd like someone
>> to have a copy just in case something should happen to me.
>>
>



DraftDevelopmentProposal1.pdf
660K

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Fri, Nov 16, 2018 at 9:09 AM
To: X-Ray Mag Office <office@xray-mag.com>

[Quoted text hidden]
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Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Fri, Nov 16, 2018 at 9:09 AM
To: X-Ray Mag Office <office@xray-mag.com>

[Quoted text hidden]
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X-Ray Magazine Office - Peter Symes <office@xray-mag.com> Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 5:04 AM
To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Hi Michael

Thanks for you emails.  I am sorry I haven't been able to respond for a while but as I mentioned to you earlier I have had a very hectic travel and event
schedule of late.  It is still quite busy as we are now facing the end of the year and another deadline but I wanted to let you know that I am in receipt of
the emails you sent me in the meanwhile.  And thank you for your document on the resort.

I know of Cantamar and have in the past spoken to both Fernando and Pedro Aguilar but not seen them around for quite many years at any expos.
Whether they are still attending any I cannot say. Only that I have not seen them around or had any contact for a very long while, I think possibly as
long as 10 years.

And, just to set the records straight, we have never done any business with Club Cantamar or the Aguilars and as the matters stand with your reporting



it is surely off the table should the option come up. I cannot rule out that we have never mentioned their operation in the past, it is quite possible, as we
have been publishing news and reports for 15 years.

I am aware that Cantamar is located in la Paz but earlier on I got into my head that events described was happening in Cabo but maybe I got matters
mixed up a bit.  Was it always about La Paz only?

Best regards

Peter S.

-----------------

Peter Symes
Editor-in-Chief & Publisher
X-Ray International Dive Magazine
www.xray-mag.com

Established 2003 | The first digital diving magazine

- Best ranked scuba publication in the world on Alexa.com, since 2009
- Winner of the MTA Press Awards, 2011
- DIWA Award Winner, 2016
- EUROTEK.2016 Media Award nominee

Main Office: AquaScope Media, Ahornsgade 6, 2200 Copenhagen, Denmark
Phones: Skype: xray-mag. Direct: (+45) 3696 5744 or US (+1) 925 246 5744

[Quoted text hidden]

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sat, Dec 15, 2018 at 10:04 AM
To: X-Ray Magazine Office - Peter Symes <office@xray-mag.com>

Yes, this is about the operation in La Paz.  That is the only physical



facilities they own besides the four liveaboard boats.

I also found out that Cassiopeia is now the Soccorro Aggressor.  I
don't see Pedro keeping them happy.  I think he should take the boat
out of operation for a six month overhaul, considering he replaced a
single bad piston in one of the engines after it quit on the way to a
dive.

I'm still working to try to convince Pedro to only manage Cassiopeia
and let someone else run the physical facilities here.  I'm also
trying to convince him to fire his salesman who is why I am having
problems with Pedro.  The salesman told Tripadvisor we are not clients
in order to get that review I sent you taken down.  I'm working with
them to fix that, and send them an NYT article about Tripadvisor
taking down reviews of Mexican resorts were people were being harmed,
including raped and how they promised not to again.

The mess continues.  My ship is still damaged and getting worse, and 9
condominiums I could be staying in so I can fix my boat remain
unbooked, and unoccupied.  But at least they've finally paved the
dusty road out front!

Have a great holiday season.
[Quoted text hidden]

> /Established 2003 | The first digital diving magazine
>
> - Best ranked scuba publication in the world on Alexa.com, since 2009
> - Winner of the MTA Press Awards, 2011
> - DIWA Award Winner, 2016
> - EUROTEK.2016 Media Award nominee/
[Quoted text hidden]



Wed, Nov 7, 2018 11:20 AM

Cantamar

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: licoveg@hotmail.com

Yo no tengo mucho mas paciencia con Pedro.

Quiero uso de un condominio ahora, ¡esta semana!  No hay rason que no puedo usar condominio.  Hizo daño a mi barco Cantamar, y no tiene clientes para condominios. 
Es solo porque Pedro me trata malo que no me permite uso de condominio.  Pienso que si tu explique a Pedro que es contra a la ley, y que yo tengo el derecho a
denunciar Cantamar con caso civil, caso legal, con PROFEPA, y con informacion publico en linea en sitios como Tripadvisor.com y Booking.com, cuales yo tengo el
derecho a poner escritos sobre mi experiencia aquí como cliente a Cantamar.  Esperé yo porque no quiero causar problemas.  Pero si no puedo usar condominio, no
puedo hacer nada, y pago para nada.  No es buen para mi, y me cuesta dinero, y más, cuando Pedro hace dinero de mi.

Por favor envía correo electronico a Pedro (pedro@clubcantamar.com) hoy que explique que si no recibo uso de condominio, que yo voy a hacer lo que puedo para
recompensarme por el daño hizo por Cantamar.

--
Michael Wolf



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Request for Comment
1 message

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Thu, Dec 20, 2018 at 12:04 PM
To: uspr@tripadvisor.com
Cc: matthew.haag@nytimes.com

I am a reviewer as well as a journalist, who has tried to post a
review base on my investigations of the business AT WHICH I HAVE LIVED
FOR THREE YEARS.

I would like your comment as to why you refuse to post my review of
Club Cantamar Hotel, why you say that you do not post it because it
does not reflect my personal experiences despite the fact that it
does, and why your support department will not respond to my inquiries
except to tell me that it does not reflect my own personal experiences
time and time again.

This business is run illegally as a fraud that pollutes the
environment and actually harms people, including someone whose life I
had to save!  Yet the salesman who runs the Tripadvisor account is
freely able to lie, tell Tripadvisor that a client of three years
isn't even a client, and is able to suppress reviews which would
provide people with valuable insight into the inner workings of a
facility that is dangerous to the environment they wish to visit as a
tourist, and to their personal safety.

If you think that I am going to relent on this, you are sorely
mistaken.  I will pursue this to the fullest extent possible,
including by interacting with the Mexican and US Governments, the
media here and especially in the USA as well as Spain where the person
whose life I saved is from, and with the ACLU and other organizations
dedicated to ensuring business like you don't harm our rights as you



have by suppressing the truth about businesses in Mexico.

Your response will be used in my journalistic efforts, which are now
to be focused on the harm Tripadvisor does to its users who rely on
truthful reviews not being suppressed to make decisions about their
precious tourism expenditures.  Bear that in mind when making your
decisions as to how to proceed in this matter.  And note that you are
protecting a Mexican business which I have witnessed is run illegally,
negligently, and without concern for anything but getting people's
money, over American citizens' health, well being, and enjoyment.

Sincerely,

Michael Wolf



Mon, Dec 18, 2017 12:13 PM

Kastor - For Reference

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: pedro@clubcantamar.com

Pedro,

Please read when you are not too busy.  This is not urgent by any means and is only intended to be informational, in the hopes of starting the process of clearing my name
due to rumors spread by Karsten Honack.

I wanted to relate the events which led to the current situation, specifically the rumors spread by Karsten Honack in relation to the property next door and Kastor Industrial.

We have filed a denuncia against Karsten Honack and Kastor Industrial for extortion, threats, and intimidation. In our efforts to investigate this crime, we have since
determined that Kastor Industrial does not and never has existed as a legal entity and is the means by which Karsten, his mother, and his uncle, Wolfgang Honack's
brother, are acquiring title to the property through corruption.

We have been told by the state, in text attached below, that the land will be given to Kastor Industrial. We asked someone to check with the archives of the notaries as our
investigation determined that there was no record of Kastor Industrial. The response we received was that the transaction is illegal, but is going through, without the
knowledge of the chief state lawyer from the lawyer pool. Cesar Ojeda from the Office of Material Resources, and Jorge Ayala from Patrimonio Inmobiliario, appear to be
involved. Jorge Ayala was the man who gave us false information when we sought to find the legal owner of the property in our effort to make a proposal for use of the
land.  He told us Cantamar owned the property and then gave us Francisco Beltran's number, whom we met with later that same day and forwarded the information as we
received it from Jorge Ayala, director of Patrimonio Inmobilario for the state.

Karsten Honack found out that we were making inquiries both from Jorge Ayala (we assume) and (we know) from inquiries I made to two companies he works with on
equipment we found on the property. He illegally acquired and used this information, a criminal aspect of the case we are also pursuing. I inquired as to the value and
function of the equipment, but in a way I was sure I would find an answer, by asking if they were interested in buying it. I made these inquiries with the understanding that
the state was the owner and that Cantamar was going to be given title to the property. Karsten Honack saw these inquiries in his capacity as a consultant for/employee of



these two companies (Stahl in Germany, a Stahl dealer in Queretaro) and made his assumptions rather than asking questions. I attempted to explain things to him over the
phone after the men he pays came over after Orlando confronted them about shooting rifles into the water, but as he refused to listen, I gave up trying.

I do not even know what I am accused of. But I do know that Karsten Honack is a criminal who has tried to extort money from me and has used threats including threats of
violence and implied threats with firearms. He is profiting from the illegal acquisition of property to which he is in no way entitled. So of course he is going to act to protect
his illegal interests, thus why he threatened me and spread rumors about me.

At this time, my lawyer is working with the Ministerio Publico to charge Karsten Honack. We are inquiring about his immigration status and seeking alternative justice
through arbitration. My goal is to clear our name. I am paying my attorney to talk to you on my behalf because I have difficulties because of the brain damage I suffered
and which affects my ability to communicate effectively. We would like to meet in person, but given you are out of the country for some time, I wanted to at least advise you
of what is really going on.

You are more than welcome to contact my attorney to confirm what I have said. He is Lic. Contreras Verdugo Godofredo and he can be reached at 122-4710. The email I
received from Cesar Ojeda is attached below. If you wish to confirm that Kastor Industrial does not exist, I would suggest you ask your attorney to check with the archives
of the notaries or the state lawyer pool. The denuncia can be found under report number LPZ/8393/2017.

At this time, my primary goal is to clear my name so that I may set about making arrangements as necessary to complete repairs to and work on completing our ship. I
intend to make a proposal to you in that regard, but I cannot do so under the current circumstances. As I am anxious to get started, I hope you understand my
communicating these things to you at this time and in this manner, with the understanding that I much prefer to speak in person and with my attorney present due to my
difficulties with communication.

If you have any questions, please feel free to ask me or Lic. Godofredo.

Thank you,

Michael Wolf

Message from Cesar Ojeda:

Sr. Michael Wolf.

He recibido y leído el correo electrónico que me ha enviado el día de hoy.



Al respecto le comento que la propiedad a que usted se refiere, forma parte de 12,777.77 m2 fue adjudicada a título gratuito por parte de la Federación al Fideicomiso
Fondo Nacional  para  los  Desarrollos  Portuarios  (FONDEPORT),  realizada  mediante  un  procedimiento  de  desincorporación  de  bienes,   adquiriendo FONDEPORT
derechos posesorios.

FONDEPORT,  a su vez comercializo dicha propiedad de 12,777.77 m2 mediante la celebración de contratos de compraventa  con 4 empresas de la siguiente manera:

Productos Pesqueros de La Paz, S.A. de C.V. …….9,046.06 m2,

Promotora Industrial Acuasistemas, S.A. de C.V…....981.88 m2,

Cecapo Náutico Pesquero, S.A. de C.V……………1,858.72 m2 y con

Kastor Industrial, S.A. de C.V……………………….891.11 m2.

La escrituración a nombre de los adquirientes no fue realizada antes de que el Estado de Baja California Sur recibiera el dominio de dichas propiedades a través de la
celebración de un Contrato de Cesión de Derechos.

El Gobierno del Estado como Cesionario acepto la obligación de escriturar a los adquirientes derivado de los contratos de compraventa celebrados por FONDEPORT. Los
trabajos de escrituración se encuentran en proceso de ser concluidos.

Por la razón anterior es que usted encontró antecedente de que los derechos de posesión  de la propiedad de la cual manifiesta su interés, es del Gobierno del Estado;
pero le es imposible dar posesión y uso a una persona distinta a los que ya han pagado cabalmente por ella.

Mis comentarios son solo de carácter informativo y no jurídico, ya que no cuento con las facultades para así hacerlo. Son con la simple intención de atender de la mejor
manera posible sus inquietudes manifestadas en su correo. Si mis comentarios no son satisfactorios para usted, tiene la posibilidad de solicitar la información de manera
formal atreves del Instituto de Transparencia y Acceso a la Información (ITAI).

Con el gusto de haber podido atenderle y con el deseo de que mis comentarios le sean de utilidad, me despido enviándole un cordial saludo.

Lic. Cèsar Alberto Ojeda de la Toba

Director General de Recursos Materiales

Subsecretaria de Administraciòn

Secretaria de Finanzas y Administraciòn

(612) 123-9400 Ext. 12018





The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Your TripAdvisor review for Club Hotel Cantamar was not posted
2 messages

TripAdvisor <Members@e.tripadvisor.com> Mon, Dec 3, 2018 at 8:25 AM
Reply-To: TripAdvisor <reply-fe501177716001747c10-18_HTML-422146936-10834732-6531438@e.tripadvisor.com>
To: disperser.wolf@gmail.com

TripAdvisor

Hi TheDisperser

Our travel community appreciates you wanting to
share your experience with them, unfortunately we
cannot publish your contribution as it does not meet
our review guidelines.

Please only provide reviews based on substantial
experiences you've had while traveling and be sure
to include enough detail in your review that other
travelers will find your advice helpful.



Your reviews really do help and your fellow travelers
look forward to hearing about your next trip!

TripAdvisor Support Team

P.S. Make your review even better by checking out
our Tips for Writing Helpful Reviews.

Club Hotel Cantamar

La Paz

Cantamar Insider - An Introduction

636863676

Cantamar is run so poorly that a long-term marina
tenant is suffering despite doing nothing wrong. I
highly recommend avoiding Cantamar due to the
many problems created because it is not at all well
managed. Cantamar is unsafe – an accident waiting
to happen (again). How they are treating me goes
far to explain how and why Cantamar is not suitable
for providing any services whatsoever, because



Cantamar is run to make the bookings, not to earn or
keep customers:

I came to Cantamar marina with my ship three years
ago and was quoted a rate which I have paid
faithfully since, often several months at a time in
advance. Given that the rate seemed low to me, I
believed it necessary to avail myself to the facilities
to provide what I could, where I could. I have
installed water on the docks, helped manage the
marina, saved several of Cantamar's dive boats from
imminent doom thanks to hurricanes and lazy staff,
and otherwise assisted with making sure things don't
fall apart here. The arrangement worked well until a
German national, in an apparent effort to protect his
fraudulent claim to federal property next door which I
was interested in leasing, made false statements to
the owner which disparaged me, and which the
owner believed without question.

At around the same time, I discovered significant
damage to my ship and contacted a local electrician
and boat surveyor to inspect the damage and



confirm the source. Cantamar's electricians failed to
reconnect physical ground to the leg of electrical
circuit my ship is connected to, and all stray current
went through my boat, which was significant
considering other faults with neutral and hot circuits
in the marina, which is not wired in a legal or safe
manner. My galvanic isolator was burned up and my
engine, sea cocks, rudder shaft, propeller shaft,
propeller, and armature of my ferro-cement ship all
suffered damage which has rendered my ship
inoperable.

I asked Cantamar for access to otherwise unused
facilities in order that I might enact repairs to my
ship. I was first granted permission to use a shop
which I had to improve and buy materials for in order
to use, including cleaning, organizing, constructing
walls, properly rewiring electrical outlets and lighting,
and installing security all of which created a useful
shop from what had previously been a place where
only trash had accumulated. When it came time to
give me use of a condominium, required as I cannot
do the repairs to my ship while I am living on it,



things changed, and I was met with significant
delays in responding to my inquiries. I spent several
weeks and hundreds of dollars to improve a shop I
cannot use, not only because I cannot work on my
ship, but because massive obstructions in the shop
which were not removed as promised by the owner.
Cantamar benefits from my work which was
supposed to allow me to repair the damage done by
Cantamar. And I am paying to stay where I do not
want to stay because I cannot leave. I have been
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To: TripAdvisor <reply-fe501177716001747c10-18_HTML-422146936-10834732-6531438@e.tripadvisor.com>



Could you please explain why my review, the result of my experiences
of having lived here at Cantamar in the marina for three years, is not
suitable for your site?

Are you seriously interested in suppressing the truth about this
place, a place I watched nearly kill someone, which I watch pollute
the oceans every day?

Work with me.  This place is profiting from the ignorance of people
who don't see what really goes on here.
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Your TripAdvisor review for Club Hotel Cantamar was not posted
2 messages

TripAdvisor <Members@e.tripadvisor.com> Wed, Dec 5, 2018 at 10:27 AM
Reply-To: TripAdvisor <reply-fe501177716001747c10-18_HTML-422146936-10834732-6551887@e.tripadvisor.com>
To: disperser.wolf@gmail.com

TripAdvisor

Hi TheDisperser

Our travel community appreciates you wanting to
share your experience with them, unfortunately we
cannot publish your contribution as it does not meet
our review guidelines.

Please only provide reviews based on substantial
experiences you've had while traveling and be sure
to include enough detail in your review that other
travelers will find your advice helpful.



Your reviews really do help and your fellow travelers
look forward to hearing about your next trip!

TripAdvisor Support Team

P.S. Make your review even better by checking out
our Tips for Writing Helpful Reviews.

Club Hotel Cantamar

La Paz

Cantamar Insider - An Introduction

636863676

Cantamar is run so poorly that a long-term marina
tenant is suffering despite doing nothing wrong. I
highly recommend avoiding Cantamar due to the
many problems created because it is not at all well
managed. Cantamar is unsafe – an accident waiting
to happen (again). How they are treating me goes
far to explain how and why Cantamar is not suitable
for providing any services whatsoever, because



Cantamar is run to make the bookings, not to earn or
keep customers:

I came to Cantamar marina with my ship three years
ago and was quoted a rate which I have paid
faithfully since, often several months at a time in
advance. Given that the rate seemed low to me, I
believed it necessary to avail myself to the facilities
to provide what I could, where I could. I have
installed water on the docks, helped manage the
marina, saved several of Cantamar's dive boats from
imminent doom thanks to hurricanes and lazy staff,
and otherwise assisted with making sure things don't
fall apart here. The arrangement worked well until a
German national, in an apparent effort to protect his
fraudulent claim to federal property next door which I
was interested in leasing, made false statements to
the owner which disparaged me, and which the
owner believed without question.

At around the same time, I discovered significant
damage to my ship and contacted a local electrician
and boat surveyor to inspect the damage and



confirm the source. Cantamar's electricians failed to
reconnect physical ground to the leg of electrical
circuit my ship is connected to, and all stray current
went through my boat, which was significant
considering other faults with neutral and hot circuits
in the marina, which is not wired in a legal or safe
manner. My galvanic isolator was burned up and my
engine, sea cocks, rudder shaft, propeller shaft,
propeller, and armature of my ferro-cement ship all
suffered damage which has rendered my ship
inoperable.

I asked Cantamar for access to otherwise unused
facilities in order that I might enact repairs to my
ship. I was first granted permission to use a shop
which I had to improve and buy materials for in order
to use, including cleaning, organizing, constructing
walls, properly rewiring electrical outlets and lighting,
and installing security all of which created a useful
shop from what had previously been a place where
only trash had accumulated. When it came time to
give me use of a condominium, required as I cannot
do the repairs to my ship while I am living on it,



things changed, and I was met with significant
delays in responding to my inquiries. I spent several
weeks and hundreds of dollars to improve a shop I
cannot use, not only because I cannot work on my
ship, but because massive obstructions in the shop
which were not removed as promised by the owner.
Cantamar benefits from my work which was
supposed to allow me to repair the damage done by
Cantamar. And I am paying to stay where I do not
want to stay because I cannot leave. I have been
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Where do you get the idea that these are not first-hand experiences?

I think I should contact the media to see if they can investigate if
Tripadvisor is participating in corruption here in Mexico, because you
took down legitimate reviews and photographs to protect a business
which is run criminally and which is polluting the ocean and putting
people in jeopardy.
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

My User Account - Reviews - Status of My Review [ ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FGK:ref ]
2 messages

help@tripadvisorsupport.com <help@tripadvisorsupport.com> Wed, Dec 5, 2018 at 7:57 AM
To: "disperser.wolf@gmail.com" <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Hello,

Thank you for contacting TripAdvisor.

In order to provide relevant and useful information to our travelers, we do
not allow reviews that do not detail a substantial personal experience. As
your review does not include any first-hand experiences about the facilities
or services of the establishment, we are unable to publish it at this time.

We would be glad to publish a more detailed version of your review
providing that it meets our guidelines. Once you’re ready to resubmit your
review, click HERE.

For your convenience, we've copied your original review text below:

<Cantamar is run so poorly that a long-term marina tenant is suffering
despite doing nothing wrong. I highly recommend avoiding Cantamar due
to the many problems created because it is not at all well managed.



Cantamar is unsafe – an accident waiting to happen (again). How they are
treating me goes far to explain how and why Cantamar is not suitable for
providing any services whatsoever, because Cantamar is run to make the
bookings, not to earn or keep customers: 

I came to Cantamar marina with my ship three years ago and was quoted
a rate which I have paid faithfully since, often several months at a time in
advance. Given that the rate seemed low to me, I believed it necessary to
avail myself to the facilities to provide what I could, where I could. I have
installed water on the docks, helped manage the marina, saved several of
Cantamar's dive boats from imminent doom thanks to hurricanes and lazy
staff, and otherwise assisted with making sure things don't fall apart here.
The arrangement worked well until a German national, in an apparent
effort to protect his fraudulentclaim to federal property next door which I
was interested in leasing, made false statements to the owner which
disparaged me, and which the owner believed without question. 

At around the same time, I discovered significant damage to my ship and
contacted a local electrician and boat surveyor to inspect the damage and
confirm the source. Cantamar's electricians failed to reconnect physical
ground to the leg of electrical circuit my ship is connected to, and all stray
current went through my boat, which was significant considering other
faults with neutral and hot circuits in the marina, which is not wired in a
legal or safe manner. My galvanic isolator was burned up and my engine,
sea cocks, rudder shaft, propeller shaft, propeller, and armature of my
ferro-cement ship all suffered damage which has rendered my ship
inoperable. 

I asked Cantamar for access to otherwise unused facilities in order that I
might enact repairs to my ship. I was first granted permission to use a
shop which I had to improve and buy materials for in order to use,
including cleaning, organizing, constructing walls, properly rewiring



electrical outlets and lighting, and installing security all of which created a
useful shop from what had previously been a place where only trash had
accumulated. When it came time to give me use of a condominium,
required as I cannot do the repairs to my ship while I am living on it, things
changed, and I was met with significant delays in responding to my
inquiries. I spent several weeks and hundreds of dollars to improve a shop
I cannot use, not only because I cannot work on my ship, but because
massive obstructions in the shop which were not removed as promised by
the owner. Cantamar benefits from my work which was supposed to allow
me to repair the damage done by Cantamar. And I am paying to stay
where I do not want to stay because I cannot leave. I have been taken
advantage of by Cantamar. 

After the passage of several MONTHS, I was told by the owner/operator,
Pedro, that I had to apologize to the Baja Pirates fishing fleet, another
tenant of the marina, for things I supposedly did to them, or I would be
kicked out of the marina. I have done nothing to the Baja Pirates except to
complain to them when they break marina rules and disturb me in my ship
(a very heavy vessel which does not move except when there is sufficient
wake to damage the fragile homemade fiberglass docks of the marina),
which of course I will not apologize for. And I only complained to the Baja
Pirates because my complaints to Cantamar staff were always
unanswered. 

The owner is being extremely unreasonable and has even gone so far as
to threaten me, via my live-in caregiver, to have me deported. I have been
told I am trouble by an owner who previously told me that everyone in
Mexico does business the way he does: under the table, and lacking any
consideration for the law or even the environment he offers tours to see. In
truth, if I were truly “trouble” as the owner suggests, he would probably no
longer be in business, but he would certainly have fewer floating boats and
a lot less money for all I have helped with around here. I certainly don't



deserve to be harassed by employees, including having my internet
access turned off, my vehicles vandalized, nor threatened with
physical violence as has been the case. This review is being posted as the
only way I can get the owner to listen to my side of the story because I
would rather not have to sue him. 

I will summarize my review of Cantamar thusly: this place should not be in
operation. It effectively serves as a boatyard for the three large liveaboard
dive excursion boats which service areas outside Baja California Sur.
There is almost no oversight of the resort and marina and as a result, the
facilities continue to degrade and incidents occur with increasing
frequency and severity, such as a recent incident in which a divemaster
was gravely injured when he fell out of a dinghy he was not sufficiently
experienced with nor at all trained to use – he didn't even have the
dead-man switch attached to his person! Most disturbing to me of this
incident, besides being 100% preventable, is that despite occurring at a
dive facility, there were simply not sufficient first-aid resources or training
to handle the situation. I had to apply a proper tourniquet, provide a
trauma dressing, and provide a blanket to prevent deep shock during the
30 minutes it took for an ambulance to drive from La Paz to Cantamar. I
very likely saved this person's life because this facility simply is not
prepared for accidents which are becoming more and more likely as things
get worse here, especially considering Pedro recently purchased a
headache known as Casseopeia which has taken even more of his time
and money to deal with, especially as he has signed up with a franchise to
book the vessel. 

I firmly believe in the potential of Cantamar to provide tourist services,
though I do question whether or not this place is suitable as a resort to
host tourists for extended stays due to the pollution of the adjacent
commercial port including rich exhaust from diesel generators and
massive amounts of dust. But until management is changed, Cantamar is



not capable of providing safe, reliable services for diving or tourists. 

While all I care about is getting my ship repaired, I am sufficiently familiar
with this facility, how it runs, and how it doesn't run properly that I can
opine that the best way to improve Cantamar is for Pedro to leave with his
liveaboard dive boats and let Cantamar to be run by someone who can
properly attend to the facilities and ensure that things run well. Pedro has
simply taken on too much and needs to let go of the resort and
concentrate on what he knows best; diving; and let someone else run
Cantamar. 

Bottom line: Avoid Cantamar until they change management. If they can
treat someone whose boat they damage as they have treated me, how
would they treat someone who suffered physical injuries as a result of the
same faulty management? I don't believe Cantamar is worth the money, or
the risk. 

As for me, as soon as I find a place to fix my ship, I am leaving. If I can
find a way to leave sooner, I will. I do not like this place, I am not enjoying
having my lungs filled with soot and dust and diesel exhaust, I do not enjoy
that I cannot even clean my boat because the water is unsafe, I am still
traumatized because I witnessed the divemaster's accident firsthand, and I
especially do not enjoy a facility believing such outrageously false
accusations as this place has about me, nor how the owner and some of
its employees treat me despite all I have done to help around here. 

I highly recommend that you avoid Cantamar. 

I will be uploading photographs I have taken at Cantamar showing some of
the major problems as well.>

You can also check out our forums, where we encourage general



discussion about a variety of topics! 

Thank you so much for your understanding, and please reach out to our
customer support team if you have any additional questions.

Kind regards,

Tomasz 
TripAdvisor Support Team

ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FGK:ref

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Wed, Dec 5, 2018 at 11:27 AM
To: "help@tripadvisorsupport.com" <help@tripadvisorsupport.com>

All that I addressed in my review were the services of the
establishment.  I LIVE HERE.  The place is a resort, with a hotel,
marina, dive services, condominiums, and a beach.  I have lived here
for three years, watching helplessly as people are duped out of their



money by this place that operates to make bookings, not offer
services.  As soon as people are here, they do what they can to earn
tips, and that's the extent of it.  And Rodrigo, who works in the
office, is a huge liar who grossly misrepresents the realities of this
place.

I am working with the government to have this place shut down for all
the pollution.  I put some photographs of the pollution up, but you
took them down. Why?

You should know, this is a Mexican business, but I am an American,
which means I do have standing to sue Tripadvisor.  I have no
intention of doing so, but would prefer you do bear in mind that you
cannot mistreat me especially at the behest of a corrupt foreign
business which is not even run legally.

On 12/5/18, help@tripadvisorsupport.com <help@tripadvisorsupport.com> wrote:
> [Inline image URL :
> https://ta-tripadvisor.my.salesforce.com/servlet/servlet.ImageServer?id=0152A000009FUhO&oid=00DA0000000I0Rf]
>       
>       
>       Hello,
>
>       
>
>       Thank you for contacting TripAdvisor.
>
>       
>
>       In order to provide relevant and useful information to our travelers, we do
> not allow reviews that do not detail a substantial personal experience. As
> your review does not include any first-hand experiences about the facilities
> or services of the establishment, we are unable to publish it at this time.
>
>       
>
>       We would be glad to publish a more detailed version of your review
> providing that it meets our guidelines. Once you’re ready to resubmit your



> review, click HERE <https://www.tripadvisor.com/userreview>.
[Quoted text hidden]

>       You can also check out our forums <https://www.tripadvisor.com/forumhome>,
> where we encourage general discussion about a variety of topics!
>
>       
>
>       Thank you so much for your understanding, and please reach out to our
> customer support team if you have any additional questions.
>
>       
>
>       Kind regards,
>
>       
>
>       Tomasz
>
>       TripAdvisor Support Team
>       
>       
>       
> ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FGK:ref



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Report a Business - Report Inappropriate Business [ ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FU7:ref ]
4 messages

help@tripadvisorsupport.com <help@tripadvisorsupport.com> Fri, Dec 7, 2018 at 1:40 AM
To: "disperser.wolf@gmail.com" <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Hello,

Thank you for your reply.

We appreciate your contribution to our website in a form of publishing a
considered and well written reviews. In order to provide relevant and
useful information to our travelers, we do not allow reviews that do not
detail a substantial personal experience.

Please only provide reviews based on substantial experiences you've had
while traveling and be sure to include enough detail in your review that
other travelers will find your advice helpful.

Your fellow travelers want to learn about Club Hotel Cantamar, so your
review should be a description of your experience. We don’t allow content
that we feel is irrelevant or unhelpful.

Thank you so much for your understanding, and please reach out to our



customer support team if you have any additional questions.

Thank you for being part of TripAdvisor community!

Kind regards,

Will
TripAdvisor Customer Support

ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FU7:ref

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sat, Dec 8, 2018 at 11:07 AM
To: "help@tripadvisorsupport.com" <help@tripadvisorsupport.com>

You are not answering my concern.  I live here at the resort.  I am a
customer.  EVERY EXPERIENCE I HAVE is a substantial experience at the
business.  I have insight into the business no one else has because I
live here and am willing to say something about this place (another



American owns a condo here, but doesn't spend time here and won't
review the place because he fears his condo which isn't entirely
legally owned.)

You have been duped by this business into taking down reviews which
reveal what they do not want you to know.  This place drives away
business, pollutes the environment, and has harmed tourists.  And you
are keeping people from knowing these facts.

I am going to ask that you escalate this to a supervisor.  I am also
going to contact the media to see if I can get anyone interested in
the fact that TripAdvisor is putting people in real jeopardy by
allowing corrupt business to lie to suppress bad reviews, business
that cause grave injuries to people because of how poorly they
operate.

If my review is not reposted, or I do not receive precise
clarification as to how you can say my review does not reflect my
experiences with the business, then I will consider taking legal
action.

On 12/7/18, help@tripadvisorsupport.com <help@tripadvisorsupport.com> wrote:
> [Inline image URL :
> https://ta-tripadvisor.my.salesforce.com/servlet/servlet.ImageServer?id=0152A000009FUhO&oid=00DA0000000I0Rf]
>       
>       
>       Hello,
>
>       
>
>       Thank you for your reply.
>       
>       We appreciate your contribution to our website in a form of publishing a
> considered and well written reviews. In order to provide relevant and useful
> information to our travelers, we do not allow reviews that do not detail a
> substantial personal experience.
>       
>       Please only provide reviews based on substantial experiences you've had



> while traveling and be sure to include enough detail in your review that
> other travelers will find your advice helpful.
>       
>
>       Your fellow travelers want to learn about Club Hotel Cantamar, so your
> review should be a description of your experience. We don’t allow content
> that we feel is irrelevant or unhelpful.
>
>       
>
>       Thank you so much for your understanding, and please reach out to our
> customer support team if you have any additional questions.
>
>       
>       Thank you for being part of TripAdvisor community!
>       
>
>       Kind regards,
>
>       
>
>       Will
>
>       TripAdvisor Customer Support
>       
>       
>       
> ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FU7:ref

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Sat, Dec 8, 2018 at 11:12 AM
To: "help@tripadvisorsupport.com" <help@tripadvisorsupport.com>
Cc: matthew.haag@nytimes.com

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/02/travel/trip-advisor-rape-mexico.html

I'm writing to Matthew Haag right now...
[Quoted text hidden]



Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Mon, Dec 17, 2018 at 8:17 AM
To: "help@tripadvisorsupport.com" <help@tripadvisorsupport.com>

I want this escalated to a supervisor and I want a response.

If I do not hear back immediately, I will contact corporate and also
contact further media.
[Quoted text hidden]



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Re: Report a Business - Report Inappropriate Business Case No: 08182053 [] [
ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FU7:ref ]
7 messages

help@tripadvisorsupport.com <help@tripadvisorsupport.com> Thu, Dec 20, 2018 at 1:39 PM
To: "disperser.wolf@gmail.com" <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Good afternoon Mr. Wolf, 

I wanted to reach out in regards to your review titled "Cantamar Insider -
An Introduction" as the manager of TripAdvisor's Customer Relations
Department and provide some specifics as to why the review will not be
published to the site. 

Your review pertains to the marina on the property of Club Hotel Cantamar.
Although we have the hotel listed on TripAdvisor, we do not have a specific
listing for the marina, as it is not a traveler destination.

Although the content of your review would be relevant to a resident of the
marina, is not written from a traveler's perspective who would be visiting
the hotel as a tourist.

I do sincerely hope that this helps to clarify the situation, and if there are
any additional questions about TripAdvisor's review guidelines, answers



can be found in our Help Center here: 

https://www.tripadvisorsupport.com/hc/en-us/articles/200614797-Our-
guidelines-for-traveler-reviews

Kind regards, 

Amanda B. 
TripAdvisor Customer Relations Manager

--------------- Original Message ---------------
From: [disperser.wolf@gmail.com]
Sent: 12/20/2018 1:56 PM
To: help@tripadvisorsupport.com
Subject: Re: Tell us how we're doing [ ]

I do not want to take surveys, I want my support question answered by
a supervisor.

On 12/19/18, help@tripadvisorsupport.com wrote:



>

ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FU7:ref

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Dec 25, 2018 at 5:52 PM
To: "help@tripadvisorsupport.com" <help@tripadvisorsupport.com>

The marina is part of the hotel, they are the same business.  There is
no difference.  If you use the marina, you use the same facilities,
except you don't stay in a hotel ROOM.  I still use the same
restaurant, beach, pool, front office, talk to and interact with the
exact same employees.

There is no difference between the two parts of the business and you
have been led to believe otherwise by a salesman who regularly lies to
you and your clients about these facilities which are a menace to
tourists as well as the tourism industry here.

My receipts are the same receipts anyone else here who pays for the
hotel or dive services receive.  The marina is a part of their
business, as you can clearly see by the photograph you hadn't yet
taken down showing the rules of the marina which are clearly labeled
as CLUB CANTAMAR.  In fact, I have attached that very photograph.

You are being lied to and your customers are being defrauded.  I
cannot do anything about the legal aspects of this business because of
how corrupt the government was.  Now that the government has changed,
I am denouncing the business.  How would it look if Tripadvisor were
to simply take the word of a business that was acting in a criminal
manner and took down the review of someone that the business had
illegally victimized?

My review must be restored at once.

On 12/20/18, help@tripadvisorsupport.com <help@tripadvisorsupport.com> wrote:
> [Inline image URL :
> https://ta-tripadvisor.my.salesforce.com/servlet/servlet.ImageServer?id=0152A000009FUhO&oid=00DA0000000I0Rf]



[Quoted text hidden]

>>ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FU7:ref
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Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Tue, Dec 25, 2018 at 10:03 PM
To: "help@tripadvisorsupport.com" <help@tripadvisorsupport.com>

Further thoughts:

Please read other reviews and examine the photographs of this place.
You will find that this is not a hotel, but a resort and dive center
and marina.  Reviews are mostly of dives, which are provided by this
facility, and is their primary business.  The formal business name is
BCS Buceo y Servicio, which means Baja California Sur Dive and
Services.  That is who I pay, that is who the business is.

Examining reviews will demonstrate that most customers of Club Hotel
Cantamar are dive customers, which means they use the marina, the dive
boats, the staff, the dive masters, and the facilities in which I
live.

This is NOT a hotel.  They are primarily a dive center which of course
operates out of a marina, the marina in which I live.

By the way, I am not the only customer of the marina, I am however the
only one who pays to live aboard my boat full time and who has been



here so long.  There are other marina customers.  That includes Cabo
Adventures, a Canadian with a sailboat, a Mexican with two boats who
is related by marriage to an employee of this place (Rodrigo, the
lying salesman), and another American.  None of them write reviews.
[Quoted text hidden]

help@tripadvisorsupport.com <help@tripadvisorsupport.com> Wed, Dec 26, 2018 at 11:17 AM
To: "disperser.wolf@gmail.com" <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Hello Mr. Wolf, 

Thanks kindly for your response; I have shared your feedback with our Listings Team to see if there's any updates they would need to apply to the
listing on the TripAdvisor site.
[Quoted text hidden]

On 12/25/18, Michael Wolf wrote:
> The marina is part of the hotel, they are the same business. There is
> no difference. If you use the marina, you use the same facilities,
> except you don't stay in a hotel ROOM. I still use the same
> restaurant, beach, pool, front office, talk to and interact with the
> exact same employees.
>
> There is no difference between the two parts of the business and you
> have been led to believe otherwise by a salesman who regularly lies to
> you and your clients about these facilities which are a menace to
> tourists as well as the tourism industry here.
>
> My receipts are the same receipts anyone else here who pays for the
> hotel or dive services receive. The marina is a part of their
> business, as you can clearly see by the photograph you hadn't yet
> taken down showing the rules of the marina which are clearly labeled
> as CLUB CANTAMAR. In fact, I have attached that very photograph.
>
> You are being lied to and your customers are being defrauded. I
> cannot do anything about the legal aspects of this business because of
> how corrupt the government was. Now that the government has changed,
> I am denouncing the business. How would it look if Tripadvisor were
> to simply take the word of a business that was acting in a criminal



> manner and took down the review of someone that the business had
> illegally victimized?
>
> My review must be restored at once.
>
> On 12/20/18, help@tripadvisorsupport.com
[Quoted text hidden]

>

ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FU7:ref

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Fri, Dec 28, 2018 at 4:18 PM
To: "help@tripadvisorsupport.com" <help@tripadvisorsupport.com>

Amanda,

This is not a matter of updating a listing, this is a matter of a
business doing everything they can to prevent the public from knowing
what really goes on here.

Read my review, entirely.  Look at the photographs I uploaded and
compare them with photographs others have uploaded.  There is
absolutely no difference between the marina and other elements of this
business.  The person in charge of dealing with the Tripadvisor
account for Cantamar is a liar who regularly lies in response to
reviews. But since your site does not provide a mechanism for people
to respond to what the business say in response to their reviews,
people believe Cantamar because they have no choice.

I need you to tell me what Tripadvisor needs in order to prove that I
am a client of Club Hotel Cantamar and that my review should stand
as-written.  If you need any proof of anything this business does
which is fraudulent from the perspective of being your client, just
tell me and I will find it and send it to you.  I have incredible
access to this place and can ask for just about anything from the
employees.  I've been here longer than nearly every employee here and
they trust me more than each other!



Cantamar is defrauding Tripadvisor.  Tell me how I can prove this to you.

Thank you
[Quoted text hidden]

> ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FU7:ref

help@tripadvisorsupport.com <help@tripadvisorsupport.com> Wed, Jan 2, 2019 at 8:21 AM
To: "disperser.wolf@gmail.com" <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Good morning Mr. Wolf, 

Thanks for your response and offer to provide further information.

We do not in any way question that you are a client of this property. As it pertains to your review, we still would not be in a position to publish it as you
did not experience the property as a typical traveler would be doing. 

Your most recent response has been shared with the relevant team and if any changes are to be made to the listing on TripAdvisor, it will be updated
accordingly. 
[Quoted text hidden]

[Quoted text hidden]

>

ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FU7:ref

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Mon, Jan 7, 2019 at 4:08 PM
To: "help@tripadvisorsupport.com" <help@tripadvisorsupport.com>
Cc: matthew.haag@nytimes.com

This is absolutely insane.  I am WARNING people about an UNSAFE
facility.  Your preventing my review from being posted is nonsensical
as is your statement that I cannot possibly review because I have not
"experienced" Cantamar as other people "experience Cantamar."  And
that is the biggest line of bullshit I have ever heard, no personal
offense.  I use every single facility that Cantamar provides to other
clients.  No, I don't stay in a hotel room, but divers who review the
site don't stay in hotel rooms either.  And no, I don't go out on the



dives, but I live in the marina where the dive boats operate, are
stored, etc.  And people who stay in the hotel who write reviews don't
always go on dives.

So, because Cantamar has never had a liveaboard client who has written
a review, you are going to refuse to allow my insight as a customer of
this fucking dump for three years?

I'm going to take my beef with Tripadvisor to the forums, because
people need to know this place is dangerous, operates wholly outside
of the law, is unsafe, and needs to be shut down.

I also demand that this matter be further escalated.  My review
provides insight that people need to be aware of.  While I don't stay
in a hotel room, I am on the same campus, use the same restrooms, deal
with the same staff, park in the same parking lot, and receive the
same exact receipts that everyone who stays in a hotel room does.  As
to the dive boats, I know MORE than customers who just go out on dives
because I see what they do to the boats, or rather don't do (maintain
them for example).

Your message is going to be forward to the New York Times so they can
see how ridiculous this whole affair is.

I'm also going to consult an attorney to see if suing Trip Advisor is
a good idea.
[Quoted text hidden]

> ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FU7:ref



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

disperser.wolf, thank you for your first review!
1 message

TripAdvisor <members@e.tripadvisor.com> Sat, Dec 1, 2018 at 10:00 AM
Reply-To: TripAdvisor <reply-fe611271736405757413-18_HTML-422146936-10834732-165407@e.tripadvisor.com>
To: disperser.wolf@gmail.com

TripAdvisor

Hi disperser.wolf Level  Level 1 review  Reviews

Thanks for your first
review, disperser.wolf!

By sharing your experiences, you're helping other travelers
— and that means a lot. Now, check out the TripCollective

points you've earned:

Review Club Hotel Cantamar +100 points



Congrats! Here's what you've just received:

badgeim
age

New Reviewer Badge

Your total score:

1,180 points

Keep up the good work!

Only 2 more reviews to

receive your next
badge: Reviewer

Post another review

What will you review next in La Paz?

Each review gets you 100 TripCollective points!



Tailhunter Restaurant Restaurantes Bismark

Rate and review > Rate and review >

Las Tres Virgenes Rancho Viejo

Rate and review > Rate and review >



Balandra Beach Isla Espiritu Santo

Rate and review > Rate and review >

Malecon
Playa El Tecolote (Tecolote
Beach)

Rate and review > Rate and review >



Or choose another place to review >

Visit
Facebook

Visit
Twitter

Visit
Instagram

Get iOS App Get Android
App

Go to TripAdvisor   |   Privacy Policy   |   Contact Us

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail. This e-mail was sent from a notification-only
address that cannot accept incoming e-mail. If you have questions or need assistance,

ask us here

TripAdvisor LLC, 400 1st Ave., Needham, MA 02494, USA

© 2018 TripAdvisor LLC. All rights reserved. TripAdvisor, the TripAdvisor logo, the logo
of the owl, Travelers' Choice and the logo of Travelers' Choice are registered trademarks

or trademarks of TripAdvisor LLC in the US and / or other countries.



Sun, Jan 27, 2019 10:25 AM

Re[5]: Cantamar

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: teeroy15@gmail.com

Troy,

Whats going on?  If you still have the lease, I would like to buy it, even if only temporarily.

By the way, Pedro is using it, has since December.

Thursday, July 19, 2018 7:02 PM +03:00 from Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>:

Troy,

I had assumed you were still waiting for permits which never happen on schedule, but that you have them says you are ready to go, so I don't see how this can work
out.

Good luck with your project.

Thu, 19 Jul 2018 -3:01:21 -0600 from Troy Feinberg <teeroy15@gmail.com>:

Hello again
Yeah we have already dealt with profepa and correct you are with permits etc..
Our situation is this,
We are waiting for the backing to get wired down here  and once it hits we will build.
I will take your proposition into consideration.
I would be doing this as a “favor” and therefore I will ask how big your boat is?
I know about the travel lift they can’t use and I believe it’s a 200 ton.
I’ve thought about that direction as well thanks for that comment but from what I believe is they are trying to get it workable.
Although in life everything is negotiable!



We are also putting into the plans for a 3 level dry dock storage similar to San José although I would be interested in hearing your thoughts and plans if they
are open as you say?
I’m open to letting you do the work on your boat since you live out there and know Pedro.

Thanks 
Troy

--
Michael Wolf



Sun, Jan 27, 2019 11:26 AM

Re: Re[5]: Cantamar

From: Troy Feinberg <teeroy15@gmail.com>

To: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

Hello Michael
The way the lease is setup I am not able to sublet 
Sorry

Thank you
Troy Feinberg 
Sent from my iPhone X 

On Jan 27, 2019, at 8:25 AM, Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru> wrote:

Troy,

Whats going on?  If you still have the lease, I would like to buy it, even if only temporarily.

By the way, Pedro is using it, has since December.

Thursday, July 19, 2018 7:02 PM +03:00 from Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>:

Troy,

I had assumed you were still waiting for permits which never happen on schedule, but that you have them says you are ready to go, so I don't see how this can
work out.

Good luck with your project.



Thu, 19 Jul 2018 -3:01:21 -0600 from Troy Feinberg <teeroy15@gmail.com>:

Hello again
Yeah we have already dealt with profepa and correct you are with permits etc..
Our situation is this,
We are waiting for the backing to get wired down here  and once it hits we will build.
I will take your proposition into consideration.
I would be doing this as a “favor” and therefore I will ask how big your boat is?
I know about the travel lift they can’t use and I believe it’s a 200 ton.
I’ve thought about that direction as well thanks for that comment but from what I believe is they are trying to get it workable.
Although in life everything is negotiable!
We are also putting into the plans for a 3 level dry dock storage similar to San José although I would be interested in hearing your thoughts and plans if they
are open as you say?
I’m open to letting you do the work on your boat since you live out there and know Pedro.

Thanks 
Troy

--
Michael Wolf



Fri, Jan 11, 2019 5:29 AM

Pregunta

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: licoveg@hotmail.com

Sentimos molestado por Pedro.  Alquillo el un hombre que nos mira por toda la noche y nos siga todas lugares que vamos cuando caminamos.  El es proximo a nosotros,
use lámpara a nosotros.  El es aquí desde 9pm hasta 8am.

Esta pasé después viene PROFEPA, por una denuncia yo hizo.

¿Que podemos hacer?   Pienso que si Ud. llamo Pedro y dijo a el que no podemos salir hasto podemos reparar nuestro nave, y que si el nos dio uso de un condominio
cuando pregunamos, no estaremos nosotros aquí nada más, y el dijo que no nos molesta, que todo seria bien.  No nos gustamos aquí, y nada que hace Pedro va a
forzarnos a salir.

--
Michael Wolf



Tue, Jan 15, 2019 6:26 AM

911

From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@mail.ru>

To: licoveg@hotmail.com

Llamamos a 911 ahora porque no nos hostiga un hombre alquillado por Pedro a hostigarnos.  Conseguir el grabacion por favor.
--
Michael Wolf



The Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>

Trip Advisor at it Again - Deleting Mexico Reviews
1 message

Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com> Mon, Jan 7, 2019 at 8:36 PM
To: watchdog@journalsentinel.com
Cc: X-Ray Magazine Office - Peter Symes <office@xray-mag.com>

Trip Advisor has removed my review of a DANGEROUS resort in Mexico.  I
saved the life of a dive master who shouldn't have been in a dinghy
with a powerful outboard he was not trained to use and for which he
did not have a lockout key on him to prevent his nearly dying.  I
saved his life because I have the medical equipment and knowhow where
this DIVE CENTER, RESORT, HOTEL does not.

This place runs illegally, doesn't pay taxes, bribes to stay in
business, launders money, and is falling apart.  I live here, yet Trip
Advisor says that because I don't stay in a hotel room, I can't write
a review.

The business is, on Trip Advisor, Club Hotel Cantamar.  Their website
is clubcantamar.com.  They are a dive business with a hotel and marina
that pollutes the very sea they take people diving and snorkeling in.

My original review:

Cantamar is run so poorly that a long-term marina tenant is suffering
despite doing nothing wrong.  I highly recommend avoiding Cantamar due
to the many problems created because it is not at all well managed.
Cantamar is unsafe – an accident waiting to happen (again).  How they
are treating me goes far to explain how and why Cantamar is not
suitable for providing any services whatsoever, because Cantamar is



run to make the bookings, not to earn or keep customers:

I came to Cantamar marina with my ship three years ago and was quoted
a rate which I have paid faithfully since, often several months at a
time in advance.  Given that the rate seemed low to me, I believed it
necessary to avail myself to the facilities to provide what I could,
where I could.  I have installed water on the docks, helped manage the
marina, saved several of Cantamar's dive boats from imminent doom
thanks to hurricanes and lazy staff, and otherwise assisted with
making sure things don't fall apart here.  The arrangement worked well
until a German national, in an apparent effort to protect his
fraudulent claim to federal property next door which I was interested
in leasing, made false statements to the owner which disparaged me,
and which the owner believed without question.

At around the same time, I discovered significant damage to my ship
and contacted a local electrician and boat surveyor to inspect the
damage and confirm the source.  Cantamar's electricians failed to
reconnect physical ground to the leg of electrical circuit my ship is
connected to, and all stray current went through my boat, which was
significant considering other faults with neutral and hot circuits in
the marina, which is not wired in a legal or safe manner.  My galvanic
isolator was burned up and my engine, sea cocks, rudder shaft,
propeller shaft, propeller, and armature of my ferro-cement ship all
suffered damage which has rendered my ship inoperable.

I asked Cantamar for access to otherwise unused facilities in order
that I might enact repairs to my ship.  I was first granted permission
to use a shop which I had to improve and buy materials for in order to
use, including cleaning, organizing, constructing walls, properly
rewiring electrical outlets and lighting, and installing security all
of which created a useful shop from what had previously been a place
where only trash had accumulated.  When it came time to give me use of
a condominium, required as I cannot do the repairs to my ship while I
am living on it, things changed, and I was met with significant delays
in responding to my inquiries.  I spent several weeks and hundreds of
dollars to improve a shop I cannot use, not only because I cannot work
on my ship, but because massive obstructions in the shop which were



not removed as promised by the owner.  Cantamar benefits from my work
which was supposed to allow me to repair the damage done by Cantamar.
And I am paying to stay where I do not want to stay because I cannot
leave.  I have been taken advantage of by Cantamar.

After the passage of several MONTHS, I was told by the owner/operator,
Pedro, that I had to apologize to the Baja Pirates fishing fleet,
another tenant of the marina, for things I supposedly did to them, or
I would be kicked out of the marina.  I have done nothing to the Baja
Pirates except to complain to them when they break marina rules and
disturb me in my ship (a very heavy vessel which does not move except
when there is sufficient wake to damage the fragile homemade
fiberglass docks of the marina), which of course I will not apologize
for.  And I only complained to the Baja Pirates because my complaints
to Cantamar staff were always unanswered.

The owner is being extremely unreasonable and has even gone so far as
to threaten me, via my live-in caregiver, to have me deported.  I have
been told I am trouble by an owner who previously told me that
everyone in Mexico does business the way he does: under the table, and
lacking any consideration for the law or even the environment he
offers tours to see.  In truth, if I were truly “trouble” as the owner
suggests, he would probably no longer be in business, but he would
certainly have fewer floating boats and a lot less money for all I
have helped with around here.  I certainly don't deserve to be
harassed by employees, including having my internet access turned off,
my vehicles vandalized, nor threatened with physical violence as has
been the case.  This review is being posted as the only way I can get
the owner to listen to my side of the story because I would rather not
have to sue him.

I will summarize my review of Cantamar thusly:  this place should not
be in operation.  It effectively serves as a boatyard for the three
large liveaboard dive excursion boats which service areas outside Baja
California Sur.  There is almost no oversight of the resort and marina
and as a result, the facilities continue to degrade and incidents
occur with increasing frequency and severity, such as a recent
incident in which a divemaster was gravely injured when he fell out of



a dinghy he was not sufficiently experienced with nor at all trained
to use – he didn't even have the dead-man switch attached to his
person!  Most disturbing to me of this incident, besides being 100%
preventable, is that despite occurring at a dive facility, there were
simply not sufficient first-aid resources or training to handle the
situation.  I had to apply a proper tourniquet, provide a trauma
dressing, and provide a blanket to prevent deep shock during the 30
minutes it took for an ambulance to drive from La Paz to Cantamar.  I
very likely saved this person's life because this facility simply is
not prepared for accidents which are becoming more and more likely as
things get worse here, especially considering Pedro recently purchased
a headache known as Cassiopeia which has taken even more of his time
and money to deal with, especially as he has signed up with a
franchise to book the vessel.

I firmly believe in the potential of Cantamar to provide tourist
services, though I do question whether or not this place is suitable
as a resort to host tourists for extended stays due to the pollution
of the adjacent commercial port including rich exhaust from diesel
generators and massive amounts of dust.  But until management is
changed, Cantamar is not capable of providing safe, reliable services
for diving or tourists.

While all I care about is getting my ship repaired, I am sufficiently
familiar with this facility, how it runs, and how it doesn't run
properly that I can opine that the best way to improve Cantamar is for
Pedro to leave with his liveaboard dive boats and let Cantamar to be
run by someone who can properly attend to the facilities and ensure
that things run well.  Pedro has simply taken on too much and needs to
let go of the resort and concentrate on what he knows best; diving;
and let someone else run Cantamar.

Bottom line:  Avoid Cantamar until they change management.  If they
can treat someone whose boat they damage as they have treated me, how
would they treat someone who suffered physical injuries as a result of
the same faulty management?  I don't believe Cantamar is worth the
money, or the risk.



As for me, as soon as I find a place to fix my ship, I am leaving.  If
I can find a way to leave sooner, I will.  I do not like this place, I
am not enjoying having my lungs filled with soot and dust and diesel
exhaust, I do not enjoy that I cannot even clean my boat because the
water is unsafe, I am still traumatized because I witnessed the
divemaster's accident firsthand, and I especially do not enjoy a
facility believing such outrageously false accusations as this place
has about me, nor how the owner and some of its employees treat me
despite all I have done to help around here.

I highly recommend that you avoid Cantamar.

I will be uploading photographs I have taken at Cantamar showing some
of the major problems as well.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 7 Jan 2019 16:08:35 -0700
Subject: Re: Report a Business - Report Inappropriate Business Case
No: 08182053 [] [ ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FU7:ref ]
To: "help@tripadvisorsupport.com" <help@tripadvisorsupport.com>
Cc: matthew.haag@nytimes.com

This is absolutely insane.  I am WARNING people about an UNSAFE
facility.  Your preventing my review from being posted is nonsensical
as is your statement that I cannot possibly review because I have not
"experienced" Cantamar as other people "experience Cantamar."  And
that is the biggest line of bullshit I have ever heard, no personal
offense.  I use every single facility that Cantamar provides to other
clients.  No, I don't stay in a hotel room, but divers who review the
site don't stay in hotel rooms either.  And no, I don't go out on the
dives, but I live in the marina where the dive boats operate, are
stored, etc.  And people who stay in the hotel who write reviews don't
always go on dives.

So, because Cantamar has never had a liveaboard client who has written
a review, you are going to refuse to allow my insight as a customer of
this fucking dump for three years?



I'm going to take my beef with Tripadvisor to the forums, because
people need to know this place is dangerous, operates wholly outside
of the law, is unsafe, and needs to be shut down.

I also demand that this matter be further escalated.  My review
provides insight that people need to be aware of.  While I don't stay
in a hotel room, I am on the same campus, use the same restrooms, deal
with the same staff, park in the same parking lot, and receive the
same exact receipts that everyone who stays in a hotel room does.  As
to the dive boats, I know MORE than customers who just go out on dives
because I see what they do to the boats, or rather don't do (maintain
them for example).

Your message is going to be forward to the New York Times so they can
see how ridiculous this whole affair is.

I'm also going to consult an attorney to see if suing Trip Advisor is
a good idea.

On 1/2/19, help@tripadvisorsupport.com <help@tripadvisorsupport.com> wrote:
> Good morning Mr. Wolf,
>
> Thanks for your response and offer to provide further information.
>
> We do not in any way question that you are a client of this property. As it
> pertains to your review, we still would not be in a position to publish it
> as you did not experience the property as a typical traveler would be
> doing.
>
> Your most recent response has been shared with the relevant team and if any
> changes are to be made to the listing on TripAdvisor, it will be updated
> accordingly.
>
> Kind regards,
>
> Amanda B.



> TripAdvisor Customer Relations Manager
>
> --------------- Original Message ---------------
> From: [disperser.wolf@gmail.com]
> Sent: 12/28/2018 6:18 PM
> To: help@tripadvisorsupport.com
> Subject: Re: Report a Business - Report Inappropriate Business Case No:
> 08182053 [] [ ]
>
> Amanda,
>
> This is not a matter of updating a listing, this is a matter of a
> business doing everything they can to prevent the public from knowing
> what really goes on here.
>
> Read my review, entirely. Look at the photographs I uploaded and
> compare them with photographs others have uploaded. There is
> absolutely no difference between the marina and other elements of this
> business. The person in charge of dealing with the Tripadvisor
> account for Cantamar is a liar who regularly lies in response to
> reviews. But since your site does not provide a mechanism for people
> to respond to what the business say in response to their reviews,
> people believe Cantamar because they have no choice.
>
> I need you to tell me what Tripadvisor needs in order to prove that I
> am a client of Club Hotel Cantamar and that my review should stand
> as-written. If you need any proof of anything this business does
> which is fraudulent from the perspective of being your client, just
> tell me and I will find it and send it to you. I have incredible
> access to this place and can ask for just about anything from the
> employees. I've been here longer than nearly every employee here and
> they trust me more than each other!
>
> Cantamar is defrauding Tripadvisor. Tell me how I can prove this to you.
>
> Thank you
>
> On 12/26/18, help@tripadvisorsupport.com wrote:



>> Hello Mr. Wolf,
>>
>> Thanks kindly for your response; I have shared your feedback with our
>> Listings Team to see if there's any updates they would need to apply to
>> the
>> listing on the TripAdvisor site.
>>
>> Kind regards,
>>
>> Amanda B.
>> TripAdvisor Customer Relations Manager
>>
>> --------------- Original Message ---------------
>> From: [disperser.wolf@gmail.com]
>> Sent: 12/26/2018 12:03 AM
>> To: help@tripadvisorsupport.com
>> Subject: Re: Report a Business - Report Inappropriate Business Case No:
>> 08182053 [] [ ]
>>
>> Further thoughts:
>>
>> Please read other reviews and examine the photographs of this place.
>> You will find that this is not a hotel, but a resort and dive center
>> and marina. Reviews are mostly of dives, which are provided by this
>> facility, and is their primary business. The formal business name is
>> BCS Buceo y Servicio, which means Baja California Sur Dive and
>> Services. That is who I pay, that is who the business is.
>>
>> Examining reviews will demonstrate that most customers of Club Hotel
>> Cantamar are dive customers, which means they use the marina, the dive
>> boats, the staff, the dive masters, and the facilities in which I
>> live.
>>
>> This is NOT a hotel. They are primarily a dive center which of course
>> operates out of a marina, the marina in which I live.
>>
>> By the way, I am not the only customer of the marina, I am however the
>> only one who pays to live aboard my boat full time and who has been



>> here so long. There are other marina customers. That includes Cabo
>> Adventures, a Canadian with a sailboat, a Mexican with two boats who
>> is related by marriage to an employee of this place (Rodrigo, the
>> lying salesman), and another American. None of them write reviews.
>>
>> On 12/25/18, Michael Wolf wrote:
>>> The marina is part of the hotel, they are the same business. There is
>>> no difference. If you use the marina, you use the same facilities,
>>> except you don't stay in a hotel ROOM. I still use the same
>>> restaurant, beach, pool, front office, talk to and interact with the
>>> exact same employees.
>>>
>>> There is no difference between the two parts of the business and you
>>> have been led to believe otherwise by a salesman who regularly lies to
>>> you and your clients about these facilities which are a menace to
>>> tourists as well as the tourism industry here.
>>>
>>> My receipts are the same receipts anyone else here who pays for the
>>> hotel or dive services receive. The marina is a part of their
>>> business, as you can clearly see by the photograph you hadn't yet
>>> taken down showing the rules of the marina which are clearly labeled
>>> as CLUB CANTAMAR. In fact, I have attached that very photograph.
>>>
>>> You are being lied to and your customers are being defrauded. I
>>> cannot do anything about the legal aspects of this business because of
>>> how corrupt the government was. Now that the government has changed,
>>> I am denouncing the business. How would it look if Tripadvisor were
>>> to simply take the word of a business that was acting in a criminal
>>> manner and took down the review of someone that the business had
>>> illegally victimized?
>>>
>>> My review must be restored at once.
>>>
>>> On 12/20/18, help@tripadvisorsupport.com
>>> wrote:
>>>> [Inline image URL :
>>>> https://ta-tripadvisor.my.salesforce.com/servlet/servlet.ImageServer?id=0152A000009FUhO&oid=00DA0000000I0Rf]
>>>>



>>>> Good afternoon Mr. Wolf,
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> I wanted to reach out in regards to your review titled "Cantamar
>>>> Insider
>>>> -
>>>> An Introduction" as the manager of TripAdvisor's Customer Relations
>>>> Department and provide some specifics as to why the review will not be
>>>> published to the site.
>>>>
>>>> Your review pertains to the marina on the property of Club Hotel
>>>> Cantamar.
>>>> Although we have the hotel listed on TripAdvisor, we do not have a
>>>> specific
>>>> listing for the marina, as it is not a traveler destination.
>>>>
>>>> Although the content of your review would be relevant to a resident of
>>>> the
>>>> marina, is not written from a traveler's perspective who would be
>>>> visiting
>>>> the hotel as a tourist.
>>>>
>>>> I do sincerely hope that this helps to clarify the situation, and if
>>>> there
>>>> are any additional questions about TripAdvisor's review guidelines,
>>>> answers
>>>> can be found in our Help Center here:
>>>>
>>>> https://www.tripadvisorsupport.com/hc/en-us/articles/200614797-Our-guidelines-for-traveler-reviews
>>>>
>>>> Kind regards,
>>>>
>>>> Amanda B.
>>>> TripAdvisor Customer Relations Manager
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>



>>>>
>>>>
>>>> --------------- Original Message ---------------
>>>> From: [disperser.wolf@gmail.com]
>>>> Sent: 12/20/2018 1:56 PM
>>>> To: help@tripadvisorsupport.com
>>>> Subject: Re: Tell us how we're doing [ ]
>>>>
>>>> I do not want to take surveys, I want my support question answered by
>>>> a supervisor.
>>>>
>>>> On 12/19/18, help@tripadvisorsupport.com wrote:
>>>>>
>>>
>>
>>
>
> ref:_00DA0I0Rf._5002A1T9FU7:ref


